Welcome to the first “Ye Builders Journal” compilation.
This is a collection of the first five years of the “Ye Builders Journal” The official newsletter for The
Builders Project Guild. Her in you will see all manner of things erudite and erroneous. We hope you
enjoy your time in this tome.
Special recognition goes to our fearless leader rubberducky78, without whom none of this would be
possible, as well as all our members, the greater Neverwinter Nights community and the BioWare staff.
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Article: Shadows of Undrentide: Does it measure up?
by: Rubberducky
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Chances are, many of you have it already. Those of you who don't yet may have been spared some of the
initial installation headaches being experienced all over the world.
The not-so-good news:
While problems with copies distributed in the US seem to differ somewhat to those reported in Australia
and Europe, the finger of blame seems to consistently point to Secure Rom copyright protection across
the board.
US users report for the most part to being able to install the game, but not being able to run it, or their
disk drive will lock up, and they are unable to eject the disk. Pacific Rim and European problems, more
often than not seem to involve the inability to install the game at all. To make matters worse, Atari
initially attempted to dodge the bullet by saying that it was a problem with certain disk drives rather than
an issue with the disks themselves.
The fix? Unfortunately, simply taking it back to the store and exchanging it may not do. Atari is not
currently distributing replacement disks to retailers. For now, if you have a defective copy, you will
need to contact Atari directly at: neverwinter@atari.com
Owners who have done so have reported that they received replacement copies within 7 days, and that
the replacements worked fine.

Opinions on the product...
From the guild poll, most of the commentary is favorable. The game itself may be a little short for some,
but the modifications to the toolset are receiving glowing reports. Of course keep that in the context that
the poll was conducted within the guild, and we are a builders guild after all...
Overall, it seems to be worth the price, and at least some of the hassles.
Rating: **** (4 out of 5).

SoU Spotlight: Shadow Dancer
One of the new Prestige Classes from Shadows of Undrentide

Operating in the border between light and darkness, Shadowdancers are
nimble artists of deception. They are mysterious and unknown, never
completely trusted but always inducing wonder when met.
Rogues, bards and monks make excellent shadowdancers, but fighters,
barbarians, rangers and paladins also find that shadowdancer abilities allow
them to strike at their opponents with surprise and skill. Wizard, sorcerer,
cleric and druid shadowdancers employ the defensive capabilities inherent
in the prestige class to allow them to cast their spells from safety and move
away quickly. Despite their link with shadows and trickery, shadowdancers
are as often good as evil. They may use their incredible abilities as they
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wish.

Shadowdancers often work in troupes, never staying in one place too long.
Some use their abilities to entertain. Others operate as thieves, using their abilities to infiltrate past
defenses and dupe others. All shadowdancer troupes maintain an aura of mystery among the populace,
who never know whether to think well or ill of them.
Requirements:
To qualify to become a shadowdancer, a character must fulfill all of the following criteria:
Move Silently: 8 Ranks
Hide: 10 Ranks
Tumble: 5 Ranks
Feats: Dodge, Mobility
Shadowdancer Special and Spell-like Abilities:
Each class has a range of abilities that make it substantially different from the other classes. These
abilities are an integral part of your character’s class, and mastering them will aid you.
The following are class features of the shadowdancer prestige class. Please note that a spell-like ability
is mostly the same as a spell except they are gained automatically and do not need to be memorized, and
(most importantly) do not show up in a spell book.
Hit Die: d8
Skill Points at Each Level: 6 + Int modifier
Proficiencies: Simple weapons and light armor
Level 1:
Hide in Plain Sight: The shadowdancer is able to use the Hide skill even while being observed.
Level 2:
Evasion - No damage on a successful reflex save.
Darkvision - Able to see in dim areas.
Uncanny Dodge 1 - Retain dexterity bonus to armor class, even if flat-footed.

Level 3:
Shadow Daze: Once per day, the shadowdancer may inflict an illusory daze upon a target. This daze
lasts for five rounds.
Summon Shadow: Once per day, the shadowdancer can summon a shadow. This shadow is extremely
difficult to turn and becomes more powerful as the shadowdancer gains levels.
Level 4:
Shadow Evade: Three times per day, the shadowdancer can call upon the shadows in the area to help
conceal her. She gains a 5 percent concealment bonus, damage reduction of 5/+1 and a +1 AC bonus.
The effect lasts for 5 rounds. This improves to 10 percent concealment, 5/+2 damage reduction, and +2
AC bonus at level 6 and at level 8 it becomes 15 percent concealment, 10/+2 damage reduction and +3
AC. At level 10, Shadow Evade grants 20 percent concealment, 10/+3 damage reduction and a +4 AC
bonus.
Level 5:
Defensive Roll - Avoid death with a reflex save.
Uncanny Dodge 2 - +1 reflex saving throws.
Level 7:
Slippery Mind - Failed Will saving throw gets automatic reroll.
Level 10:
Improved Evasion - Failed reflex saving throws result in only half damage.
Uncanny Dodge 3 - +2 reflex saving throws.
Class Skills (skill descriptions):
Hide
Listen
Move Silently
Diplomacy: Persuade
Pick Pocket
Search
Spot
Tumble

Credits:
Profile: SoU/Bioware Community
Image 1: SoU screenshot
Image 2: Dungeon Master's Guide v3.5

The Website...
Those of you actually perusing your newsletter on the website
thing to a word doc and email it to... grrr...

... Those of you I had to copy the darn

Yes, I keep harping on the subject, and yes, I will continue to until I see a lot more names on the
"registered users" list.
Seriously folks...It's your website. Made for you, to be used by you, and it truly is growing into one hell
of a resource we all need to make use of. Those of you not familiar with the wiki concept it's built from;
hmm... Given that I'm no techie, and don't know the lingo... I'd call it a dynamic site that users can add
content to and help to design the finished product. Not that there really is a finished product either. It
will continue to grow and evolve on pretty much a daily basis, and all of you can add to it as much as
you like.
You can start by designing your own user page, which you can put photos, personal info, or anything
you like on. You can write your own articles and tutorials right on the website using the file galleries on
the menu, or save them into the scripting tutorials section of the Gon'falcon (encyclopedia), by simply
choosing "scripting tutorials" from the list, click "edit" at the top right or bottom left of the page, and
adding in the title of your tutorial. If you don't understand the formatting rules listed below, just look at
the other titles on the list and follow the way those were formatted. Preview it to make sure you did it
right, and then save it. When the page reloads, you'll see your new title with a ? next to it. Click on the ?
and then give your tutorial a description, and write it up from there. You can preview it anytime, and it
can be edited anytime you like after it's saved.
In fact, I urge everyone to add some small bit to the website, even if it's just your own user page, just so
you can see how easy it is to use. I've learned a lot just from working with it over the last few weeks,
and I still haven't read the user manual.
Growing at an amazing rate (considering I'm mostly doing it myself), is the Bestiary. Think of a
compendium of mythical creatures, the D&D Monster Manual 1st ed through v3.5, and an encyclopedia
of fantasy fiction races and creatures all rolled up into one easy to use reference guide, and there you
have it. Creature stats, descriptions, origins and artwork, and it's getting bigger by the day. A great
resource, reference manual, and just plain entertaining read, it's there for members to use and enjoy.
Galap has the startings of the Armory in place, but he could use a few willing hands to help him with
compiling some of the fictional weapons and armor, and adding them in (he has the historical stuff under
control). If you think you'd like to help out, contact Galap and let him know.
Whats on the menu...
Image galleries to upload your favorite pics in, or just flip through what's there. The Directory has a ton
of links chosen specifically to fit member needs and interests, there are forums, blogs, FAQs , and a lot
more... As you can see, there really is no reason not to register and start enjoying this great resource, so
do it today at: http://tbp.smith.dropbear.id.au/tiki/tiki-index.php

The Festhall: Our new official guild project
Those of you who have been around the guild since the beginning are probably well aware that our
previous attempts at producing a guild PW project were unsuccessful.
With the formation of the Project Development Division, we hoped to change all that, and now we've
come back at the issue of guild projects from a different angle. Since we haven't had the best of luck
with PW projects, we see no reason to limit our efforts to PWs alone, and now we have a new concept
for a guild-wide effort that we think will work for everyone.
The Festhall began as an idea for a throwaway topic on our General Discussion forum, where members
could talk about anything unrelated to NWN, or gaming in general. In other words, anything silly or
pointless that didn't really fit the usual mold for our forums topics, this was the spot.
Galap and I discussed actually building the Festhall as a meeting place for members to hook up in before
scheduled game sessions, or just to hang out and chat in when they were bored. We also considered the
possibility of adding server portals in the Festhall and linking them to member works. Later, I suggested
a slightly different twist on that concept; adding a hallway with doors that led to member mods instead
of the server portals idea, and the whole thing has evolved from there. Not that server portals are out.
Galap's original notion of portals that linked to your PW's will work in this project as well.
Like to DM? You can do that too. We can put together a DM team for those of you who want one to run
your mods, or you can post the hours you will DM your module on a sign outside your server portal or
door. If you don't want your module running when you aren't there to DM, we can work that out too.
Make sure you submit all relevant info on your world along with the module/server info when you send
it to Abaddon.
As of right now, we don't have size limitations on the modules contributed, although I'd say common
sense dictates that they shouldn't be huge. What's most important is that they are yours, and you can
make them distinctively your own and be as creative with them as you like. The entire concept is
designed so that the mods don't have to fit any specific concept at all. The doors are simply portals to
other worlds, and whatever is on the other side of your door is pretty much up to you.
If it's a shop, quest, mini-crawl, or a hungry dragon waiting for a snack to walk in, so be it. If hobbits are
being eaten by space aliens and they need rescuing, or if there is a damsel in distress, locked in a tower
guarded by a vicious killer bunny rabbit, way cool. The guidelines are simple and few. naming
conventions and hak stuff mostly, so read Abaddon's wiki on the website, and run up a flag if you have
any questions.
The original topic that got us started, if you're interested is:
http://nwn.bioware.com/guilds_registry/viewtopic.html?forum=3561&topic=53894&gid=2226 (cache)
Updates from Abaddon on the project:
http://nwn.bioware.com/guilds_registry/viewtopic.html?forum=3561&topic=59910&gid=2226 (cache)
And finally, The Festhall topic for general nonsense, silly stories, and guild chit-chat in the General
Discussion forum:
http://nwn.bioware.com/guilds_registry/viewtopic.html?forum=3561&topic=47138&gid=2226 (cache)
That's pretty much where it all began.
Abaddon's "Festhall" wiki page on the website, with guidelines and general info, is listed on the
homepage at the very bottom under the welcome message. Let Abaddon know if you have any
questions, and by all means join in the project if you're interested in participating.

Member Spotlight:
Galap Almighty...

Does he always wear that thing?
Okay, so he's slightly... eccentric, he has some strange tastes in headwear, and he trains animal deathsquads. Our resident genius, bestower of websites, and creator of creature spawners, is my pick for
featured member in this edition of the guild newsletter. Why you ask? Good question. He argues with
me about everything...
I suppose it's because it's against his religion to accept a compliment, and I know this will irritate him
immensely.
Be that as it may, it isn't against mine to acknowledge members who contribute their time and effort to
the guild and our objectives, and he has certainly done that. From giving us our new website to helping
with scripting dilemmas, he is always there to lend a helping hand when one is needed.
Did I mention he writes code in the small hours of the morning?
Take a bow Galap. I want to tape a "kick me" sign on your back...
(you can pick up a copy of Galap's new creature spawner; now available for beta testing from the
downloads section of the guild website.)

RPG Humor
Top 20 List of Famous Last Words
Ever said something in-game just prior to a memorably painful death? Here's a list you may enjoy...
1. "Let's go in."
2. "Let's not go in."
3. "Let me handle this."
4. "Click?? ...This doesn't come with ammo?"
5. "AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHH"
6. "Trust me."
7. "I never get lost."
8. "Wonder what this button does?"
9. "I'll just close my eyes and walk up to the dracolisk holding up my mirror"
10. "Why is this man speaking in sign language?"
11. "That's only a statue"
12. "Don't worry, the DM won't hose me"
13. NPC: "Lets drop our weapons and talk." PC: "Okay!"
14. "Don't be silly. If this was really the ship's "Self-Destruct Button", do you think they'd leave it
lying around where anyone could press it?"
15. "Well, guys, I'm sorry my activities in the last town got us all tarred and feathered, but you're not
going to hold that against me, are you?"
16. "Oops, I spilled flaming oil on my beard. I'd better wash it off after we kill this fire lizard."
17. "So I'm safely across the pit? Whew! For a minute there I was worried that you might remember
my encumbrance penalties."
18. "So you're Tiamat, huh? Are you evil? Yes? Would you like to convert?"
19. "Hah! I'm not dead yet. I still have five hit points."
20. "Yeah, I know it's dangerous, but think of the experience points."
In the news...
REDMOND, WA—Microsoft head Bill Gates, already considered by many to be among the most
powerful men in the world, further increased his powers Monday, augmenting several of his key
statistics to near-immortal levels.
Above: Microsoft CEO Bill Gates, one of the most powerful businessmen on
the Prime Material Plane, recently granted himself powers normally available
only to deities and demigods.
Among the most striking increases were a +2 raise in dexterity to 18, and an
overwhelming charisma increase to an above-human score of 20, placing
Gates in the realm of deities and demigods.
"I am pleased to announce that I have boosted my already impressive
statistics," Gates said in a statement to shareholders Monday. "As we develop
the technological framework that will dominate the 21st century, these
augmentations—and others to follow—will be powerful wards against
competition from the likes of Netscape, Oracle and Melkor who is named Morgoth."

"Microsoft is the software-industry leader today, and tomorrow it will also dominate the realm of
information access, as well as the content being accessed," Gates said. "The continued growth of our
Corbis Media archive, the successful development and launch of MSNBC, and my mastery of the shield
spells of the Elven King Lagolin are only the beginning for Microsoft."
Gates, who raised his intelligence to 20 in 1990, is fast becoming the most powerful CEO in American
media. Experts place him above Fox's Rupert Murdoch and Disney's Michael Eisner, both of whom hold
over 1.2 million hit points. Gates is also rumored to be in possession of a bag of holding containing one
terabyte of information, as well as over 100 billion gold and silver pieces.
Analysts see Monday's statistical boost as extremely beneficial to Gates in an increasingly competitive
marketplace.
"This is a very shrewd move on Gates' part," PC Magazine columnist John C. Dvorak said. "His vastly
increased charisma—the prime stat of a chaotic evil executive—will help him tremendously in his
ongoing struggle to convince skeptical Microsoft stockholders that his ventures into television and his
massive content-buying spree will pay off in the long run. The extra CHR will also assist him greatly in
dealing with wary CEOs of companies he wishes to invest in and cast spells over, like Comcast."

Above: Bill Gates' revised character sheet.
"It hardly seems fair, but he will now be capable of near-invisibility in behind-the-scenes business
dealings," Dvorak added, referring to the stealth augment which comes with a dexterity gain. "And at the
same time, he'll wear Mordekainen's Spectacles of True Sight, which provide +6 insight gains into longterm Windows marketing strategies."
While few question the wisdom behind Gates' stat increases, there remains a possibility that the Federal
Trade Commission, which in 1996 ruled his licensing agreement with computer manufacturers to be in
violation of anti-trust laws, will challenge the move. Even if the FTC rules against Gates, however,
industry analysts believe that he should easily recover, thanks to his above-average 15 constitution.

Gates' rivals expressed frustration over his ability to achieve invulnerability in a supposedly competitive
market. "Combining this augmentation with last month's purchase of the Polo Shirt of Thalkettoth,
which grants a +5 saving throw against anti-trust litigation, Gates should now be seen as operating
outside the law," Apple CEO Dr. Gilbert Amelio said Tuesday. "One more sorcerous potion of Gain
Market Share, and we might as well declare bankruptcy."
"Anyone can be a Santa Claus DM and give out unearned stats," Oracle president Larry Ellison said.
"I'm surprised he didn't just go ahead and give himself a 20 in everything."
With overpowering statistics in all six ability categories, with the exception of strength, Gates is widely
considered to be primed for the Kingship.
"Certainly his campaign could be crushed if he made a mistake," ABC computer correspondent Geena
Smith said. "But let's be realistic. He's got 40 million experience points dating back to when he dropped
out of Harvard. His party has done nothing but kill and acquire for 22 years. He knows when to cast
versus when to hack-and-slash. He will be the emperor lich of 21st century media."
~ Author unknown.

Comics
Fantatoons
by: Aaron Williams
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Neverwinter News
Coming soon from Bioware: Hordes of the Underdark

"The world is ignorant. Most will sleep away the blackest night and awake to welcome the new light of
dawn secure that the light always returns. Not for all. Deep under the crust of humanity and civility is a
place where nightmares never rest. Where the light of day cannot shine and slithering horrors dwell in
the pits only seen in the visions of a madman. An entire world waits to be explored. An entire world
waits for a bringer of light. The Underdark waits." ~Bioware.com

As war erupts between the diverse hordes of the Underdark and the heroes of Waterdeep, RPG players
will experience an amazing array of characters, creatures and conflict. But that’s only the beginning:
Hordes of the Underdark provides a remarkable first in Neverwinter Nights play, it allows for rare and
powerful Epic characters (only for gameplay levels 21 and beyond), making this expansion pack an
absolute must-have for true RPG players.
Game Features:
New 20+ hour single-player adventure
Epic levels allowing for characters up to level 40
6 new Prestige classes
4 new tilesets
16 new creatures
Over 50 new feats
Over 40 new spells
New music by Jeremy Soule
New Voice sets
New toolset functionality
Other little HotU surprises were revealed during a community chat organized by Neverwinter
Connections with BioWare employees on Oct 29th, most notably that robes were to be included.
BioWare's Darcy Pajak says; "With the crafting system, a player can even make their own robe and
colour it however they want." Exciting news for users who have been long awaiting the addition.
'BioTrent' says; "I'm glad we were able to deliver on Robes." So are we.
3 of the 50 new Epic Feats to be included in HotU:

Epic Weapon Specialization
Type of Feat: Combat
Prerequisite: 21st level, Weapon Focus, Epic Weapon Focus and Weapon Specialization in the chosen
weapon.
Specifics: The character gains a +4 bonus to all damage you deal with the chosen weapon.
Use: Automatic.
Improved Stunning Fist
Type of Feat: Class
Prerequisite: 21st level, Dexterity 19, Wisdom 19, Improved Unarmed Strike and Stunning Fist.
Specifics: Adds +2 to the DC of the character's stunning attack. This feat may be taken multiple times,
to a maximum of +20.
Use: Automatic.
Epic Will
Type of Feat: General
Prerequisite: 21st level
Specifics: The character gains a +4 to all Will saves.
Use: Automatic.
New creatures will include:
Harpy
Azer
Demilich
Demonflesh Golem
Mithral Golem
Beholder
Drider
Mind Flayer
Spider Demon
Of the new toolset additions, Bioware Assistant Producer - Darcy Pajak
(BioDarcy) said in a recent interview with Buck Satan of GameBanshee: "There will be several new
toolset features. We have added a new Area property that allows you to set the fog distance. This will
give module creators more options in creating the look of areas, and it takes advantage of the new
unlocked camera in HotU.
In terms of new graphics, it is possible now to attach wings and/or tails to creatures if they use certain
appearances, including all the playable race appearances.
In addition, we have added a Hak Pak sync feature. It will list all the features of Hak Paks and show
those that are duplicated, have the highest priority, and which ones override game resources. There’s
really quite a bit of new stuff for the awesome custom-content community that exists for Neverwinter."
To view the HotU chat log with the Bioware team: Bio-team chat.

Estimated release; December 2003.

HotU Spotlight: Shifter
One of the new Prestige Classes from Hordes of the Underdark
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Shifters have no form to call their own. Instead, they clothe themselves in whatever shape is most
expedient at the time. Shifters actually come closer to their true self through transformation. Out of
necessity, a Shifter's sense of self is based not on outward form, but on soul, which is the only constant
about them. It is the inner strength of that soul which enables them to take on any shape and remain
themselves within.
To qualify as a shifter, a character must fulfill all of the following criteria:
Feats: Alertness
Spellcasting: level 3 or higher
Other: must have a natural, alternate form (like Druid wildshape)
Tip:Only druids can become shifters in Neverwinter Nights.
Stats - Shifter
Hit Die: d8
Proficiencies: No additional proficiencies are gained
Skill Points: 4 + Int Modifier
Abilities:

Greater Wildshape I (Level 1): Change into a red, green, black, white or blue wyrmling
Greater Wildshape II (Level 3): Change into a minotaur, a harpy or a gargoyle
Greater Wildshape III (Level 5): Change into a manticore, a basilisk or a drider
Humanoid Shape (Level 7): Change into a variety of humanoid forms
Greater Wildshape IV (Level 10): Change into a medusa, huge dire tiger, or a mindflayer
Several of these forms grant the shifter the ability to use the form's innate powers. For example, a shifter
changing into a white wyrmling can breath a cone of cold as often as they want. These powers are
located on the "spell" radial menu. Some of these powers can be used an infinite number of times per
day, others are restricted.
Shifter - Epic Levels (level 21+)
The epic shifter is a true master of shapeshifting and is able to become virtually any creature imaginable
by choosing epic bonus feats.
Hit Die: d8
Skill Points: 4 + Int Modifier every level
Bonus Feats: 1 bonus feat every three levels
Epic Shifter Bonus Feats List:
Automatic Quicken Spell, Automatic Silent Spell, Automatic Still Spell, Construct Form, Dragon Form,
Energy Resistance, Epic Spell Focus, Epic Spell Penetration, Improved Combat Casting, Great Wisdom,
Outsider Shape, Undead Shape.
•

Credit: BioWare?

From WotC: The Epic Shifter
Epic Shifter
The epic shifter has gone beyond the normal druidic ability to wildshape; no longer does she simply
assume a new form when she changes shape. The epic shifter actually becomes the new creature. Epic
shifters are rarely encountered in their true form; indeed, some of the most ancient and powerful shifters
claim (with some pride) to have forgotten their true form entirely.
Epic shifters are generally a wild and carefree lot, and they prefer to spend their time exploring the
multiverse and reveling in new forms and shapes they discover along the way. Their natural affinity with
wild shape duplicates many of the epic wild feats, but a few of them, such as Colossal Wild Shape,
Imbue Wild Shape (see below), and Quicken Wild Shape (see below), are quite popular choices.
Wisdom is perhaps the most important ability for the shifter, since it helps enhance any divine spells she
can cast. Strength and Dexterity are often ignored by shifters since they can just turn into something
with the score they require.
Other Options: Most epic shifters do not possess a fair amount of spellcasting ability, since they have
chosen to focus their training on their ability to wild shape. Some shifters continue to study magic,
though, and those who can qualify for feats like Epic Spellcasting and Improved Spell Capacity benefit
greatly from these feats, especially if they have the Natural Spell feat.
Hit Die: d8.
Skill Points at Each Additional Level: 4 + Int modifier.
Epic Wild Shape(Su): At 11th level, an epic shifter gains the ability to use epic wild shape. This
functions identically to greater wild shape (see the description of the shifter in Masters of the Wild for

details on greater wild shape), except that the shifter gains all of the supernatural special attacks and
supernatural special qualities of the assumed form. The epic shifter is still limited to new forms that have
equal or fewer Hit Dice than her own. Spell-like abilities are not granted by epic wild shape. An epic
wild shape lasts for only an hour. The epic shifter can use epic wild shape an additional 2 times each day
at 14th level, and two more times a day every 3 levels after that.
Bonus Feats: The epic shifter gains a bonus feat (selected from the list of epic shifter feats) at 13th level,
and again every three levels after that.
Create Epic Infusion - Item Creation (Epic
You can create infusions of epic power.
Prerequisites: Create Infusion, Knowledge (nature) 24 ranks, Spellcraft 24 ranks.
Benefit: You can create infusions (see Masters of the Wild for full details on infusions) that exceed the
normal limits for such items. For instance, you could create an infusion with spells greater than 9th
level, or with a caster level greater than 20th.
Even this feat does not allow you to create an infusion from an epic spell. Such magic defies the power
of nature and thus cannot be contained in an herb or plant.
Imbue Wild Shape (Epic)
Your touch can grant other creatures the ability to use wild shape.
Prerequisites: Knowledge (nature) 24 ranks, Spellcraft 24 ranks, epic wild shape 3/day.
Benefit: As a full round action, you can expend one of your uses of epic wild shape for the day to grant a
creature the wild shape ability. You must touch the creature. The recipient can use the druid wild shape
ability once a day as a druid of its own level (maximum 20th). Though you expend a daily use of your
epic wild shape ability, you imbue the recipient with the non-epic version of the ability only. The
recipient retains the ability until you revoke it or until the recipient dies. You can revoke the gift any
time as a free action, and you need not see or touch the recipient, or even be on the same plane. So long
as the recipient retains the wildshape ability, you lose one daily use of your epic wildshape ability.
Instant Infusion - Item Creation (Epic)
You can create infusions instantly by touch.
Prerequisites: Automatic Quicken Spell, Create Infusion, Create Epic Infusion, Quicken Spell,
Knowledge (nature) 30 ranks, Spellcraft 30 ranks.
Benefit: You can create infusions as a full-round action. You must still expend the appropriate amount
of gold pieces and experience points to create the infusion.
Quicken Wild Shape - Wild (Epic)
You can change forms using wild shape as a free action.
Prerequisites: Automatic Quicken Spell, Quicken Spell, Knowledge (nature 30 ranks), wild shape 8
times/day.
Benefit: The act of changing forms using the wild shape, greater wild shape, or epic wild shape abilities
is now a free action for you. You can change forms only once per round, and you cannot also cast a
quickened spell or use another quickened ability during a round when you use quickened wildshape.
Epic Shifter Bonus Feat List: Colossal Wild Shape, Damage Reduction, Dire Charge, Epic Endurance,
Epic Fortitude, Epic Reflexes, Epic Speed, Epic Spellcasting, Epic Toughness, Epic Will, Fast Healing,
Ignore Material Components, Imbue Wild Shape, Improved Darkvision, Improved Low-light Vision,
Improved Metamagic, Improved Spell Capacity, Perfect Health, Permanent Emanation, Quicken Wild
Shape, Spell Stowaway, Superior Initiative.

•

Credit: Wizards of the Coast

Guild News
For Dan-el
Earlier this month, guild admin Dan-el D'arc was seriously injured in an automobile accident. His wife
Jennifer left a note on the guild admin forum, letting us know that she has been printing out guild news
for Dan and bringing it to the hospital to cheer him up during his recovery.
There is a topic in the guild General Discussion forum for all guild members to send messages of
support and well wishes to Dan-el. Please take a moment to send him a word of support.
Get well soon Dan-el.

Member Spotlight: Lord Paragon

LP and his dragon steed, Nocturne
Whether grinding his mighty boot heels upon the necks of those who dare offend the queen he has sworn
to protect, locking offensive forum topics, or offering sage advice to those in need, Guild Enforcer Lord
Paragon is my pick for featured member in this edition of the guild newsletter.
Aside from serving as our personal 'Dirty Harry', he has proven himself indispensable by providing us
with the adventure thread; A far cry from heaven, and his Storyline Tutorial. An excellent writer,
advisor, and mediator, he is living proof that The Builders Project is about more than just scripting help.

The guild website goes public

As most of you know by now, our guild website has gone public to better serve the NWN community.
Information and resources once restricted to registered users only, is now available on a read only basis
to all interested parties.
In taking this step, we hope to come closer to achieving our guild objectives, and to our committment to
strengthen and serve the NWN community at large.

The Support Guilds Directory

At The Builders Project's guild website, We now have the beginnings of a BioWare? support guilds
directory in place for use by the NWN community. This resource is intended to be used by members of
the BioWare community, to help aid individuals in finding the kind of personalized help and support
they need.
There are quite a few guilds in this sytem that offer help and support related services to BioWare
members. This directory is being put in place to give them all equal billing, and to give you the user
access to available information on what options are open to you when shopping for a support guild.
If you have or know of a support guild I have omitted, please let me know so that I can add it to the
directory.
Descriptions of these guilds are as they are listed here in the guilds and registry system. Owners wishing
to have their guild descriptions modified should contact me directly, and I will add whatever info they
supply.
Note that I have placed no requirements for this listing that are activity related. Some of these guilds
may no longer be active, but until they are removed from the BioWare guilds and registry system, I will
continue to list them in the directory.
The guilds in this directory are listed in alphabetical order, and the links are to the home page of each
guild here on the BioWare site.
The NWN Support Guilds Directory
Note:
Those of you not registered on the website may wish to do so to fully utilize all of the website features.
However, access to the directories and other resources are not restricted to TBP guild members, or
registered users only. If you register, we ask only that you register under your BioWare account names
so that we may verify them, and to aid us in tracking website activities on an individual basis.
If you choose to register, when you sign in on the website, put a check in the box that says 'remember
me' and you will be able to access links we provide on the TBP forums to the Directory, Bestiary,
Armoury, etc without having to sign in on each return visit.
If you own a support guild that is not listed in the directory, please don't take it personally. Just let me
know who you are and give me a link to your guild home page. I will get your guild listed in the
directory asap.
Rubberducky

Member Contributions
From Galap:
Have you ever wanted to trap something that a player types into the NWN chat bar and act upon it? This
can actually be done quite easily using a creature that is set up to be a listener. When a creature is
actively listening, its OnConversation script is invoked by the NWN engine whenever a player types
something "interesting" within its perception range. Exactly what text a listener considers to be
interesting depends upon how it has been set up, but more on that later.

In general, setting up a listener creature involves specifying the patterns of text that the creature wishes
to process, and then writing an OnConversation script to perform whatever tasks are necessary when a
player actually types something. For our simple example here, we will begin creating a listener for use
with guards that wait for someone to call "help" before they react to intervene should a fight break out.
Our guard needs to have a spawn script to tell him what he should be listening for, as shown in the
sidebar. There are two functions being called in this script: SetListenPattern() and SetListening(). The
SetListenPattern() function is used to indicate to the NWN engine the exact text of which the creature
wishes to be informed. The function takes three arguments: an object indicating the creature that is to
listen, a string describing the text being listened for, and a number to be associated with the text. The
NWN engine uses this number to inform creatures of which text pattern was encountered, should a
creature be listening for more than one. This number must be unique across all listeners within the
module, as it identifies a specific text pattern, though the same number may be used by more than one
creature if the same pattern is used. We don't, for example, need to provide a different number for each
of our guards.
// Spawn script for a guard listener.
void main() {
// Other spawn functions may be performed here.
SetListenPattern(OBJECT_SELF, "help **", 12345);
SetListening(OBJECT_SELF, TRUE);
}
In the example spawn script, I have used OBJECT_SELF as the creature to listen (since this is a spawn
script), "help **" as the text pattern to listen for, and 12345 as the number. Should 12345 be used with
another call to SetListenPattern() that contains a different pattern string, my pattern string will be
overwritten so be careful when choosing the number. The actual pattern string needs a little more
explanation, especially the use of the asterisks. Most people have probably encountered the use of "*.*"
when specifying all files within a directory. The "*" character in these circumstances is a "wildcard"
character. It is a placeholder for all of the possible characters that could exist at that point in the string.
When setting text patterns for the listeners, "**" is used as a wildcard instead, allowing the '*' to be a
literal asterisk. Other possible wildcards that may be used are "*n" for numeric characters, "*w" for
whitespace, "*a" for alphabetic, and "*p" for punctuation. Wildcards match any number of characters,
and are case insensitive. The text pattern being used for the guards, "help **", therefore indicats that the
guard is listening for any string typed by a player beginning with the word "help". This would match
"help me" or "help us", but would not match "helpful" since there is a space between the "help" and the
"**". Once the text pattern has been set, the SetListening() function is used to inform the NWN engine
that the creature is actively listening. The engine will invoke the OnConversation script for a listening
creature whenever it correctly matches a pattern with text typed by a player within the creature's
perception range.
The spawn script is really fairly straightforward so now we move onto the conversation script, which is a
little more interesting. As can be seen in the script code, the player who has entered some text is
reported to the listener through the GetLastSpeaker() function, which make sense when you consider
that this script is a conversation script after all. To determine the pattern that the engine matched, the
script calls the GetListenPatternNumber() function. This function returns a number previously
associated with a pattern through a call to the SetListenPattern() function, and allows the listening
creature to determine what it is supposed to do. The script checks to make sure that the speaker is a
player, and that the matched text is from pattern 12345 (which we set up in the guard's spawn script). If

a player has actually typed something starting with "help", then the function GoHelpThePoorFool() will
be called, which presumably makes the guard do his job.
// Conversation script for a guard listener.
void main() {
object creature = GetLastSpeaker();
int match = GetListenPatternNumber();
if (GetIsPC(creature) && (match == 12345)) {
string text = GetMatchedSubString(0);
GoHelpThePoorFool(creature, text);
}
}
Of course, since this script is called for the guard's OnConversion event, it willalso be called if a player
tries to talk to a guard. Though the default action for a creature with a conversation is simply to start the
conversation, this action is suppressed when there is a script present for the creature's OnConversation
event. So once we put this script on our guard's OnConversion event, he will no longer talk to anyone.
While the strong silent type might suit your world, this problem is easily addressed for those who wish
their guards to be a little more communicative. The script just needs to be slightly modified.

// Conversation script for a guard listener.
void main() {
object creature = GetLastSpeaker();
int match = GetListenPatternNumber();
if ((match < 0) && GetCommandable(OBJECT_SELF)) {
ClearAllActions();
BeginConversation();
}
Else if (GetIsPC(creature) && (match == 12345)) {
String text = GetMatchedSubString(0);
GoHelpThePoorFool(creature, text);
}
}
You can see that there is now a conditional check to determine whether the value returned by the
GetListenPatternNumber() function is less than zero. This function returns a value of -1 if there has been
no text matched against a pattern, so in this case we can assume that someone is trying to talk to the
guard. We also check to make sure that the guard is actually commandable (never can be too careful
when scripting) and if so, we stop it from doing whatever it is doing and start the conversation.
So there we have it. Making creatures listen to what players type is not actually that hard.
Thanks to galap for this great contribution.

RPG Humor
Fantatoons
by: Aaron Williams
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Guild News
Happy Anniversary to The Builders Project
As many of you know, as of December 31st 2003, The Builders Project is one year old. We are looking
at some possible guild activities for after the first of the year to celebrate, so watch the guild forums and
news items for announcements. In the meantime, click the image below to see the post that started it all:

Playtesting at TBP

Following requests from some of the members for a playtesting program at TBP, we recently ran a guild
poll to gather feedback from the general membership on this issue. Results from the poll were favorable,
and indicated that the general membership would support an in-house playtesting program at TBP, that
is independent of the NW Vault system.
Some members have indicated that they are unlikely to upload their modules on NW Vault for various
reasons, and would rather have a smaller, more personalized system of module testing and obtaining
feedback for their mods within the guild.
Following the poll, and debate among the guild management team, we have decided to implement a
playtesting program at TBP, using the Projects, Players, and Production forum as a base of operation.
We have not closed ourselves off to the possibility that this program will outgrow a single forum, and
will consider opening a 'sister guild' for this purpose, should it become necessary to do so.
Full implementation of The Builders Project Playtesting Division begins sometime between the last days
of December, and January 1st, 2004 under the management of our newest guild officer; Dan-el D'Arc,
and his team of moderators. Changes to the former Projects, Players, and Production forum have already
begun for purposes of making room for this new program, and anything new will be announced in
advance to more changes taking place.
In the meantime, we now have a playtesting program for the guild and our members, and hopefully it
will grow and evolve to suit your needs, much as the guild itself has done. Special thanks go to Dallo,
Dan-el, Lilac Soul, Elorin, and Capn Gherkin for helping to get the ball rolling on this.
To those of you who have expressed interest in playtesting at TBP; many thanks from the guild
management for your feedback, and continued support.
Playtester Profiles
If you're looking for people to playtest your mods, below are a few player profiles from some of the
members expressing interest in playtesting.
Bluekey88 aka Erik - I'm an old gamer from way back. I love computer games...and rpg's in particular.
I've been with NWN from the beginning and loving every minute of it. I prefer singleplayer mods over
persistent worlds (but have yet to find the perfect PW to play at). My tastes run to RP mods with a
strong story. My current favorites are the dreamcatcher series by Adam Miller and the mods by Rick
Burton (particualrly Twilight and Midnight). I also like silly/comedy mods...anything for a chuckle.
I tend to play either magic-user or rogues...I like achallenge, although I also liek to try to figure out odd
powergaming combos (druid/monk anybody?). I donb't have any preferences when it comes to high/low
magic or the amount of hack n slash...as long as the sstry is compellign and I'm having fun, I'm happy.
Peace,
Erik
My 'profile' is basically as a long time CRPG player, and still somewhat of a novice builder. I don't
know scripting and all of the complicated stuff, but I can recognize the little miracles that occur due to it
in-game.
I have extensively played the entire Baldur's Gate series, Icewind Dale, and (shhh...) Diablo 1&2. I have
a fair D&D background, but have never gotten heavily involved in RP (I had a very relaxed DM).
Truth be known, I like to hack, slash, & loot, so a relatively 'story-lite' module won't bore me to tears. I
play mostly rangers (sometimes Fighter/Druid) because I like to just whack on things, with a little bit of
casting ability. I have never extensively played a caster class, so I'm not that experienced with them.

I usually play neutral-good alignment, and sometimes true neutral. I never play evil characters, don't kill
anything unless it attacks me first, and won't set out to exploit any loopholes in a mod, so if you're trying
to see if yours has any, I might not be the best person to test it.
I enjoy solving puzzles and completing quests, so I do have the patience for mods with a lot of little side
quests in them.
That's about all I can think of at the moment. I'm not sure if the guys running this program are matching
players and builders, or if builders and players are picking each other, but I can commit the time to play
through someone's mod for at least a couple of hours a day over the next few weeks.
Rubberducky
I played and DMed pen and paper D&D for 10 years before computer games took over. I wrote a few
scenarios one of which got used at a TSR Euro Gen Con as the Ravenloft competition scenario. Mostly I
write nw modules and help others with scripting and the occasional area building.
I like modules with good conversations, role playing options, variety of combat situations, good use of
sound and graphics. I tend to look at modules from a builder's point of view when I'm playing.
I'll be available for play testing when I get back to my games PC after mid' January.
Firestarter
OK: me next!
I have played and DMed PNP RPG's since the early '80s; a huge variety really. I started with Tunnels
and Trolls, AD&D 2nd ed, then on to Call of Cthulhu, Traveller, Pendragon, Paranoia (excellent game!)
Dr Who, TORG, and even the Buck Rogers RPG for a (short!!) while. Moved on in later years to
Warhammer, and lots of tabletop stuff too.
I have always enjoyed RPG's in all their forms, and have been an avid fan of CRPG's since the Hobbit
game on the BBC Micro, through the Eye of the Beholder years, and the Ultima series, Stone Prophet
(one of my all time favourites), BG 1 & 2 etc.etc.
To me, the most important thing about a CRPG and therefore a mod, is that I am lured into complete
suspension of disbelief, and drawn into the game through the characters and the story. I love clever and
convoluted plots, especially with an air of real mystery to them. I do enjoy combat and Role Playing, but
as long as the illusion remains complete, I will be happy. Even if a mod is as linear as a roman road, if
the story and feel of it make me forget that I am on a preordained path, then I do not mind one bit.
I am a builder myself, with two reasonably successful mods on the vault, with the third and final part
almost due for release. To me, building is like being a DM 'in absentia': it is still your responsibility to
provide interesting and challenging scenarios for your players to play through, even if they are not there
at the time, and you have never, and will never meet them.
Building is a work of love, and the most terrifying thing is opening up your labour of love to criticism
from the community at large. Even if everyone else thinks your mod is dire, you will be of the belief that
it is fantastic and magical, as it is your own.
It is a brave move thaerefore to release the first mod into the world. The NWN community can be one
which is very much take take take; and builders, and the people who give their time to support them are
the ones who give back. Sometimes players seem to forget that without builders producing mods, they
would be left with nothing but the OC.
What I am (in my own rambling way) leading up to, is that I think that having someone else look over
your mod, and provide supportive, constructive and critical ( in the best sense of the word) feedback on

your efforts is absolutely invaluable. Seeing your creation through someone elses eyes will let you be
more objective about the things that you may yourself gloss over or ignare when testing, and can often
produce really inspirational ideas for improvements.
I know what it is like to spend months on a mod, and I know how helpful it is to get this sort of help near
completion. I will always be honest but tactful, and offer suggestions for realistic improvements where I
can. I will thoroughly PT any SP mods which have some sort of plot, and would especially relish
mystery / investigative ones. I have no particular preference as to alignment class etc (though I am really
enjoying being a Pale Master just now )or level, and am willing to PT short medium, or epic scale mods.
If I am really not enjoying a mod at all after an hour or so, I will stop and give feedback on what I have
experienced up to there: I will always give realistic reasons as to why too.
Hope this gives you an idea of the sorts of things I like to get up to: happy to take a look at any mods
that folks think I might be suitable for!
Capn Gherkin
Greetings all
Moorefallen is the name i assumed when i took up online gameing,
I have, been gameing for hmm lets just say a long time.
i have PTed for some of the peps here. My approach to Testing a mod is simple i have 3 phases,
Phase 1
i open the mod in my tool set look at each zone finding all errors that are readly available. note them for
report later.
Phase 2 (Functional)i take a PT char through the game checking functions I.E do all scripts work, all
quests are logged in Journal, do spawns work ect... all doors work and are faceing the right way so on
and so fourth...
Phase 3
I build a three char usually cleric, bard and monk and i run each one through your mod to test its
difficulty and balance issues. i also check story and plot themes here to make sure the story/quest all
make since.
well thats it in a nut shell there is a lil more here and there but this is the biggest portion of my method
of PTing mods i usually find most errors but i have been known to miss a error or two.
looking forward to getting in a few mods
V/R Moorefallen
Dallo here (which is an abbreviation of my given name).
I started some PnP gaming in the early 80s with a group of friends from uni and elsewhere. It was
mostly just a reason to get together, get drunk and have some fun. We were all history buffs and lovers
of science fiction, and of course the good fantasy stuff that was around. I have an excellent collection of
1E and 2E manuals and mods. Also some 3E stuff as well now.
My interest in D&D/AD&D was refocused by the excellent Baldur's Gate series, and I've also played a
LOT of Diablo online (codename Vixen). I've owned and been playing NWN almost since day 1 of it's
release, though it took me a little while to open a Bioware account.
I am a thorough playtester and often have good ideas. I have no set routine/mindset that I apply. It really
depends on the mod and whatever time constraints RL is placing upon me.

Cheers all!

New Guild Officers
Please welcome our newest officers; Kalanthros (Our new Guild News Admin), and Dan-el D'Arc
(Playtesting Division Manager) to The Builders Project Guild Council.

TBP Guild Trivia
Okay, so some of it's not that interesting, but as part of our Anniversary celebration, here are some lesser
known facts about TBP.
1. The idea for the guild was originally proposed by me (rubberducky) as more of a suggestion that
some of the newb builders in the NWN community possibly get together weekly on messenger
for some collective brainstorming, or idea swapping. I had never belonged to a guild before,
much less owned one, and I had no idea how the Bioware guilds/registry system even worked.
2. Long standing member, and pillar of the BioWare community; Aulslime gave the guild its name;
The Builders Project, although at that time, his suggestion was meant more for a PW project than
the guild itself.
3. Former member and Help Desk manager; Undivine was initially reluctant to join TBP, as he
didn't think he would have time to devote to the guild. He was finally persuaded to join, and
went on to found the Help Desk forum.
4. The Help Desk forum initially began as a few Q&A posts in the old Scripter's forum by some of
the forum's early moderators.
5. Galap presented the guild with our website after I saw the old NWN Builder's guild website, and
decided I wanted a website for TBP. We had made two early and unsuccessful attempts at
establishing a guild website within our first couple of months as a guild, but they either didn't
work out, or didn't register any activity.

Wet Fish Contest
For many months now, guild officer galap has been busily running about slapping our members with a
wet fish. Needless to say, this has become something of a guild tradition, and the fish has been used
numerous times. The rest of the guild management has decided to replace his moldy old fish with a new
one. For a limited time only, we are allowing the membership to vote on what our new wet fishyweapon will be. Shown below are the contestants for our replacement guild fish. Cast your vote on the
corresponding post in the guild General Discussion forum, and let's get galap a new fish. We need a
replacement ASAP, that thing stinks!

Member Spotlight: Elorin

Ouch! Now that's gonna leave a mark...

O' slinger of sludge, sadistic DM, and evil prankster, guild Quality Assurance officer Elorin (no you
ain't gonna kill me) is our pick for this month's Member Spotlight. Don't let that adorable, pinchy little
face fool you, this guy is merciless! As a DM, he'll squash you like a bug, and then spend twenty
minutes critiquing your rp skills. Aside from that, he's a dandy little officer, and everyone's favorite
whipping boy. Take a bow Sludge-boy, it's time for 40 lashes with the wet fish...

Talent Showcase
As a special feature in this, and future editions of the guild newsletter, our member Talent Showcase. If
you have artwork, writing, or other personal creations you would like to share with our members,
contact Rubberducky or Kalanthros, and we'll feature it here. This month's feature: 'Vampiress' by
Howasho.
Submitted by Elorin.

'Vampiress' by Howasho

Neverwinter News
Here comes HotU!

by: Rubberducky

Keep in mind that this review is based solely on research of
HotU, and not on practical experience. I don't have it yet...
Let it not be disputed that Bioware is a relatively young
development studio. For those of you who don't know much about BioWare? Corp, it is a privately
owned Canadian corporation based in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, and was founded in 1995.
Dr. Ray Muzyka and Dr. Greg Zeschuk are the Joint CEOs and Co-executive Producers of BioWare’s
games. Since 1995, BioWare has built an exceptional library of released games. With Knights of the Old
Republic, Baldur's Gate, Baldur's Gate II and Neverwinter Nights topping an impressive list, the folks at
Bioware are known best for their superbly crafted RPGs.
Recently, Bioware has been branching out into expansion pack development. The second expansion
pack to Neverwinter Nights, Hordes of the Underdark is the first fully internal Bioware developed
expansion for the popular D&D-based RPG; Neverwinter Nights (Shadows of Undrentide, was codeveloped with Flood Gate Entertainment).
While the overall consensus seems to be that SoU was good, it just wasn't as polished and epic as the
original, and it didn't really add much to the game. Fortunately, Hordes of the Underdark doesn't seem to
suffer from the same problems, and confirms that Bioware is the premier Dungeons and Dragons video
game developer.

Screenshot
If you're looking for that "epic" feel of Baldur's Gate, and the original NWN, Hordes of the Underdark
promises not to disappoint. This is an epic adventure for character levels 15 and higher, so you can
expect epic battles and lots of heroic quests to fulfill. Upon starting the game, you have the choice to
either select a character from a previous adventure, use a pre-made character or create a new one that
will automatically be raised to level 15.
Starting at such a high level, you already have a variety of options, skills, feats and, where appropriate,
spells that you can use in the game. Making the game even more epic is the fact that Bioware has raised
the level cap to 40, although you'll probably finish Hordes of the Underdark somewhere in the range of
level 25 to 30.

You'll have the usual assortment of D&D character classes to choose from as well as the prestige classes
added in Shadows of Undrentide. Additionally, HotU features six new prestige classes: Weapon Master,
Shifter, Champion of Torm, Dwarven Defender, Red Dragon Disciple, and Pale Master. This leans
toward fighter and spell-caster classes, which rounds out the prestige classes offered by SoU, and offers
something extra for nearly all of the base classes.
HotU offers lots more than the usual expansion pack, with new portraits, character heads, monsters,
spells, feats and skills. One of the most notable new skills is crafting (for both armor and weapons) and
using materials such as mithril, iron, dyes and wood, you can create new items, or change the
appearance of existing ones.
For you dedicated RPG fanatics, HotU doesn't appear to be short on plot either. Apparently this is one of
the strongest aspects of Hordes of the Underdark. There is lots of story there to become imersed in, and
plenty of plot twists and surprises to boot.
With new tilesets, new creatures (like Mind Flayers and Gelatinous Cubes), some really clever puzzles
(word puzzles, math puzzles, logic puzzles, and a few color-based puzzles), and the new over-theshoulder cam that gets you right in the action, HotU has a new and original look and feel that is
distinctly its own.

Screenshot
All that, plus new music by composer Jeremy Soule (original soundtrack for NWN), an estimated
playtime of somewhere between 20 to 30 hours, and a much more challenging gaming experience (the
game is designed for character levels 15 and up, and you'll be fighting the likes of dragons, demons,
powerful mages, undead overlords and other vicious uber creatures that can kill with one touch), make
Hordes of the Underdark well worth the price (about $30 US).
Overall rating:

(Out of 5)

HotU Spotlight: The Dracolich
One of 16 new creatures from Hordes of the Underdark

"Nothing says 'paladinhood is for chumps' like a giant dragon shaped skeleton. To even make an attempt
to describe the gallons of thrice-filtered evil required to bring such a horrible monster into being would
need to include sound effects of barking dogs, a high school marching band, a plate of escargot and an
entire routine of slapstick comedy performed by trained rodeo clowns and some ebola monkeys. Like I
always say, you can always use ebola monkeys to help illustrate a point. All of these things would need
to be gathered into a big pile and poked with pointy sticks to even begin to describe the kind of evil I'm
talking about. That's evil man."
BioWare.com--HotU
Stats
Level: Dragon 34
Hit Points: 527
Armour Class: 44
Abilities: Str 39, Dex 10, Con 29, Int 26, Wis 27, Cha 26
CR: 41
Alignment: Chaotic Evil
Special Abilities: Natural spell casting
From WotC, Monster Manual v3.5
Creature Name: Dracolich
Climate/Terrain: See below
Frequency: Very rare
Organization: Solitary
Activity Cycle: Night
Diet: Special
Intelligence: As per individual dragon
Treasure: B, H, S, T
Alignment: Evil (any)
No. Appearing: 1

Armor Class: See below
Movement: As per former dragon type
Hit Dice: As per former dragon type
THAC0: As per former dragon type
No. of Attacks: As per former dragon type
Damage/Attack: See below
Special Attacks: Breath weapon and spell use
Special Defenses: Spell immunities and spell use
Magic Resistance: See below
Size: As per individual dragon
Morale: See below
XP Value: As per individual dragon, plus 1,000 (both dracolich and host must bedestroyed)
The Dracolich is an undead creature resulting from the unnatural transformation of an evil dragon. The
mysterious Cult of the Dragon practices the powerful magic necessary for the creation of the dracolich,
though other practitioners are also rumored to exist.
A dracolich can be created from any of the evil dragon subspecies. A dracolich retains the physical
appearance of its original body, except that its eyes appear as glowing points of light floating in
shadowy eye sockets. Skeletal or semi-skeletal dracoliches have been observed on occasion.
The senses of a dracolich are similar to those of its original form; it can detect invisible objects and
creatures (including those hidden in darkness of fog) within a 10-foot radius per age category and also
possesses a natural clairaudience ability while in its lair equal to a range of 20 feet per age category. A
dracolich can speak, cast spells, and employ the breath weapon of its original form; it can cast each of its
spells once per day and can use its breath weapon once every three combat rounds. Additionally, a
dracolich retains the intelligence and memory of its original form.
Combat:
Dracoliches are immune to charm, sleep, enfeeblement, polymorph, cold (magical or natural),
electricity, hold, insanity, and death spells or symbols. They cannot be poisoned, paralyzed, or turned by
priests. They have the same magic resistance as their original forms; only magical attacks from wizards
of 6th level or higher, or from monsters of 6 or more Hit Dice have a chance of affecting dracoliches.
The dracolich has a slightly stronger ability to cause fear in opponents than it did in its original form;
opponents must roll their saving throws vs. spell with a -1 penalty (in addition to any other relevant
modifiers) to resist the dracolich's fear aura. The gaze of the dracolich's glowing eyes can also paralyze
creatures within 40 yards if they fail their saving throws (creatures of 6th level --or 6 Hit Dice) or higher
gain a +3 bonus to their saving throws). If a creature successfully saves against the gaze of a dracolich, it
is permanently immune to the gaze of that particular dracolich.
The attack routine of a dracolich is similar to that of its original form; for example, a dracolich that was
originally a green dragon will bring down a weak opponent with a series of physical attacks, but it will
stalk more formidable opponents, attacking at an opportune moment with its breath weapon and spells.
All physical attacks, such as clawing and biting, inflict the same damage as the dracolich's original form,
plus 2d8 points of chilling damage. A victim struck by a dracolich who fails a saving throw vs.
paralyzation is paralyzed for 2d6 rounds. Immunity to cold damage, temporary or permanent, negates
the chilling damage but not the paralyzation. Dracoliches cannot drain life levels.
Habitat/Society:

The creation of a dracolich is a complex process involving the transformation of an evil dragon by
arcane magical forces, the most notorious practitioners of which are members of the Cult of the Dragon.
The process is usually a cooperative effort between the evil dragon and the wizards, but especially
powerful wizards have been known to coerce an evil dragon to undergo the transformation against its
will.
Any evil dragon is a possible candidate for transformation, although old dragons or older with spellcasting abilities are preferred.
Ecology: Dracoliches are never hungry, but they must eat in order to refuel their breath weapons. Like
dragons, dracoliches can consume nearly anything, but prefer the food eaten by their original forms (for
instance, if a dracolich was originally a red dragon, it prefers fresh meat). The body of a destroyed
dracolich crumbles into a foul-smelling powder within a few hours; this powder can be used by
knowledgeable wizards as a component for creating potions of undead control and similar magical
substances.
•

Credit: Wizards of the Coast

RPG Humor
35 ways to irritate your DM/Game Group
1. After a loss, say: "And it would have worked if it weren't for those meddling kids..."

2. Announce that you will play, but only under protest until obscure political/economic issues are
resolved, such as the President authoring legislation to fund research for all-weather adaptation
of biometric face scanning technology for Alaskan oil pipeline pumping station maintenance
crew equipment access security. Make sure everyone is clear on your stance.
3. Answer every question with a question.
4. Babble incoherently at a fellow gamer then ask "Did you get all that, I don't want to have to
repeat it".
5. Bet the other players you can fit a quarter in your nose.
6. Bring a chainsaw, but don't use it. If anyone asks why you have it, say "Just in case...".
7. Bring an animal carrier for your 'familiar.' After a while, discover it is empty. Ask everyone if
they've had their shots.
8. Bring some large, cumbersome, ugly idol. Put it right next to you. Pray to it often. Consider a
small sacrifice. (Be prepared for people to join with you.)
9. Call your dungeon master "sweetie".
10. Carry a blanket and clutch it protectively.
11. Chew other people's pencils
12. Come in wearing a full knight's outfit, complete with sword and shield.
13. Come into the game wearing slippers, a bathrobe, a towel on your head, and nothing else.
14. Comment on how sexy the dungeon master is looking that day.
15. Deliver your commands through a hand puppet. If someone asks you a question directly, say in a
high-pitched voice, "The Master can't hear you, you'll have to ask *me*.
16. Draw a little square on the floor with chalk and announce to the other players that this is your
"personal space."
17. Every so often, freeze in mid sentence and stare off into space for several minutes. After a long,
awkward silence, resume your sentence and proceed normally.
18. Expound upon the importance of good personal hygiene. Wear rubber gloves and a surgical
mask in the room.
19. Give religious tracts to each player. (Be prepared for long arguments.)
20. Go into labor (especially for men).
21. Hand out 3-D glasses.
22. Laugh hysterically, and shout "You will all perish in flames!!!"
23. Leave your zipper open for an hour. If anyone points it out, say "Sorry, I really prefer it this
way."
24. Mention in passing that you're wearing rubber underwear.
25. Meow occassionally.
26. Name your dice. Get upset when people confuse them. "No, THAT one is Roknar Ace of
Vengance, THIS one is Fluffy."
27. Speak into a walkie-talkie in trucker's terms.
28. Spread toothpicks all over the floor. Stare at them, acting like you're trying to read something.
Tell your dungeon master it's a message from God, but you're not sure whether it's a warning
about a loved one in danger or a recipe for really great chili. Alternately, tell him you're not sure
which god....
29. Walk in with a cooler that says "human head" on the side.
30. Wear a "virtual reality" helmet and strange gloves. When someone asks a question, turn in their
direction and make throttling motions with your hands.
31. Wear a feather boa and ask everyone to call you "Snuggles".
32. Wear a hood with one eyehole. Periodically make strange gurgling noises.
33. Wear a pointed Kaiser helmet and a monocle and carry a riding crop.
34. Wear mirrored sunglasses and speak only in Turkish. Ignore all questions.
35. When you walk in, complain about the heat, and start to strip.

fun with LOTR...

Fantatoons
by: Aaron Williams
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Guild News
United Architects; A new look at an old friend
When United Architects first came on the scene in June 2003, I remember being excited at the prospect
of a new support guild forming in the BioWare community. Not long after, UA owner; Qworty, and his
right hand man Noremac joined us at TBP, and it was the beginning of a wonderful friendship that has
lasted for the better part of a year.
Both qworty and Noremac are part of the administrative team at TBP, and they have put as much time
and effort into our guild as they have at UA. At just over 60 members, UA is a small, intimate
environment, geared toward helping new builders learn and explore the wonders of the NWN toolset.
We at TBP are proud to call UA our friend and ally, and look forward to a future of cooperating and
helping each other to provide many valuable services to the NWN community.
A message from qworty
When Noremac and I first talked about forming our own guild we decided that our main focus would
always be on helping people to learn how to use the toolset. We both feel that the future of the
community lies with the new builders who will continue to expand our understanding of what this game
can be. With the evolution of the UA our focus has been refined to getting the most help to those who
are just starting out using the toolset. By defining the fundamental skills of building we hope to save our
members and friends from having to reinvent the wheel each time they start a new module. We have run
many live help sessions on MSN. In these sessions we often have two or more experienced
builders/scripters on hand to field questions and help direct participants to the resources they need. The
UA has also coordinated its more experienced members in trying to reach out to people on the public
forums. With our close ties to TBP we have a great team of experts to draw on to help our novice
builders learn the skills they need to write the next Hall of Fame mod. We are very committed to helping

TBP in developing The Guide To Building and the many other tools and resources for the community
that they have in development."
•

qworty

Member Project Spotlight
I thought it would be a nifty newsletter feature to showcase some of the member modules currently in
our Playtesing program at TBP. Hope you enjoy it!

Paranoia - A Grand Adventure of Semi-epic Proportions, by bluekey88

Category: Forest Adventure, Humorous - Parody, Mountain adventure, Puzzles, Final Version.
Description:
You are the child of famed adventurers Garic and Illyana Stoutshield. Sadly, they disappeared while
hunting down a band of monsters near your village (perhaps they were rusty after a couple years of
retirement?). You were subsequently reared by their friends and former adventuring colleagues, Gringus
and Lorena Kneecapper.
On a farm in the border town of Daelen's grove (on the edge of the Moravian Empire), you were taught
how to farm, milk cows, gather eggs, hunt boar, hide in shadows, use all manner of weaponry, handle
powerful magics, etc. Y'know, the basic things most farmers need to know if they plan on going out and
laying waste to the goblin hordes. Today is your birthday, and not just any birthday. No, today is the day
you come of age. It's very exciting. All you have to do is complete a few chores and get your birthday
presents, then maybe hear a family secret or two...assuming all hell doesn't break loose first, but that'll
NEVER happen.
•

bluekey88

Paranoia
Other info: No DM Required
Download at NW Vault:
Paranoia

Deadworld, by gordzylla

Fire Giant
Module name: Deadworld
Server name: Deadworld test
Style: PW
Gamespy list: PW action
Contact: Gordzylla
Guild affiliation: Deadworld

Additional Info: Over 25 areas ready to explore. I have no quests in place yet so it is just straight action
for now. Sleep wherever you can, if you can, but it is safest in the shacks found all over.
Description:
Deadworld, A world descimated by a meteor strike and the consecuent tidal waves, earthquakes and
Volcanic eruptions have killed of over 80% of all living creatures. Most of the dead however return to
life in a never ending quest for flesh. The main goal is survival for yourself and your Kesperate
(community).
There is hak coming but it wont be ready for awhile yet. Check out the pix of our zombies at Deadworld.
Testing is all day Fridays.
•

gordzylla

Some early comments from players:
Swyrved says: " I love the atmosphere here."
Jekyl said: " I found a new home"
Senkrad says: " The Azzimulto cemetary is briliant."
Dave said: " Arrrrggghhh. Those damn Dog soldiers are tough."

Frost Giant
Second God War, by ffbj

The Plane of Shrouds
Type: Persistent World
Location: Gamespy: Roleplay/Malbara/Second God War.
Description:
"This is a game world based on a pnp game I ran for over a dozen years. Various factions, both political
and religious, are vying for control and influence in the world.
Underlying the constant wrangling there is the ever present danger of a full fledged war between the
gods breaking out.
As usual the gods move in mysterious ways and none can say for sure what their motives are. In fact the
opening area is one such contrivance of the various gods. For in the little non-descript village of Cleth
they have sent recruiters to gather followers to their cause. There is a prophecy that from this area great
heroes will arrise that will shake the very foundations of heaven and hell. Will you be one of the heroes
to reshape the world? Or just another forgotten adventurer in an unmarked grave."
•

ffbj

Features: Persistence in journals, locations, factions. A kinder, gentler, TTV based death and respawn
system.
3 projects from Firestarter

Return to Ravenloft
"I have three projects on the go. Though the first needs little attention these days, that is: My first
module Return to Ravenloft which is still attracting the odd bug report. I keep it updated and was
particularly pleased with myself when I added proper inventory control for the henchmen.
Return to Ravenloft is here:Retun to Ravenloft
The second is, The Hermit's Chalice tutorial module. Now reaching completion it still needs a page
about journal writing. I'm making the debugging of my version part of the tutorial. I havn't tried to play
it through myself yet so if anyone would like to do a bug report on it they are very welcome.
The third is my new module: Ravenloft, Beyond the Gate.
Ravenloft, beyond the Gate
This is in early alpha. The next update which will hopefully be uploaded in the next week will conclude
the first major quest and include henchmen from the first module. I'm still strugling to get the henchmen
to work properly. When I last checked I still couldn't raise them if they died. Also is anyone else
frustrated by their slow response time to traps? It seems to take them ages :zzz: to spot a trap and do
something about it. And I don't like way summoned creatures smash to bits any locked objects that you
don't imediately open. I will have to do something about these...
So if anyone would like to help me out with the playtesting of my latest mod' that would be great too."
•

Firestarter

Featured Articles
A couple of articles contributed by some of our members for your enjoyment.
A couple of tools
•

By Lilac Soul

Hello all.
I have been asked to write a short article on a couple of tools that people many find valuable in their
scripting efforts, namely the Script Generator and the Lexicon. In other words, I’ve been allowed to do
some self-advertising, since the Script Generator is a creation of mine, and I’m one of the core
contributors on the Lexicon…

I am a person that calls myself “a writer”. This means that I’ll happily whip up anecdotes about my wild
Bohemian lifestyle (which in turn just means that I drink cheap whiskey), and use said anecdotes as
excuses (though of course I call them reasons or, better yet, something in French) for not having a real
job. But it also means that I am right now trying very hard to think of some of all the hints I’ve received
and tricks I’ve learned about how to keep the reader’s interest alive. I remember my high school teacher
once told me (well, actually, he did no such thing, so Jørn, if you’re reading this and take offense, I’m
sorry, but I need to use you for some artistic liberty): “When writing something of this style, make sure
you know who your audience is!”
So who is my audience? Well, I’m sure a bunch of you are just reading this because you’re my friends
and want to find new material to use against me, but I don’t think that’s the audience I’m writing this
for. Rather, I’m writing this for the many, many builders out there who, like all of us (okay, most of us, I
won’t even pretend to be working on a module) are working on projects, or have ideas that you would
like to turn into something cool. Something cool for your friends to see, and perhaps see a lot of people
talking about on the forums (it’s good for your ego, trust me!). After all, that is what we all are:
Builders. And all of us have different qualities and talents building-wise. Some may be good at creating
areas and atmosphere, others may be good scripters. Some are wizards (read: nerds) at making hakpaks,
and others yet are really good storytellers. But very few (I would say none, but let’s just say very few,
instead) are good at all the aspects of creating a module. That’s of course the whole raison d’etre of our
little guild here – people helping each other with the various aspects of building.
Now, the second thing my old high school teacher told me (or would have, had I ever listened to him)
was “stop rambling!” This is not a thing I’m very good at – stopping rambling. I’m very good at starting
it, but that’s a different story altogether. “Stay focused” he would probably say (that or “Wake up!”), so
that’s what I’m going to do. My whole point in starting to talk about my old high school teacher (let’s
just call him Jørn, alright, it is after all his name) was to have a short and interesting way of saying that
I’m writing this article for the aspiring module builder, full of ideas, but not full of scripting knowledge.
There are many tools, resources, and people around the Neverwinter Nights community who can help
you, and I shall only cover two of them here. I don’t make any claim that they are the most important
ones (they probably aren’t), but they’re the ones I’m going to be talking about now, if I ever get around
to it, what with Jørn constantly giving me good advice.

The Script Generator
The Script Generator is a program I started developing in January 2003, and the first version was
released on Neverwinter Vault on February 11th of that year (I don’t have exceptionally good memory,
quite the contrary in fact, but the release date is stamped on the download page). The program originally
started out as just a practice ground for me. I had been doing nwscript for some months, and had just
received a copy of Delphi Builder – the programming language / suite I’ve used to create the program
in. I had been programming in Basic my whole life because I could never afford a computer that was upto-date (I would have lied and blamed it on my harsh upbringing, but Jørn demands that I tell you the
truth, which is that I just spent most of my money in those days on alcohol and other necessities), so I
wasn’t new to the whole programming scene, but had never touched a modern programming language
before. So really, the Script Generator was created by a newbie (Delphi-wise), which turned out to be
very appropriate, because the program has gone on to help a lot of newbies (nwscript-wise).
The program is essentially a tool that takes instructions from you and transforms those instructions into a
working script. I will not go into details about exactly how to use the program. There’s a tutorial
included in the download package for the program which can tell you how to use it. What you might be
interested in knowing is – what can the program do for you? Well, basically, you’ll need to have an idea
about what you want to do (obviously). Perhaps you want something special to happen when the player
first enters an area or when she talks to a certain, important NPC. Or whatever (Jørn is grinding his teeth
right now, I can tell you that, and so is my old English teacher – hello, Sven!) You make the appropriate
selections in the program for that, and are then taken to a screen with a list of options. You find what it

is you want to do, click it, and are taken to a screen that asks you a number of questions. These questions
are in plain English. You answer the questions, hit the magical button, and the appropriate lines of script
are generated for you. Hence the name: Script Generator.
I might also have called the program: English – nwscript translator. Because that is really what it does.
To a person who doesn’t know programming, nwscript can seem a bit intimidating. Well, the
Neverwinter Nights Aurora engine feels the same way about English. It has no clue what you’re talking
about when you just tell it to “go open that door”. Once you tell it ActionOpenDoor (oDoor); - it will be
a lot happier. But the two mean exactly the same. “That door” must by necessity refer to a door you’ve
somehow designated (perhaps by pointing at it). Likewise, “oDoor” must by necessity refer to a door
you’ve designated earlier in the script, perhaps by “pointing” at it with a line like object oDoor =
GetObjectByTag (“I_AM_A_DOOR”);
Now, without knowing a language, say French (or Mandarin Chinese, if you happen to know French. If
you know both French and Mandarin Chinese, I salute you!), you wouldn’t know how to tell someone to
open a door in that language. But, if you whip out an English to French (or Mandarin Chinese) translator
(in prehistoric times known as a dictionary), you can get your point across. Once you do it enough times,
you may actually start remembering how to say it in French (you get the point about putting Mandarin
Chinese instead of French if you happen to speak French, right?). Soon, you may even start to figure out
how to tell the French to go open that chest, their wallets, or a fish (most likely because you don’t master
the language yet, or you do and just want to have some fun with the indigenous French people). And this
is the funny part – nwscript works exactly the same way!
I never intended for the program to teach people how to script. If I had, it probably wouldn’t have
worked well. But as it turns out, lots and lots of people have told me that, seeing the script being
generated line by line, based on the input they provide in English, has given them a good understanding
of how nwscript works, and has enabled them to start making their own scripts. In other words, they
now not only know how to say “open that door” in French, they also know how to say “open that door,
stand on one leg, bark like a chicken (they still make mistakes!), and then kill Bob!” – And without the
use of a translator!
Which brings me to the second tool or resource I should like to tell you about (and by the way, do you
think Jørn would have liked the way I finished the previous paragraph? I doubt it, but then he was
always a miserable old sod!): The Lexicon. Now, you may know French (or, let’s say Mandarin
Chinese, it’s more fun to say). You may know Mandarin Chinese. But unless you’re very lucky, you
probably won’t speak it like your own native tongue. You’ll constantly forget what something is called,
or how to structure a sentence properly. The same holds true with nwscript. And that’s where the
Lexicon comes in. The Lexicon is, essentially, a detailed description of all the functions in nwscript,
including many found in include files (if you don’t know what an include file is, I’m sorry, but I won’t
be going into that in this article – it isn’t important for you to know yet). For instance, say you want to
open a door, but you forget the word for it, or the correct grammar or syntax. You open up the Lexicon,
type in (in the search bar) “open door”, and get a couple of results – among which you find
ActionOpenDoor. Which you then click to find out exactly what the syntax of that function (word) is –
the Lexicon will tell you that it needs to know which door to open. In the case of ActionOpenDoor, it
will also show you a working example of how to use the function. The functions in the Lexicon have
been thoroughly tested, often by more than one person, and you’ll often find descriptions of things to
note about the function, as well as any known bugs.
Now, Jørn is going to complain about me putting this here, as it doesn’t really fit in here, but before I
finish, I want to tell you that the Lexicon doesn’t only have listings of functions – that which you’d
expect to find in the dictionary of a language. It holds other information as well, including tutorials,
primers, lists of resources for use in nwscript, and much much more. So whether you learn to speak
nwscript using the Script Generator, or by some other means, you’re bound to find the Lexicon very
useful.

Well, by now I am getting tired of advertising my creations, and I imagine you are getting tired of me
doing so as well. Which means that Jørn would now tell me to shorten down this article by about 15%.
Of course, I won’t! If he expected me to do as he says, he should’ve given me a higher grade. So instead
of doing what any decent writer should do, and savage my work to make it shorter and more readable,
I’m going to go out in the ultimate PR-stunt by giving you the links to the two resources:
The Script Generator can be found here:

Script Generator
There are two (identical) versions of the Lexicon; an online version and a download version.

Online:
Lexicon
Download:
Download
(I recommend the download version, it has better all round functionality, even though the actual
information contained within is the same.)
I hope you have enjoyed this little digression of mine (well, it did get on-topic once in a while, so it
can’t have been all bad). I also hope you don’t know Jørn – I tell you, that man is a military freak, and if
he ever found out about this article… you’d better let me come stay at your house for a bit (at least if
your native tongue is Mandarin Chinese – otherwise your house might not be far away enough from my
house!).
And with those words, I’ll leave you. Happy building!
•

Carsten Hjorthøj / Lilac Soul

Featured Articles
A Call for Heroes

•

by Aulslime

Rubberducky78 was kind enough to ask me to contribute a piece on NWN building to this issue of
the newsletter. For those who don’t know me, I’m a builder who has been around the community
since NWN was first released, and have made a not-terrible series of high level RPGs called ‘A
Call for Heroes’.
I will start off with a summary of my world’s history, as an example of one way to do it:
CAPSULE HISTORY OF A CALL FOR HEROES
The A Call for Heroes adventures take place on the world called Selendi by the peoples of the Prime
Material Plane. Selendi is a harsh world, with most of it's people being aggressive, warlike and highly
tribalistic. Approximately 4,000 years ago, The Emperor Thesis came to power, (It is not known what
happened to his predacessor, the Empress Dowager) and immediately set about quelling the constant
infighting between the various kingdoms and city-states. The Emperor's Throne has the divine authority
to rule over all of Selendi, but lacks the military and magical might to rule all of it at the same time.
Thesis
must pick his battles carefully because he has only a fraction of the resources necessary to do his job.
His efforts have been somewhat successful, with the considerable economic growth being experienced
in some parts of the world being the most tangible sign of progress.
The last full-scale war on Selendi lasted ten years and blasted most of the civilized parts of the planet
back to the Stone Age. The survivors established several new kingdoms and have ruled since that time.
More recently, the people put their differences aside for a time when they were attacked by the Atrian, a
highly-aggressive Druid Race who considered the people of Selendi an infestation of parasites that had
to be exterminated to save their world. The Atrian attacked by opening up holes in the fabric in the
material that keeps the Planes of Existence apart. These "Planer Tears" acted as gates for wave after
wave of other-dimensional monsters that began pouring into Selendi at an alarming rate. In their
desperate battle for self-preservation, the Selendians make several attempts to recruit adventurers from
other Planes to do battle with the endless number of enemies coming out of the Planer Tears. The player
is one of those adventurers in ACFH1 and in the later modules becomes more and more involved with
the politics, wars and events influencing the world. There are four adventures, each is 12-20 hours and
can be played single player or multiplayer (ACFH4 is not yet finished). I would characterize the
adventures as ‘heavy combat role playing games’.
THE KEY TO SUCCESS
Blood, sweat and tears are what make the difference. There is absolutely no substitute for hard work. If
you work harder than Stephan Gagne, eventually you will overtake him if you just keep going. When I
started building, it took me a day to make a sign readable and to make one area transition that worked.
Today I can build small towns in a single afternoon. Your skills will grow with your ability to
manipulate the toolset, and by your third module you will be able to do things that you can’t even
imagine now. It doesn’t matter if you can’t script, if you work really hard on your module and write a

great story, you will attract scripters to your project. (See my NW Vault editorial called ‘Builder’s
Manifesto’ for tips on bagging free-range scripters.) If your project is too big to do alone, recruit people
to help you. I’ve needed the help of other builders with every module I’ve ever made.
HOW TO GET STARTED
Everyone and his grandma on the forums is going to tell you that you have to map out your module,
room by room and map out a blueprint to be followed in the toolset. I’ve read a dozen experts who all
say that you have to plan everything and they are all wrong. The best way to build your module is to
stop looking for advice or worrying about problems and sit down and build it right now. Pick the one
really cool area that you most look forward to playing in and build that YOUR way like you are the only
person who is ever going to see it. Put in the most important npcs and monsters and placeables and
whatnot and put in very short conversations for everyone the pc can talk to. For example, a new
conversation file can look like this: ‘I am an abrasive old noble woman who will drop a hint about the
problem in the diamond mines’. Another could be ‘I am a waitress who will serve drinks and complain
about the low wages paid by the tavernkeeper’. The best way to learn is by tinkering. Later, you will go
back and put in the appropriate detail to the conversations once it becomes clear who is important and
who isn’t and what exactly they will have to say. ‘I am a waitress who will serve drinks and complain
about the low wages paid by the tavernkeeper’ Eventually becomes ‘Butchcat Maggie be what they call
me. The bastards what run this place be payin’ the slave wages, but this be the only tavern in town, so I
gots no alternative’.
The reality of the situation is that the best way to learn is by building areas and then playtesting them
yourself in the game. Through this process you will learn why things work the way they do, and get a
feel for what the toolset can and can’t do. Don’t worry about being consistent, or if you’re not sure about
the details of what happens. By forcing yourself to jump in and build you will open up a lot of doors,
and answers that you never thought of will present themselves. I think that it’s best to start with very
broad concepts, then gradually narrow things down to a specific, playable format. If you can do simple
conversations and area transitions, you know enough to make a mod, and the Builder’s Project will be
there to help you with what you can’t do.
THE CONTRACT
This is the most important part of the game. In any successful adventure, you have to develop a
relationship with your player. You have to establish trust and patterns of behavior that he can recognize.
You have to form a ‘give and take’ with your player, even if he only realizes it on a subconscious level.
Your job as a builder is to provide him with a place to go to and a reason to want to get there. You are
the ‘why’ maker. The why is what makes it interesting. The why is what separates a well-known
adventure from an obscure one. The why is the player’s purpose, and it is the most important part of
your world. If you give your players an identifiable ‘what’ and can get them to care about ‘why’, then
you will have done your job.
DO YOUR OWN THING
When I started building, I didn’t have flashy scripting skills, I don’t know computers hardly at all and
was up against a bunch of guys who lived, worked and slept C+. To have a chance against the
professionals, I decided that I was going to have to do something different. My ‘hook’, or my different
thing was that my world was for high level adventurers. My first module was a modest success, but after
I had a few thousand downloads scripters started to return my e-mails when I wrote to them. The keys to
success for me were that I was doing something different, and my persistence in the recruitment of
scripters. You won’t get the help that you need without asking for it, and you have to be able to handle
rejection far more often than acceptance. Right up front you should get used to the idea of four ‘no’s for
every ‘yes’ on asking scripters, modelers or writers to help you. Make your game unique, and
aggressively hunt for people who might also like your kind of adventure to help with what you can’t do.
Follow that formula and throw in a ridiculous amount of work and you’ll be popular.

During the public playtests of A Call for Heroes 2, I hosted a few dozens of players on Gamespy over a
two-month period. The adventure started off in a small city with a tavern, a few shops and a castle. With
two exceptions, every single person who playtested the game online went straight for the hookers in the
tavern. Prostitutes were only a very small and totally optional part of the adventure, yet thirty-to-fourty
people of both sexes prioritized talking to the girls for hire over buying new equipment or going to see
the king as they were supposed to. I’m no psychologist, but I think that people want to be titillated. They
want you to take them somewhere that they can’t go in real life. The #1 module of all time for
downloads is Lisa’s ‘Sex and the Single Adventuress’. Not to say that I think we should be doing
animated porn, just that this seems to be an area that our consumers are particularly interested in
exploring. Sex and romance sell.
THE SEVEN DEADLY SINS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Small building with a huge interior (unless you are doing a genie’s magic lamp type deal).
No sound or the wrong sounds on conversation files.
No map pins or not enough map pins.
Big, empty areas.
No journal or a broken journal or a useless journal.
NPCs that don’t remember the PC.
Spelling errors, typos or otherwise hard to read writing.

Anything that can be clicked on should make a sound, placeables, filler npcs, everything.
When was the last time someone complained about too many map pins?
BE YOURSELF
Don’t try to make your mod like someone else did, get your own idea and follow it your own way.
Someone much wiser than myself once said ‘Everything you do, every action is a self-portrait’. Just like
a painter’s color and style choices reflecting him and his life, every style of armor that you make in the
toolset, sound effect you put down or monster you set up reflects what is important to you. What you do
is who you are. On my first mod, I held back quite a bit because I was worried about offending people.
That was a mistake. I wasn’t being ‘honest’ with myself or the players because I was trying to make a
game that would be popular, rather than a game that reflected me and what I think is important. I like
big, flashy, overstated or extreme themes. Loud music, big boobs and scary looking monsters. I have a
somewhat extreme personality, and suppose that this is why I tend to prefer extreme or overstated
themes. I didn’t really become comfortable as a builder until I stopped worrying about what they wanted
to see and made what I wanted to see. My third adventure featured a scumbag bar full of murderers,
criminals and drug dealers, an exploding chicken curse, a two headed demon, a well stocked whore
house and pirate adventures including the sacking of a small town. For the first time I was as extreme
and overstated as I wanted to be and the players loved it. The lesson I took away from that is that you
have to be honest in your vision.
GET TOUGH WITH YOURSELF
For every finished, posted module on the vault there are 100 unfinished ones that never got uploaded.
The builders who never finish are those who refuse to get tough with themselves and make tough
choices. I’ve noticed a stubborn tendency among new builders to get too bogged down in details to get
anything substantial done. ‘Lock Down and Release’ is the term that I recently saw Rob Bartel use in
reference to this same idea. A good module today is better than a perfect one tomorrow. Don’t get hung
up working on some database or trying to autoscript something or making a new kind of character
generator. There will be time for all of that after you’ve got a town to start out in. Deal with the steak
first, then the peas.
GET EXCITED ABOUT IT

Those of us who are builders enjoy a unique opportunity to share our ideas with a huge community.
Nothing like this was ever available before. I hope that you will take a minute out and think about the
opportunities that the toolset presents you with!!! Thousands of people are waiting to download your
module as you read this. They want you to see your ideas and your vision. If you’re willing to work hard
and make difficult decisions, you are likely to develop a large fan base quickly. I have found
contributing to the NWN community to be a tremendously rewarding experience, and made some
terrific friends while I learned how to make my ideas take form. Work hard, be disciplined, and be
yourself and they will come.
•

Aulslime

Special thanks to Aulsime for the article contribution. You can find Aulslime's A Call for Heros series in
the NW Vault Hall of fame;
NW Vault Hall of Fame

Neverwinter News
The Community Expansion Pack
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by Kephisto

If you want to get your hands on something that excites the Bioware Live Team just as much as the
NWN community, it’s the Community Expansion Pack (CEP).
Bioware’s first expansion pack, The Shadows of Undrentide, brought several new enhancements to
NWN fans, such as new tilesets, monsters, weapons, prestige classes, and more. In more ways than one,
it made the best RPG even better.
Bioware’s second expansion pack, Hordes of the Underdark, brought awe-inspiring enhancements to
NWN fans, such as even more new tilesets, monsters, weapons, prestige classes, robes, placeables, epic
feats and spells, and so much more! Forged by the indomitable power and spirit of Dungeon & Dragons,
it made Bioware’s RPG, Neverwinter Nights, truly a world without limits! A world to remake as your
own.
Since the release of Neverwinter Nights in June 2002, remaking an entire world and creating exciting
adventure modules is exactly what thousands of NWN fans have done. Although adventure modules
built using The Shadows of Undrentide (SoU) and/or Hordes of the Underdark (HotU) required players
to have those same expansion packs, they gave NWN Builders the power to further customize their
worlds, as well as allow NWN Players to explore endless variety and wonderment in their RPG
adventures.

All of the gaming resources in NWN and these two expansions is usually referred to as ‘Official
Content’. So if you don’t own HotU, then as a Player you won’t be able to play any adventure modules
which contain any ‘Official Content’ from HotU.
As a Builder, you also won’t be able to use any of the ‘Official Content’ in HotU to create an adventure
module for your players. Both you and your players need it, that is if either of you want to use any of the
‘Official Content’ in HotU.
Yet above and beyond this are two very special words that, when said together, create awe-inspiring
excitement in NWN Players and Builders alike. Those two words have created an ever growing group of
extremely passionate and increasingly skilled NWN fans who spend countless hours making new
gaming materials which can’t be found in either SoU or HotU. Those two words are known as : ‘Custom
Content’ (CC).
In short, ‘Custom Content’ (CC) allows you to further customize the content in your game, whether its
NWN, SoU, and/or HotU. With the right tools and a little patience you can create virtually anything you
want, including your own tilesets, monsters, weapons, spells, clothes, and more! These are added to your
game’s ‘Official Content’!
And the best part is that while you’re making up your own ‘Custom Content’ there are thousands of
other NWN fans doing the same. Some are making awesome new styles of exotic armor and clothing,
others prefer to design lavish furniture and paintings, some create portraits for NPCs while still others
aren’t happy unless they’re creating arcane spells and special rules. While you can always go out and
make your own, there’s a good chance someone else already made exactly what you’re looking for to
further customize your game! All you have to do is find it, download it, and use it in your latest
adventure module! Sounds great, right?
While this is one of the greatest features about Neverwinter Nights, being able to make up your very
own tilesets, armor, clothing, monsters, spells, and other new gaming resources, plus use another’s, there
is a catch. Indeed, a very devious one.
The devious catch of ‘Custom Content’ (CC) is, quite literally, the only people who can play your
adventure module are those that also have your ‘Custom Content’! If they don’t have it then they have to
go on the net, find it, and download it. And it can’t be close or somewhat the same, it has to be exact,
without any exceptions!
A side-effect of this devious catch has led to many people taking another’s well made ‘Custom Content’
and only using certain parts of it. So if someone makes an excellent collection of a dozen new custom
monsters named ‘Monsters Custom Content’ and another NWN fan only wants to use 5 of those
monsters in his module, he can then use those 5 and call his the ‘Mega Monsters Custom Content” for
his module. Is this bad?
Well, IMHO its not so much whether its right or wrong, or good or bad, its merely the fact that now
there are two very similar ‘Custom Content’s and, very literally, players that already have the ‘Monsters
Custom Content’ can’t use it to play the guy’s module which uses his ‘Mega Monsters Custom Content’
and vice versa. As a player, you’ll need to have both of these slightly different CC (Custom Content) to
play both modules.
As a Builder, you want to make sure if you’re using CC that its something very popular so most of your
future players will already have it. If you knew most players already had the ‘Monsters Custom
Content’, then you really don’t have to make up your own. You could just use the 4 or 5 monsters in it
that you want and all your players, who already have that ‘Monsters Custom Content’, can play your
game without downloading anything other than just your module.
Insult to injury, all Custom Content has its own particular download size, which ranges from about 1
MB to well over 100 MB. Each and every time you download another set of ‘Custom Content’ that’s
more time and effort that you’re not playing the game. As you can imagine, if there are ten Builders who

slightly alter a 10 MB Custom Content for their game, that’s ten incompatible games and content right
there, and well over 100 MB you have to download because you need a separate 10 MB for each
module.
This has led to a growing problem with NWN since its release, which is thousands of great NWN fans
constantly altering and downloading all kinds of ‘Custom Content’ because there is no set standard for
any of it. But each and every change creates but another version of that CC, which conflicts with
everything else related to it.
The solution is not limiting the Custom Content Creators, as they are highly respected and skilled NWN
fans who deserve all the praise they get. Of their own free time, at their own expense, they work on
taking a great demand or idea and breathing life into it, then providing it to the rest of us to add it to our
games whenever we please.
IMHO, just the fact that Custom Content Creators freely provide you with the luxury of using new
gaming materials that you couldn’t buy at the store is breathtaking! Its not really a factor for me whether
the quality is considered low, average, or high, nor whether they made a single weapon or creature or
spell or compiled a hundred of them, in my book they’re all wonderfully charming people! I already
paid for a game and these amazing people, so seldom rewarded for their efforts, constantly bring new
life into how I get to express my imagination in NWN.
To all Custom Content Creators everywhere... you have my eternal thanks! We all know the CEP Team
did not create most of the content in CEP. You did!
And for that, I thank you again!
“Hold to your purpose.
May the blessings of Elves, and Men, and all Free Folk go with you.”
Perhaps the greatest problem is most people that use CC do it for their own modules, which means it
usually works when its the only CC in your module. In other words, when adding ‘Monsters Custom
content’ and ‘Arcane Artifacts Custom Content’ to the same adventure module... you’ll likely to have
big problems. Both of them may outright conflict with each other, so neither works the way you want
them to together, but on their own they work fine. Sure, you can try to take bits and pieces from each but
if you do you just created yet another completely different CC! That’s if they work together.
Unusual problem, isn’t it?
Although there are technical issues behind all this the great news is you really don’t have to know them.
As long as you’re following this that’s good enough. In short, you can always use CC to add more
variety and further customize your game, but the only ones that can play your game are those that have
that same CC.
And so it came to pass that Eligio Sacateca, author of the Custom Content Guide, assembled a team of
NWN fans to help him create the Community Expansion Pack! The very first attempt to set a standard
for Custom Content and serve as its name implies – a third expansion pack for Neverwinter Nights! But
made by the NWN community!
This means, as a NWN Player, you can enjoy playing “CEP-Based” modules which could have tons of
great high quality custom content in them but yet without you having to redownload a single thing. And
the next several “CEP-Based” modules that you play may have wildly different monsters, weapons,
clothing, and other gaming resources, but although drastically different, you still won’t have to
download more content. They all will be using CEP, much the same as most Builders use SoU and/or
HotU.
If you have CEP you can play CEP-Based modules. Rather than taking out a sheet of paper and writing
down all the various Custom Content you need to play a new module.
This also means, as a NWN Builder, you can enjoy designing your next awesome

adventure module without wondering if your future players will be able to play your
module or forcing them to download more custom content just to play your game. With each passing
month you’ll know more and more people, in the tens of thousands, are downloading and using CEP,
embracing it as their own. Why not? Its was made for you!
Please allow me to quote Bioware’s Co Lead Designer, Rob Bartel; “This is very much a ‘best of the
community’ pack and the vast majority of it meets or exceeds the standards set by official content.
While the CEP is a community initiative rather than a Bioware one, don’t let that stand in the way of
some really amazing content. Download it once its available and put it through its paces. I think you’ll
be very pleasantly surprised.”
While I don’t want to ruin the surprise, the CEP Team has gone to extreme measures to ensure that what
you get is far more than merely a collection of great Custom Content or a nice attempt to set standards.
Rather than the typical short “Readme” text file you might expect from most ‘Custom Content’, we’re
giving you what you deserve – and that is a wealth of documentation on CEP and what’s in it, as well as
providing far more technical information for those who want to create Custom Content on top of CEP.
Just so no one misses this important feature, this means you can still make up your own Custom Content
and have it work with CEP! CEP is designed to become the foundation of great standards for custom
content, not a barrier to it. It has no more restraint or limitations imposed on anyone than the official
expansions do... and as has already been said, with CEP its even easier... we’ve documented what we’ve
done.
Regarding what’s actually in the CEP, let’s take an excerpt from Bioware’s latest exclusive on the
Community Expansion Pack (CEP)
It's All About "More"
The watchword of the CEP Team is more. More content. More quality. More flexibility. More more.
The CEP gives you access to the best custom content on NWVault as well as material that is unique to
the CEP. It isn't just about quantity either. It's about high-quality content that plays nicely together. Here
is what you get with the CEP:
•

New unreleased creatures not available anywhere else and over 450 community creatures, such
as goblins, owlbears, and gelugons. Many of these creatures also feature wing and tail nodes.

•

Two new dynamic creatures suitable for PCs: the Wemic and the Brownie.

•

14 completely new weapon types, including the falchion, maul, nunchaku, and trident, and new
components for thousands of unique weapons.

•

324 new shields. There's also new components for thousands of unique armor and clothing types.

•

772 new inventory icons including rings, robes and books, and 90 new items from holy symbols
to musical instruments.

•

1,448 new placeables from plates and bowls to siege engines, ships, and towers.

•

121 new NPC portraits for dwarves, elves, gnomes, halflings, humans, half-elves, half-orcs,
wemics, and driders.

In case you’re wondering, its true that there really is all that, and more, in CEP! Its just like the second
expansion pack, Hordes of the Underdark, in which case no one really expects you to use half or more of
all the available content in it. There’s room to grow and you can always add your own Custom Content.

And so it is with CEP, providing you and thousands of other NWN fans with tons and tons of great high
quality content which has already been tried and tested to work, and work well. All of this done for you!
Whether you only bought NWN, SoU, and/or HotU, you merely download the version of CEP related to
which game you own, install it, and it just works. You can just install it and forget it, because as a Player
it only comes to life when you want to play any CEP-Based module, which shall shortly be many and by
the end of the year clearly the vast majority. CEP will be the happily embraced standard.
As a Builder you get your module ready, place CEP into it, and then spend most of your time enjoying
the fun of creating your module... not redownloading more Custom Content because you’ve already
outgrown the last one you had. With CEP, there’s tons of great gaming resources to use made by NWN
fans just like yourself.
And what most may find one of the best parts about CEP is really fun to say... its FREE!
So, with all that said, the Bioware Live Team is really excited about the coming of CEP and the vast
majority of the NWN community is as well. Regardless of how long you’ve been playing the game or
designing modules or your skill level in creating your own Custom Content, this is something that the
CEP Team has truly created for you.
About a year ago the entire NWN community, as a whole, wanted a NWN expansion.
Bioware gave us The Shadows of Undrentide.
Even with all that great content and enhancements the community wanted more content!
Bioware gave us Hordes of the Underdark.
Even with all that great content and enhancement the community wanted more content!
Bioware says, at least at this time, it isn’t making another expansion pack.
Well, while we all wait and hope for them to change their minds there’s great news.... you’re gonna get a
third NWN expansion pack. And while Bioware didn’t make it, I can assure you, as you can find out
yourself by reading the Bioware forums, the CEP Team has Bioware’s blessing in our task and they
agree its exactly what the community needs...
The Community Expansion Pack (CEP)
Incidentally, perhaps now would be the best time to end with a quote from Bioware’s Community
Manager, Jay Watamaniuk, about CEP.
“Let me say again this is not a Bioware product of any kind but a lot of community members getting
together and sharing time, work and a wee bit of madness. Bioware is very excited about the CEP and
the potential it has for our community.”
Special thanks to Rubberducky78, founder and owner of the guild - The Builders Project.
I really appreciate the opportunity to write this article on behalf of the CEP Team and hope that it gives
you further insight into just how much the team wants to improve your adventures... for the greater glory
of Neverwinter Nights.

•

Kephisto

CEP Team Member
CEP CD Distribution
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Humor
LOTR Humor
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In honor of the LOTR Trilogy's Oscar sweep this year, here's some of my favorite LOTR humor
for your enjoyment.

The Bridge at Khazad Dum
author unknown
A little parody on the famous scene from Fellowship of the Ring.
"Lead the way, Gimli!" Gandalf shouted.
"Pippin and Merry next. Straight on, and up the stair beyond the door!"
Gimli fixed the wizard with a hateful stare. "Lead the way, Gimli!" he mimicked, stamping his
threadbare boots on the cold stone. "Why certainly, Mister Gandalf!" he bellowed at the wizard. "Let's
let the dwarf lead the way, eh? After all, we built this creepy heap o' stones, didn't we?"
Gandalf turned to glare at the dwarf, though the way his hat drooped, and the black smudge marks on his
face cast him in a rather ridiculous light. "Move it, stumpy!" he raged, shaking a bony fist at the stocky
dwarf. "Who's in charge, anyway? Hop to it, and take the little vermin with you. Now!"
Sputtering a steady stream of dwarvish curses that certainly doomed the wizard to a childless life, Gimli
motioned to the cowering hobbits and set out. Arrows fell among them. One struck Frodo and sprang
back, repelled by a combination of elvish mail and layers of grime thick enough to tar a house with.
Another pierced Gandalf's hat and stuck there like a black feather. Frodo looked behind. Beyond the fire
he saw swarming black figures: there seemed to be hundreds of orcs. They brandished spears and
scimitars which shone red as blood in the firelight.
'Doom, doom' rolled the drumbeats, growing louder and louder; though apparently some of the orcs
were in a festive mood, for in a delightful counterbeat, the echo of "Pom-tiddly-pom-pom, Hip-diddlydoo" could be heard.
Despite the terror he felt, Frodo couldn't resist dancing a small jig and snapping his fingers. Some of the
orcs from that group noticed him, and cheered him on. He waved back with a grin on his smudgy, plump
face.
"Halfwit!" snarled Gandalf, grabbing the hobbit by his cuff and dragging him along. A loud chorus of
boos and catcalls echoed after them, along with guttural shouts of "We were only having fun!" and
"Jeez, what's yer rush fer crying out loud!"

Gandalf gave Frodo the bum's rush past Legolas, planting a solid boot to his ass that sent the little guy
sprawling. Legolas chuckled at the sight, and quietly gave the hobbit a boot of his own. Then he turned
and set an arrow to the string, though it was a long shot for his small bow. He drew, but his hand
slipped, and the arrow flopped to the ground. He gave a cry of dismay and fear.
"Drinking on the job again, fairy-boots?" yelled Boromir (fumbling for the one zillionth time with the
massive helm on his head). Its intricately engraved carving, to give it the shape of a ferocious possum
had been the source of much secret merriment for the company.
Then he too stopped in fear. Two great trolls appeared; they bore great slabs of stone, and flung them
down to serve as gateways over the fire. The ranks of the orcs had opened, and they crowded away, as if
they themselves were afraid. All, that is, save the joyous troop, who continued their merry drumming
and took up a chorus that, muffled as it was by the drums and the echoes of the cavern, sounded
suspiciously like "Well hey nobby no, no reason to go, the Balrog is a coming and he'll kill you real
slow." The hobbits thought the tune was marvelous.
Yet something was coming up behind them. What is was could not be seen; it was like a great shadow
(without wings), in the middle of which was a wingless dark form, of man-shape (not bird, nor bat, nor
man shaped with wings) maybe, yet greater; and a power and a terror (but certainly no hint nor suspicion
of aerial capabilities), seemed to be in it and to go before it.
It came to the edge of the fire and the light faded as if Sam had let out one of his soul-killing butter farts
again. Then with a rush it leaped across the fissure. The flames roared up to greet it; and wreathed about
it; and a black smoke swirled in the air.
The form let out a blood-curdling screech, then began hopping around from one foot to the other,
swatting its massive hands on its body in a vain attempt to knock out the flames.
The largest and bravest of the orcs gave out some helpful cries of "Stop, drop and roll!" and "Ice water'll
do the trick!" but it gave no indication that it heard them. Its streaming mane kindled, and blazed behind
it. In its right hand was a blade like a stabbing tongue of fire; in its left it held a whip of many thongs.
Gimli screamed; "Ai, ai, oh no, sweet Jesus in heaven, in the name of all the holy chickens of the bath
waters of hashamahish, by the country fried beans of my great sire Beadlewick, fervent cries and moans
of fear echo in the hills of the..."
"Spit it out, man!" cried Aragorn, his sword hand twitching dangerously. "What is it?"
"A wingless Balrog! A wingless Balrog is come!"
Gimli stared with wide eyes, no trace of the several skins of dwarf liquor he had recently consumed
visible. "Durin's Bane" he cried, covering his face. "That thing looks like it eats dwarves for breakfast."
And he casually tossed his axe into the chasm and took out another skin. 'Die neither bravely nor sober'
had always been his creed.
"A wingless Balrog," Gandalf muttered, his skin having gone several shades of pale. "And with this
crew of screw-ups to back me up. Well, our goose is cooked. What an evil fortune." He nonchalantly
leaned over, his shuffling steps craftily taking him towards the back of the group. "And I am already
weary."
The dark figure steaming with fire raced towards them. The orcs yelled and poured over the gangways.
Then Boromir raised his horn and blew.
The pathetic squawk that dribbled out sounded like a troll's bad bowel movement on a sunny day.
For a moment the orcs were overcome with laughter, clutching each other as they pointed at the lord of
Gondor with his silly helm. Then the figure turned to look back at the host and snapped his black
fingers. Still chortling, they drew their swords and tried to look fierce. Someone at the back was still
tittering, however, and in moments the entire troop was again helpless with laughter.

One of the wags shouted "Look at his head!" and fresh gales of laughter echoed throughout the hall.
Even the flaming wingless figure's shoulders could be seen heaving up and down. Boromir's complexion
grew so red that it rivaled the Balrog's. He muttered an apology, then angrily threw down the horn and
began to stomp it into little pieces.
"Over the bridge!" cried Gandalf (who had mysteriously already made it across himself). "Fly! This is a
foe beyond any of you. Fly, I say!" Aragorn and Boromir did not heed his command, for as the others
roared past like fleeing rabbits, the two humans each grabbed one of the wizards bony arms and flung
him back onto the bridge.
"What in the hell are you doing?" demanded the wizard, clutching his staff like a Louisville slugger and
looking for the world like he wanted nothing better than to split some skulls.
"Methinks that flaming black fellers with fire for swords are entirely in the realm of a wizard, old
friend." Aragorn replied. "Me and Boro got no problems with the orcs and the other little stuff; but this
is your kinda guy. Time to put up or shut up, buddy."
Boromir nodded his assent, and waved his sword in a not so casual threat.
"Well, each wizard has his specialty, you know." explained the graybeard, looking nervously over his
shoulder. "This is more Saruman's thing. Tell you what, let's just get outside, and try and look him up.
I'm sure he won't mind giving us a hand."
"Nothing doing, Gandy." Boromir replied. "You go and hold up shadow boy, and we'll take the urchins
outside."
The wizard looked about to have an apoplectic fit. "Bastards!" he cried vehemently, and then launched a
kick at Aragorn's shins in one last desperate attempt to get by; but the two held him easily, and on a
count of three heaved him back out into the middle of the bridge.
The Balrog reached the bridge. Gandalf stood in the middle of the span, weeping unabashedly and
trickling a steady stream of yellow liquid onto the hard stone beneath his feet. His enemy halted again,
facing him, and the shadow about it reached out like two vast wings. It raised the whip and the thongs
whined and cracked. Fire came from its nostrils. The wizard was shaking like a leaf.
In a high, wretched squeal he raised his hand.
"You cannot pass. I am a servant of the Secret Fire, wielder of the flame of Anor. I cannot be killed so
it's useless to try. However, if you let me go, then my brother wizard, who is even mightier and fatter
than me will be coming, and you can..."
"Gandalf!" shouted Aragorn, who was nearly at the door.
The Balrog made no answer. The fire in it seemed to die, but the darkness grew. It stepped forward
slowly onto the bridge, and suddenly it drew itself up to a great height, and its wings were spread from
wall to wall; and the grey and wobbly life form known as Gandalf looked as if it had about three seconds
left to take in air before he left this world for the next, when a joyous cry filled the air.
"Oh, thank heavens!" Legolas shouted, wiping his brow in relief. "It's not a Balrog after all. Come on
back, boys, let's give the old geezer a hand."
"Not a Balrog you say?" asked Frodo. "But...you...I mean...that is..."
Legolas laughed, a mocking sound that fit perfectly with their surroundings. "Silly hobbit, don't you
know anything? Balrogs don't have wings. This one does. Therefore, tis not a Balrog."
The company let out a sigh of relief, chuckling to themselves at how silly they were. Several shouts of
"Balrog, schmalrog" and "Old fireass had me worried for a sec" were a joyous sound to hear;
nevertheless, they moved no closer to the bridge.

They watched in curiosity as the creature reached out, grabbed the wizard, and lifted him high in the air
over its head. The flames sizzled up, and the smell of cooked old flesh filled the air. It was disgusting
and horrific, yet nevertheless made the hobbits' mouths water.
Legolas laid his hand on Frodo's head, casually flicking away a couple of lice. "Worry not, my friend,
our old companion will be safe. Tis not a Balrog, say I."
Thus it came as quite a shock to the company when the shape flexed its shoulders and the sound of
popping limbs filled the air. The wizard screamed in agony.
Aragorn winked at the troop. "Puts on a good show, doesn't he?"
The creature reared back, about to toss the mangled wizard's carcass into the chasm. Yet just as he made
his lunge, a couple of the dancing orcs, eager to see the show, toppled onto the bridge in a drunken reel.
They tripped en mass, and the domino effect was such that they piled into the alleged Balrog just as he
flung the wizard out. It teetered and tottered precariously, its mane blazing and its arms swinging wildly.
One of the largest orcs let out a far too casual and deliberate "Oops!" and flung himself at full speed into
the creature's back. With a terrible cry the Balrog plunged down and vanished.
The orcs peered over the edge. Then they turned to the troop and waved.
"Old sooty was a bit of a pain in the arse anyways. Always 'doom, doom, doom." Be seeing ya!" And
the orc troop turned as one and drunkenly reeled away into the catacombs of Moria. It sounded like there
was gonna be one helluva party...
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Guild News
The Mentoring Program at United Architects
by qworty
The Builders Project and United Architects have teamed up again to bring forth another great
opportunity to help new builders learn the NWN Aurora engine toolset.
The Mentoring group is a team of experienced builders and scripters. They are working to create classes
to teach new builders how to use the toolset. This bold new project has already gotten off to a good start
by offering the following classes:
•
•
•
•
•

Course 101: Storylines (An introduction to writing your Mod) -- Paragon77
Course 102: Conversations for the Editor -- Noremac
Course 103 - Beginner's scripting -- bluekey88
Course 201: Planning, Applying, and Removing Effects -- Kosmous
Course 202: Intermediate Conversation Design – Kosmous

This isn’t just another set of boring old tutorials. Utilizing the forum and chat environment a mentor will
guide and help students learn the toolset. This is active involvement where there will be opportunity to
converse with a mentor. This is someone who is experienced and wants to help new builders learn.
These are passionate people that care about the future of the community. By encouraging others with
new and vibrant techniques students and mentors will explore the ever-changing possibilities of NWN.
As we continue to recruit more mentors and students we expect to see this grow into something very
impressive. We hope to add more course topics in the near future.

•

qworty

Words from the playtesting division
by Akkei
A playtesting queue
The Playtesting Division really took off during the last two months. It did not take too long for our "give
and take" motto to make sense to every new member that has submitted a module for testing. Although
the division’s first aim was to have every submitted module tested three times, the dedication of the
authors has proven that this standard could easily be raised and every submitted module is now tested by
many guild members, and often many times by the same tester which clearly had for effect to increase
the relevancy of the comments provided. A side effect of this was that the Playtesting forum rapidly
became a mess and a voice of wisdom suggested that a list summarizing the status of each module in the
playtesting process be drafted. That voice has been heard and the solo module playtesting queue can
now be found here:
Solo Modules Playtesting Queue
The graduates
After a few months of activities, the Playtesting Division is proud to announce that the following
modules have become the guild’s first graduates:
Threat of Dreams 1 - The Hunger and the Sickness by GhostFactory
Beasts of the Night by TiLT
Devotion to Darkness Part 3: Descent into Karak N'Aur by Capn Gherkin
Paranoia: A Grand Adventure of Semi-Epic Proprotions, Part the First by Bluekey88
Kwulak's Gauntlet by Unknown Glyph
Pawns of the Shadovar by Elven Rogue
Withering In the Darkness Chapter 1 - Whispers In Nightmares by Capulcu
The Gods Themselves by haildodge
The Fate of Neverwinter by Seryn
Divine Power by roybos
Lords of Darkness by thegeorge
Testing permanent worlds
The PT division has clearly proven its efficiency for testing modules that are playable by a single player.
There have however, been a few requests made by permanent world builders in need of a good round of
playtesting that unfortunately could not be satisfied. Clearly there is a need in this area and the solution
is quite achievable. A working playtesting process for PW would simply require a small group of PW
authors (between 4 and 7) to get together and decide to test each others worlds. Session of test would
need to be organized and each author would get his turn to have his world tested. Authors could share
between themselves feedback and suggestions for improvement after each session. If anybody is willing
to lead such a program, then simply send a message to any of the guild’s officers and the key to our
wisdom and to the playtesting forum moderatorship will gladly be offered.
•

Akkei

Member Project Spotlight
Project Update
Deadworld, by gordzylla

Deadworld was one of our featured projects in the last
edition of Ye Builder's Journal. The following is an update on
the project from gordzylla.
There is now a choice of starting Kesperates (communities),
Caleum is new and the areas surrounding are not as large as
around the Euhemetec Kesperate.
Heading south, from Caleum, along the High Pass of Jokalayu will get you back in the more developed
areas. Over 70 areas make up the world now and 90 more were contributed recently, they just need to be
populated.
Deadworld is using the BESIE system for populating areas. It is a very versatile tool that allows easy
customization and implementation. This tool allows for varying encounters so you wont always be
fighting the same creatures in a particular area. All temperate zones in Deadworld have their own
custom random encounter lists plus there are many, many sublists for extra danger. The main lists
include at least 100 creatures allowing encounters to vary widely.
Deadworld's resting rules are; we have none. Rest anytime you can, any place you can. But you will not
be safe to rest in many places. Find abandonded homes and shacks, destroy any foes inside and board up
the windows. that will buy you time enough to rest and prepare. But dont take too long, soon they will
break through your barricades and be at your throat again. Never leave the Kesperate without a hammer
and lots o' nails. Boards can be found by breaking trees and furniture.
The innovative danger XP system is in place. We reward XP every 30 seconds based on the danger you
are in. If you are in a party you will receive more XP. The bigger the party the more XP. The leader will
also get a nice little bonus to XP as well. XP rewards in Deadworld are not very high, but it is made up
for with the danger XP. Danger XP scripts by Lyctor.
The leader getting the bonus will make him/her a target. Custom has that a challenge can be issued to the
leader. A duel ensues, the survivor gains leadership of the party and all its perks. Occasionally a zombie
will drop an ear. These are important as prestige items. If the leader of a party ever dies in PvM battle
the PC holding the most zombie ears will gain leadership. Leader change scripts were written by
Nostrebor.
We have a few horror icons represented with many more on the way. We have Dog Soldiers, The
Leprechaun, Chucky, Jason Voorhies, C.H.U.D.s, and a few more suprises, and the zombies... My god
the zombies...
Check out the Deadworld guild at Bioware, there you can check out the screen shots and pix of our
zombies.
Things to come, include more creepy and rotting zombies of course, the Umbrella compound, a
Bloodsport for Kesperates to compete in, an invading vampyre army from the Great Northern Rift,
Lycanthropy, PCs to zombie on death, and much much more macabre fun.
As usual Deadworld will be posted to PW action all day on Fridays for testing and play. Join me and
some friends for a horrificly splendid time.

PS. I will be on holidays untill June 1st so Deadworld may not be available until after that.
•

gordzylla

Threat of Dreams, by GhostFactory

Hour of the Tongue - Rustgarden
Threat of Dreams 1 – The Hunger and
the Sickness (Walkthrough)
Following is a walkthrough and hint
guide for Stave 1 of the Threat of
Dreams series, ‘The Hunger and the
Sickness’. Located here on the Vault:
Threat of Dreams
Note that it is riddled with SPOILERS
(kinda the point of a walkthrough, I
guess). I suggest you only refer to it if
you get stuck, or after playing once to
see if you missed anything, such as
subquests.
GENERAL ADVICE
Although pre-made characters are available with the download, I urge you to create your own 1st-level
Rogue. A good balance of Rogue skills is recommended, and a throwing few points in Persuade is
always helpful. Note that there is VERY little combat in the first installment (although in later sequels,
physical action will become more commonplace).
Also, note that although your character’s background is that of a Rogue’s, you are free to take future
levels in whatever class you like. Magic is currently a rarity in Camshire’s world, but the people of the
city will soon have a rude awakening on this matter.
As with most decently crafted modules, it’s always a good idea to read your journal. There are often
carefully placed hints in there. In this module, you will receive two books early on, your ‘Little Black
Book’ and ‘Sir Fodor’s Guide to Camshire’. These can be helpful if you get in a bind.
There is also a map of the city included in the download, which I recommend you print out for
reference.
WALKTHROUGH
1. Arrest
The story begins with your capture by the Diluvian Guard, for an unspecified reason (this is left for you
to decide). You’re thrown into a cell of Heartspite Prison with Thanh Bazzel, a bit of a loon who insists
that some day, old friends of his will come along and free him.
You’re approached by a prison guard, who informs you that Warden Tapper wants to speak with you. If
you go with him, he leads you to Tapper’s office.
There, Tapper makes you an offer. He will allow you your freedom from Heartspite, if you agree to try
and find out the fate of several of Camshire’s children who have mysteriously vanished.

You can choose to accept the offer, or decline and go back to your cell. Should you decline, jump to
section 7 (Back in the Big House). This will short-circuit the story quite a bit, but it will allow you to
continue playing.
The more interesting and immersive approach is to accept the offer. Tapper will give you some gear and
tell you to seek out a man named Umberto in the Mandrake Inn, located in the Canal District.
Tapper will then let you into the streets (just leave his office at the end of the conversation).
TIP: Two items Tapper gives to you are your ‘Little Black Book’ and ‘Sir Fodor’s Guide to Camshire’.
Check ‘em out for some helpful info.
2. Gallowshade
You are let out of a side exit from Heartspite Prison into a nearby alley (take a right to witness a
Diluvian firing squad in action).
You are now in the slum district called Gallowshade. To get to Umberto in the Canal District, you will
have to pass through the Hookyards first. Look for the map pin marked ‘Gate to the Hookyards’ and
head that way.
TIP: There are many homes with you can break into. Most of them can be accessed by picking the locks
on their doors, but there are a couple windows you can crawl through as well (one on street level, and
another you can climb to via some ivy on a wall). You can gain some items and gold in these areas, but
it’s suggested you wait a bit – there’s a good chance you might lose your possessions later in the story
and this is a good place to visit in the event that happens.
SUBQUEST INFO: The Sobbing Woman is found here, in the ruined garden just in front of the wall
gate (see SUBQUEST: THE DOLL below for more info).
3. The Hookyards
For now, you only need to pass through this area and head to the Gate to the Canal District right across
the street (look for the map pin).
TIP: There is a Night Merchant here from whom you can buy some supplies.
SUBQUEST INFO: Lawana Lyme hangs out here (she’s noted on the map) (see SUBQUEST:
LIBERATING LAWANA for more info).
4. Canal District
Make your way south to the Mandrake Inn (noted on your map). Go talk to the bartender and ask for
Umberto.
Umberto will then tell you about three of the missing children (Jarod, Georgene Mautte, and Payton).
The important information will be added to your journal.
The next thing to do is investigate each disappearance in turn.
5. Crime Scene 1 – The Hookyards
Head back to the Hookyards. If you ask around, the locals will eventually point you in the direction of
exporter/importer Clayton Ruane, who was known to hire the street urchin Jarod on occasion and give
him a place to stay for the night. If you ask the right questions, he’ll show you where Jarod slept, where
you can find a few of the boy’s personal items.
You can continue to talk to the locals (in particular, the butcher Porter Killius), but you will eventually
hit a dead end. All you can do at this point is go on to the next crime scene.
6. Crime Scene 2 – The Sewers
Return to Gallowshade and find the sewer entrance near Heartspite Prison. Enter the door and you’ll
find yourself in the sewers, where a colony of Blights are hiding out. Talk to their leaders, Benedict and

Jeramy, to learn about the missing girl Georgene Mautte. Ask the right questions, and they’ll give you a
locket with her picture to help you in your investigation. Also, they may introduce you to Newt.
After talking to the brothers, talk to Newt. If you ask him about shore-hunting, he’ll offer to take you on
a little expedition into the deeper tunnels. This is essentially a very minor dungeon-crawl with a couple
encounters and some loot.
If you do go shore-hunting (which is entirely optional), you might run into a couple of Sable Hand
agents named Diamond and Malachite (The Sable Hand is a revolutionary thieves’ guild.). They will
insist that you speak with their leader Tiger Eye – whom your character knows (see your Little Black
Book). Again, this is optional, but it adds a little more depth to the story and may help shed some light
on what’s going on.
This investigative path again leads to a dead end. After you’ve visited the Sewers, you must proceed to
Crime Scene 3 to continue the story.
TIP: Watch out for traps when entering the Blight Camp.
7. Crime Scene 3 – Gallowshade Home for Boys
Return to the streets of Gallowshade and head to the northwest corner of the district. Here is the
abandoned orphanage once known as the Gallowshade Home for Boys.
Enter the building. Explore the main floor a bit (you’ll find the door to your immediate left inaccessible
at this point), and then head upstairs. Move to the center of the room and you will suddenly see a vision
from the past.
Upon waking from this vision, you’ll find yourself before the previously inaccessible room, which is the
former chapel. Inside is the missing mute boy Payton’s mother. Talk to her to learn a tidbit or two about
the boy.
Once again, you’ll find yourself at a dead end.
But remember, Umberto at the Mandrake Inn suggested you see him if you find yourself running out of
leads. Time to go pay him a visit.
8. Surprise Party!
Upon entering the Mandrake Inn, you’ll find yourself surrounded by Diluivian Guards. (Meanwhile,
Umberto slips out of his chair and quietly heads out the back door.) Detective Valentine from Strotham
Yard announces that you are under arrest under suspicion of the murder of several children!
You can either let them take you in or fight. It’s suggested you don’t fight – your chances of winning
against all these guys are almost nil.
TIP: If you’re in a hurry, it’s not necessary that you investigate each crime scene thoroughly. To fire the
Mandrake Inn arrest event, the game checks to make sure you’ve simply entered the Sewers and the
Abandoned Orphanage.
9. Interrogation
Valentine will interrogate you for a while, and you’ll come to learn that you’ve been set up. Witnesses
have seen you at the crime scenes (of course, you just visited them), and if you had any of the victims’
possessions on you (Jarod’s knife and journal, Georgene’s locket), Valentine will note this as well.
And remember when Warden Tapper said don’t return to your home? Well, turns out many of the bodies
of the missing children were found in your basement. Sounds like and open-and-shut case, doesn’t it?
The question is... were you framed for someone else’s crime... or were you the murderer all along and
just don’t remember it...?
Valentine will banish you to your former cell in Heartspite Prison to await your court hearing.

TIP: Although I don’t recommend it, another way to drastically short-circuit the story is to visit your old
home despite Tapper’s instruction not to. You will be intercepted by a Diluvian Guard, who will arrest
you if you admit you live there. This will lead directly to the Interrogation scene described above.
10. Back in the Big House
The story has come full circle. You’re back in your old cell, with Thanh Bazzel still proclaiming the
certainty of his liberation from the cell by old friends.
And then it happens. A voice carries up from the cell’s drain. “Psst! Down here!”
Click on the drain and run through the conversation. A creature named Onyx has come to free Thanh
Bazzel (and you can come along for the ride)!
11. Tiger Rye
Turns out ol’ Thanh Bazzel was telling the truth. He’s a Sable Hand member, and now you’ve been
brought with him to their hideout in the sewers (which you may recognize if you stumbled upon
Diamond and Malachite while shore-hunting).
Talk to Tiger Eye. She’s been doing some digging on Warden Tapper and found that he’s having a
masquerade ball in his lavish Sablewood manor. If you can get a mask and fake invitation, you might be
able to slip in and get to the bottom of what’s going on.
There are a couple of other useful things Tiger Eye can tell you. One is that the old blind beggar in the
Canal District is a Sable Hand agent. He’ll take you to see her if you need to (just a short-cut to get to
her easily if you need to).
Secondly, since you’ve been stripped of all you own, she will give you a key to access the bookshelf,
desk, and chest in the hideout. You’ll find many useful items here.
12. Lantern Row
To get into Sablewood and Tapper’s party, you’ll need two things: a mask and an invitation.
You can buy a mask in the Court of Fashion on Lantern Row.
Getting an invitation is a little more complicated. The bookseller in The Scribe’s Solace will do it, but
you need to be referred by someone else. Many people can give you the referral, but the closest is the
fence in the Lantern Row Cobbler. (He’s a contact in your Little Black Book journal entry.) Once he’s
referred you, go see the bookseller Jacopo.
Jacopo will charge 100 gold for the forgery. You can get a cheaper one for 50, but you may end up
paying for it later if someone catches on. It’s recommended you spring for the more expertly forged
version.
Now, armed with the mask and invitation, you’re ready to crash Tapper’s party!
13. Sablewood
Talk to the Diluvian Guard at the gate to Sablewood (which is found here in Lantern Row). Tell him
you’re invited to the party and show him the forgery, and he’ll let you in.
Tapper’s mansion is in the Southwest corner of Sablewood. Head that way and talk to the doorman to
get in (he’ll check to make sure you’re wearing a mask).
14. Time to Par-tay!
Feel free to carouse a bit, talk to other party-goers, sneak in a room here or there to line your pockets.
Might be a good idea to raid the kitchen for some meat of fish (unless you already have some) for
reasons that become apparent later on.
The door to the stairs leading down is locked. You’ll need to find a key. You’ll have to head upstairs to
the private chambers to do this.

15. Private Chambers
Be careful, there are quite a few traps up here. Also, there’s a guard on patrol that might be a tough fight
for a 1st or 2nd level Rogue, but you can either sneak past or use good tactics to take him out.
The door at the end of the hall leads to Tapper’s office. In the desk is a key (take it). Then, proceed to
the other rooms.
One of these doors leads to Tapper’s sleeping quarters. A growling dog will approach you, which you
can get rid of by feeding it meat or fish. If you don’t have any, you can try to calm it down with Animal
Empathy, or just kill it.
There is a stone door in this room that you will be unable to open. The other door, this one wooden,
leads to Tapper’s bedroom. In here, you’ll find a lever (watch those traps!). Pull the lever to open the
stone door in the other room.
Upon entering the stone door, you’ll find yourself in a small tomb with a sarcophagus at its center. On
the other end is a door with an elaborate opening mechanism. See if you can figure out the puzzle
yourself before reading further.
TOMB PUZZLE SOLUTION: There is a nearby tombstone which reads “Ashes to ashes... dust to
dust...” and inside the sarcophagus are several clods of dust and ash. The clods may look like they’re
part of the puzzle, but they’re really just a hint. They’re actually the results of previous people using the
puzzle to open the door. You see, to open the door, one must place a dead body in the sarcophagus.
Where can you find a suitable body? Well...
In one of these private rooms is a distraught woman who has just murdered a would-be rapist. You can
let her go, threaten to report her, or demand money (or... other things) for keeping quiet. Doesn’t matter
story-wise what you do – it’s just another opportunity to flesh out your character (and maybe experience
an alignment shift). What is important is the body she leaves in the room. You can pick it up and carry it
to the tomb, place it in the sarcophagus, and the door will open. (Meanwhile, the body is burned into yet
another set of ash and dust clods.)
Once the door opens, you can get into Tapper’s private vault. Open the chest (check for traps!) and
you’ll find, among other things, Tapper’s journal and a key to the basement. Take these and head back
down to the main floor. Go around to the opposite hall and use the key to enter the basement door.
16. Anyone Hungry?
In the basement, you’ll find a few kids locked in a cell. Keep going, and you’ll stumble upon your old
pal Warden Tapper, decked out in a demon mask, with a few friends, who are also wearing masks (or at
least appear to be...). They’re all sitting at a dining table, with the remains of human children on their
plates.
If you don’t have your mask on, Tapper will immediately recognize you. However, if your mask is still
on, there will be some confusion as to who the impostor is, which you can play to your advantage.
Whether on not you sprang for the more expensively forged invitation will come into play here also.
Tapper will see through the cheaper forgery.
In any event, just walk through the conversation. It’ll eventually result in Tapper and one of his guests
fleeing into the garden out back. Depending on your persuasiveness, or your proclivity to violence, you
may need to fight past Tapper’s chef Lamar.
17. Showdown
In any event, when you make it to the garden, you’ll find Detective Valentine waiting for you. Looks
like Tapper will have a hard time talking his way out of this one, considering what Strotham Yard will
find in the basement, but he won’t go down without a fight.

It’s you and Valentine against Tapper and his guest. When you finally kill Tapper, a female apparition
will leap from his body and into yours.
You can optionally free the kids for some goody points (the key’s in the kitchen). When you’re ready,
Valentine will get you out of there.
18. No Rest for the Wicked
When you get home, you’ll notice the bed is very inviting. There are a couple of optional things I
suggest you do before clicking on it, however.
First, head down into the basement. You’ll notice that Strotham Yard hasn’t yet cleaned out the crime
scene. There’s a weapon rack down there. Collect all the gear you’d like to keep. Then head upstairs and
collect any loot from the furniture you want to keep. The reason I suggest this is because the mod will
end soon and anything you don’t keep on your person will not get exported at the end, and will thus be
lost.
When you’ve done this, click on the bed. You’ll fall asleep and dream about a strange woman in an icy
realm. The Banshee?
When you wake, you’ll see her momentarily before you, but as your vision clears, you find an old friend
has paid you to visit, with tidings of things to come...
19. Epilogue
You’ll be sent to an Epilogue area. Do any leveling up or equipment/quickslot tweaking you need to,
then go talk to the Avatar of the Many (the sphinx) to end the module and export your PC.
APPENDICES (SUBQUEST INFO):
SUBQUEST: THE DOLL
A fairly simple and straightforward subquest. If you talk to the Sobbing Woman in the ruined park in
Gallowshade (near the Gate to The Hookyards), you can offer to repair her doll (which she believes to
be her injured child). Take it to your taxidermist friend Ashtoi Kamal in The Hookyards (see your Little
Black Book) to have it repaired, and return it to her for some XP and goody alignment points.
SUBQUEST: LIBERATING LAWANA
If you talk to the Hookyards prostitute Lawana Lyme, there is an opportunity for you to offer to win her
freedom from her pimp Scratch. Also, a fairly straightforward plot with some tangible rewards. Plus, I’d
wager Scratch’s dialogue is a conversation you won’t want to miss. ;-)

Hour of the Tongue - The Banshee
A FINAL WORD:
I hope to see you again in Stave 2 of the Threat of Dreams series, titled ‘Hour of the Tongue’. It is at
least halfway complete as I write this (May 17, 2004).
It will be much longer than this current installment, especially if you opt to play some or all of the
subquests, of which there will be many (some quite expansive). You will have many paths to choose in
the story, which will help define your character and his or her role in Camshire and the world beyond.

You will also be able to explore many more areas of the city, such as Steeplegate (the city’s temple
district), Moreland Hill (site of Castle Raventhroat), the failed industrial district of Rustgarden, and the
streets of downtown Camshire.
The story will retain much of the noir flavor of the first installment, but will be quite a departure in
many ways as well, as the desperate city begins to take on the form of a more alien, nightmarish
landscape, as its ancient foundations weaken from the reverberations of a war fought in shadow and the
threat of madmen’s dreams are made real.
I currently plan to make the series a trilogy. The third (and likely final) installment is tentatively titled
‘Threat of Dreams 3 – The Lungs of Holocaust’.
Thanks for playing!
•

GhostFactory

threatofdreams@aol.com

The Fate of Neverwinter, by Seryn

The Fate of Neverwinter, a CEP-based Forgotten Realms Module
Lord Nasher Alagondar has once again summoned you to Castle Never, to deal with the aftermath
wreaked by Maugrim's attack on the city, the source stone's destruction, the chaos in Luskan, Desther's
weakening of Helm's Hold, and the death of King Obould Many-Arrows? & the 'Old Snarl' Klauth.
You saved Neverwinter from Maugrim and Morag, now can you help Nasher and the Lord’s Alliance
pick up the pieces and restore Neverwinter while protecting it from the vultures of war? Return to your
old stomping grounds in and around Neverwinter to find out!
The Fate of Neverwinter is a module for your character from the Official Neverwinter Nights
Campaign (OC). A follow-up to the Official Campaign, the story picks up shortly after your destruction
of Morag and the Source Stone. The Fate of Neverwinter has complete and legitimate storylines for
good and evil characters, and can be generally classified as a semi-linear hack and slash with good/evil
role-playing options. In addition, many skill checks are integrated into the dialogue to offer your PC
responses consistent with their abilities.

The module has seven henchmen available, five of which are the familiar faces of Tomi, Daelan, Linu,
Sharwyn & Grimnaw. You can have a maximum of two henchmen along with you during the adventure,
and you will likely need their help!
This module was beta tested extensively at The Builders Project Playtesting Division, and many thanks
go to Capulcu, Brennan068, Turold Truehammer and Akkei, of course!
•

Seryn

Divine Power, by Roy Boscowan (roybos)

What would happen, if a mere mortal man, could take the powers of the gods and use them to his own
ends? It would depend on where this man is coming from, how his history has played out. Is he a candle,
bringing light and warmth to civilisation? Or is he an ember, glowing with suppressed rage and a desire
for revenge, waiting to burst into an all consuming blaze?
The village, set up against the mountains, was ideal. It was quiet and unassuming, people kept
themselves to themselves and no-one asked too many questions. It was the perfect place to settle down
and lead a quiet life. The villagers took no interest in the world around them and apart from the odd
caravan of traders received no news from outside the immediate area, they liked it that way, neighbourly
conscience usually brought problems they would say, not that they were unfriendly people, just aloof.

However a community can not always survive without help as they were soon to realise. The village was
set on the path that wound down out of the mountains towards the city and came directly between a
madman and his dreams, a madman who has learnt to manipulate powers that he should not have.
Divine Power is a single player stand alone module, designed for any race and class. The emphasis is
placed on solo play and there are no henchmen, a level 1 character should attain level 5 after a total
playing time of 7 - 8 hours. It provides opportunities to follow good or evil alignment traits and also
puzzles to get the old grey matter ticking. The combat, although there is not much, is quite difficult
which may make the mod easier for combat orientated characters. In this module you are jarred out of
your quiet life by a series of disturbing occurrences. Sent off on a simple errand, you have no idea of the
things that await you, the places you will journey to or the creatures you will meet, before the true cause
of the unrest is discovered.
•

roybos

Featured Articles
Articles contributed by some of our members for your enjoyment.
Featured in this edition of Ye Builder's Journal are two articles from galap. Special thanks to galap for
the double contribution.
Oneliner Messages
•

By galap

A common question asked by many builders is "how do I generate random one-liners for NPCs when a
player speaks to them?". Well ask no longer, for here are the answers.
You can generate one-liners in numerous ways. The three easiest of these ways involve a conversation
with a script to generate a random node and then select it, a script on the OnConversation event for the
NPC that both generates the random line from a hardcoded set (in the script) and then causes the NPC to
speak it, and a script on the OnConversation event that generates a random number and then pulls a line
in from a 2DA file and causes the NPC to speak the line. These three approaches are explained herein.

Generating one-liners from a conversation
This approach to one-liners is probably the easiest to work with for inexperienced builders since it
involves minimal script editing, and changing the one-liners available to the NPCs is performed through
the normal conversation editor. It is however the least efficient method and on a busy server with many
players and many NPCs, the overhead of this method may begin to cause server lag problems. For a
standalone module, however, this approach should be perfectly acceptable in terms of performance. One
thing that this approach does not allow is the addition, removal or editing of messages while a server is
running. To change the messages, the module itself must be edited.
The script that drives the selection of a message is shown below.

const int CS_ONLR_NUMBER_OF_NODES = 6;
const string CS_ONLR_NODE = "cs_onlr_node";
const string CS_ONLR_COUNT = "cs_onlr_count";
int StartingConditional() {
// This variable is set to TRUE only once the node to be displayed has
// actually been found.
int result = FALSE;
// Determine the node that we are looking for. If no node has been
// randomly generated, this must be the first time the script has been
// invoked this time around and so we generate a random number now.
// Since the node number is always between 1 - CS_ONLR_NUMBER_OF_NODES,
// we just see if the value is 0 and is so, generate a number.
int node = GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, CS_ONLR_NODE);
if (!node) {
// Generate a random number between 1 and CS_ONLR_NUMBER_OF_NODES.
node = Random(CS_ONLR_NUMBER_OF_NODES) + 1;
SetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, CS_ONLR_NODE, node);
}
// The node that we are up to in the search. This counter starts at 0
// while the node number starts at 1, so we have to add 1 when comparing.
int count = GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, CS_ONLR_COUNT);
if (node == (count + 1)) {
// We have found the node that we're looking for so clean up
// the local variables used to prepare for the next time a
// one-liner is needed.
DeleteLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, CS_ONLR_NODE);
DeleteLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, CS_ONLR_COUNT);
result = TRUE;

}
else {
// We have not yet found the node so increment the node counter
// and store it so the next time this script is invoked (from the
// next node's Appears When) it knows where it was up to.
count++;
SetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, CS_ONLR_COUNT, count);
}
return result;
}
To set up a module to use this method of generating messages, create a conversation that contains only
top-level nodes, i.e. the conversation editor should show the "root" node in the top-left of the window,
and a list of nodes directly underneath it. Each of these nodes is a top-level nodes and should contain the
text of a one-liner message. The script above shows "6" as the CS_ONLR_NUMBER_OF_NODES
variable. The script must be edited and this value changed to match the number of nodes that have been
created in the conversation otherwise the selection of one-liners will not function correctly.
The script above must be set as the Appears When script on every node within the conversation. The
NWN engine, when determining which conversation node to display, will execute each Appears When
script in sequence until a script returns a value of TRUE (at which point the engine stops executing
scripts for that level of the conversation). Once the conversation has been created, set it as the default
conversation for some NPCs and when spoken to, these NPCs should display a message balloon
containing a random message from the conversation.
When a player speaks to an NPC using this conversation, the script is run for every node in the
conversation until it returns TRUE. The first time it is run, it generates a random number between 1 and
the value set for the CS_ONLR_NUMBER_OF_NODES variable. This number is the message node that
will be displayed. It then checks whether the randomly chosen number is the first node and if so returns
TRUE to indicate that the engine should display the node. Otherwise, the script increments a counter
(tracking which node it last checked) and returns FALSE. The engine will then execute the script for the
second and subsequent nodes until the generated node number is the same as the counter, at which point
the script returns TRUE to indicate the node has been found and the engie will display the corresponding
message from that node.
An example module named "One-liner Example 1" that demonstrates this one-liner method is attached
to this page.

Generating one-liners from a script
This method is probably the most commonly used of the three methods presented in this article. In short,
a script is created that has a set of messages within it and each time it is invoked, a random message is
selected and the NPC to which the script is associated speaks the message. Changing the one-liners in
use means editing the script to add or remove messages, a task that is quite simply beyond novice
builders and remains daunting for others. Like the first approach, this method also does not allow
messages to be added, removed or changed dynamically while a server is running. In addition, the script

is complicated by the extra code necessary to allow the standard AI behaviour to continue functioning
(although this may be ignored if the standard AI responses to such things as shouts are unnecessary).
An example script that provides one-liner messages for NPCs is shown below.
#include "nw_i0_generic"
// Select a random message from the list in this function and make the NPC
// speak it. To add or remove messages from this list, copy the "case"
// sections in the function, change the numbering to suit and then change
// the number in the "Random(8)" to reflect the new number of messages.
void SpeakOneLiner() {
string speak;
int msg = Random(8);
switch (msg) {
case 0:
speak = "I am sorry but I have no time for you right now.";
break;
case 1:
speak = "Can you not see that I am occupied at the moment?";
break;
case 2:
speak = "I have no time to dally.";
break;
case 3:
speak = "Please leave me.";
break;
case 4:
speak = "Thank you, and goodbye!";
break;
case 5:
speak = "Have you nothing better to do than bother me?";
break;
case 6:
speak = "Do go away!";
break;
default:
speak = "Please stop bothering me!";
break;
}
ActionSpeakString(speak);

}
void main() {
// If petrified, exit.
if (GetHasEffect(EFFECT_TYPE_PETRIFY, OBJECT_SELF)) {
return;

}
// If dead, exit.
if (GetIsDead(OBJECT_SELF)) {
return;
}
// See if what we just 'heard' matches any of our predefined patterns.
int nMatch = GetListenPatternNumber();
object oShouter = GetLastSpeaker();
if (nMatch == -1) {
if (GetCommandable(OBJECT_SELF)) {
ClearActions(CLEAR_NW_C2_DEFAULT4_29);
SpeakOneLiner();
}
else if (GetHasEffect(EFFECT_TYPE_CHARMED)) {
ClearActions(CLEAR_NW_C2_DEFAULT4_29);
SpeakOneLiner();
}
}
else if (GetIsObjectValid(oShouter) &&
!GetIsPC(oShouter) &&
GetIsFriend(oShouter)
) {
// Respond to shouts from friendly non-PCs only.
object oIntruder = OBJECT_INVALID;
// Determine the intruder if any.
if (nMatch == 4) {
oIntruder = GetLocalObject(oShouter, "NW_BLOCKER_INTRUDER");
}
else if (nMatch == 5) {
oIntruder = GetLastHostileActor(oShouter);
if (!GetIsObjectValid(oIntruder)) {
oIntruder = GetAttemptedAttackTarget();
if (!GetIsObjectValid(oIntruder)) {
oIntruder = GetAttemptedSpellTarget();
if (!GetIsObjectValid(oIntruder)) {
oIntruder = OBJECT_INVALID;
}
}
}
}
// Actually respond to the shout.
RespondToShout(oShouter, nMatch, oIntruder);
}
// Send the user-defined event if appropriate.
if (GetSpawnInCondition(NW_FLAG_ON_DIALOGUE_EVENT)) {

SignalEvent(OBJECT_SELF, EventUserDefined(EVENT_DIALOGUE));
}

}
This script is based on the standard Bioware script named "nw_c2_default4" from HotU. The only
change to the script is the addition of the SpeakOneLiner() function, which is being called in place of a
BeginConversation() function call. The operation of the SpeakOneLiner() function should be fairly selfevident. It first generates a random number, then based on that number a message is selected. The
message is then pushed into the NPCs action queue with the ActionSpeakString() function.
An example module named "One-liner Example 2" that demonstrates this one-liner method is attached
to this page.

Generating one-liners from a 2DA file
This method is an adaptation or extension of the previous in that it involves a script that generates a
random number and then selects a message for the NPC to speak. The difference lies in the source of the
messages. Unlike the previous method, this script selects messages from a 2DA file. Using the 2DA file
provides a separation of the executing code in the engine (i.e. the script) from the message data and so
allows the messages to be changed while a server is running. In addition, more than one 2DA file may
be created containing different sets of messages, which allows a single script to be used for different
types of NPCs. This is the most flexible of the three methods presented here, but is also the most
complex.

#include "nw_i0_generic"
// The name of the 2DA file that one-liner messages will be read from if no
// other filename is specified.
const string CS_ONLR_DEFAULT_FILE = "cs_onlr_messages";
// Retrieve a value from a 2DA file, checking the cache to determine whether
// the value is currently stored. If the value is not in the cache, it is read from
// the file on disk and stored in the memory cache. If lazy caching is inactive
// for the file, all values are assumed to be present in memory and so an empty
// string indicating that no value exists is returned.
//
// cache The object on which to store cache data.
// file The name of the 2DA file from which to read.
// col The column name within the 2DA file to read.
// row The row number within the 2DA file from which to read.
// returns The value from the 2DA file, or an empty string if no value
// exists at the specified row and column.
string cs_onlr_Get2DAString(object cache, string file, string col, int row) {
string varName = file + col + IntToString(row);
string value = GetLocalString(cache, varName);
if (value == "****") {
// We have a null placeholder so return an empty string.
value = "";
}
else if (value == "") {
// Nothing in memory so grab a copy from file. This will always
// hit disk for "" values. Eh.
value = Get2DAString(file, col, row);
// Cache this value in memory.

if (value == "") {
// Store a null value placeholder.
SetLocalString(cache, varName, "****");
}
else {
// Store the actual value.
SetLocalString(cache, varName, value);
}
}
return value;
}
// Select a random message from the 2DA file and make the NPC speak it.
// To add or remove messages from this list, edit the 2DA file. Don't
// forget to update the number fo entries contained in the first entry in
// the 2DA file.
void SpeakOneLiner(string file=CS_ONLR_DEFAULT_FILE) {
object mod = GetModule();
int numLines = StringToInt(cs_onlr_Get2DAString(mod, file, "MESSAGE", 0));
int which = Random(numLines) + 1;
ActionSpeakString(cs_onlr_Get2DAString(mod, file, "MESSAGE", which));
}
void main() {
// If petrified, exit.
if (GetHasEffect(EFFECT_TYPE_PETRIFY, OBJECT_SELF)) {
return;
}
// If dead, exit.
if (GetIsDead(OBJECT_SELF)) {

return;
}
// See if what we just 'heard' matches any of our predefined patterns.
int nMatch = GetListenPatternNumber();
object oShouter = GetLastSpeaker();
if (nMatch == -1) {
if (GetCommandable(OBJECT_SELF)) {
ClearActions(CLEAR_NW_C2_DEFAULT4_29);
SpeakOneLiner();
}
else if (GetHasEffect(EFFECT_TYPE_CHARMED)) {
ClearActions(CLEAR_NW_C2_DEFAULT4_29);
SpeakOneLiner();
}
}
else if (GetIsObjectValid(oShouter) &&
!GetIsPC(oShouter) &&
GetIsFriend(oShouter)
){
// Respond to shouts from friendly non-PCs only.
object oIntruder = OBJECT_INVALID;
// Determine the intruder if any.
if (nMatch == 4) {
oIntruder = GetLocalObject(oShouter, "NW_BLOCKER_INTRUDER");
}
else if (nMatch == 5) {
oIntruder = GetLastHostileActor(oShouter);
if (!GetIsObjectValid(oIntruder)) {

oIntruder = GetAttemptedAttackTarget();
if (!GetIsObjectValid(oIntruder)) {
oIntruder = GetAttemptedSpellTarget();
if (!GetIsObjectValid(oIntruder)) {
oIntruder = OBJECT_INVALID;
}
}
}
}
// Actually respond to the shout.
RespondToShout(oShouter, nMatch, oIntruder);
}
// Send the user-defined event if appropriate.
if (GetSpawnInCondition(NW_FLAG_ON_DIALOGUE_EVENT)) {
SignalEvent(OBJECT_SELF, EventUserDefined(EVENT_DIALOGUE));
}
}
This script is also based on the standard Bioware script named "nw_c2_default4". It has been changed a
fair bit more than the previous script, but the structure should be quite familiar. The SpeakOneLiner()
function is very different however. This function now reads messages from a 2DA file, caching them in
memory to avoid too much disk activity. The format of the 2DA file is about as simple as a 2DA file can
get. It has a single column named MESSAGE that contains the one-liner messages. The first entry in the
2DA file is a number that indicates how many other lines there are in the file. If rows are added to or
removed from the 2DA file, the number in the first row will need to be updated to reflect the new
number of lines in the file.
An example 2DA file for one-liner messages looks like this:
2DA V2.0
MESSAGE

04
1 "Boy howdy!"
2 "Praise the Lord and pass the ammunition!"
3 "I like pie."
4 "Zipadee doo dah."

Neverwinter Server Clustering
•

By galap

An article from galap on his current project...

Introduction
This article outlines a model for running multiple Neverwinter servers on the same machine in a tightly
coupled cluster that is perceived as a single game world by players.
Obviously there must be at least two servers in use, with one server being designated the primary or
central server and all other servers being secondary or satellite servers. The central server is the core of
the cluster and acts both as an entry point for players and a coordinator for interaction with satellite
servers. Communication between the central server and the satellites is performed through the Bioware
database functions.

Overview
The central server manages a list of satellites that are available for use by players. When a player opts to
transfer to a quest, i.e. a separate module known to the central server, the central server searches through
the list of satellite servers for the requested module to determine whether it is already running, and if the
module is found the player is portalled to the satellite on which it is running. If the module is not
running, the first available satellite server is found and instructed to load the module in question. Once
the module is loaded the player is portalled to the satellite server. Should no spare satellite servers be
available, a message is displayed to the player.

The primary configuration of the cluster is performed through a number of 2DA files that define the
servers that form the cluster, and the modules that are available to be loaded within the cluster.

Central Server
The central server provides an entry point into the cluster and, while envisaged as being a simple
gateway module, could just as easily be a complex module with a significant amount for depth for player
exploration. The central server must however provide a number of services that manage the cluster
service as a whole. These services are implemented as part of the CS Clustered Server package, a
collection of objects and scripts that provide the necessary management subsystem for interacting with
satellite servers.

Satellite Servers
The satellite servers are the workhorses of the cluster. When a module is requested by a player, the
central server will request a satellite server to load the module and prepare for play. The satellite server
will load the requested module and initialise the linkage back to the central server so that it may notify
the central server again when it is free.

Setting Up The Servers
Since the cluster involves a mixture of shared and private information, it is critical that all servers within
the cluster are properly installed and set up. The locations of specific directories may be changed
through the "nwn.ini" file. It is also necessary that all servers be configured, through the "nwnplayer.ini"
file in the same way so that there is no clash between local and server vault, item level restrictions, etc.
The NWN server looks in the directory from which it is started for its configuration files, so it is
necessary to create separate directories for each server, and to change to these directories when starting
each server. The actual NWN server distribution itself should be installed into another directory. Since
this design is being written with a Linux implementation in mind, the directory "/opt/nwn" is probably a
good place to put it.
The "Alias" section of the "nwn.ini" file should be set to the following (assuming that the NWN server
has been installed at /opt/nwn):
[Alias]
OVERRIDE=./override
TEMP=./temp
MODULES=/opt/nwn/modules
LOGS=./logs
LOCALVAULT=/opt/nwn/localvault
DMVAULT=/opt/nwn/dmvault
SERVERVAULT=/opt/nwn/servervault
TEMPCLIENT=./tempclient
SAVES=./saves
CURRENTGAME=./currentgame
HAK=/opt/nwn/hak
PATCH=/opt/nwn/patch
NWMFiles=/opt/nwn/nwm
AMBIENT=/opt/nwn/ambient
MOVIES=/opt/nwn/movies
MUSIC=/opt/nwn/music
DATABASE=/opt/nwn/database

The override directory must be specific to each server and the database directory must be shared among
all servers. Since some of the 2DA files used by the cluster contain different data for each server, and
yet must have the same names, each server must therefore have its own override directory.

Configuring The Cluster
The servers within the cluster configure themselves from 2DA files. There are five 2DA files that
provide the necessary definition information for the cluster: the central server configuration file, the
satellite configuration file, the hosts file, the modules file and the messages file. For performance
reasons, 2DA files are maintained in a memory cache by the central server. Each time a satellite server

loads the dummy module, it re-reads the hosts files, and when instructed to load a module it reads the
module's information from the modules file.
In addition to the configuration files, there is one other 2DA file used to control the operation of the
cluster. This file allows each server to identify its role within the cluster. This file is referred to as the
identity file.

Server Identification
Each server reads a 2DA file named "cs_clst_identity" when it starts. This file contains a name for the
server and an identity number. The identity number must be a unique and contiguous number across all
servers, beginning with 0 for the central server. No two servers may have the same identity number
otherwise the cluster will misbehave. Only the first row of the identity file is ever read.
The columns within the identity file are:
NAME
The name of the server. This string is for display purposes only.
ID
The integer identity number of the server. This must be a unique number beginning with 0 and
incrementing for each server in the cluster.

Central Server Configuration
The central server configuration is set in a 2DA file named "cs_clst_central". It is a simple file
containing key-value pairs.
The columns within the central configuration file are:
KEY
The name of the configuration property.
TYPE
The data type of the property. This column may contain one of the values "string" or "int" at
present. Any other value will result in the property being ignored.
VARIABLE
The name of the local variable in which the property is to be stored. This column actually exists
for convenience and its value should never be changed from the default otherwise the
configuration subsystem may become rather confused.
VALUE
The value of the configuration property. This string is coerced into the native data type identified
by the value of the TYPE column.
The configuration properties that are recognised by the central server are:
POLL (int)
The frequency in seconds with which the central server should poll for responses from satellites.
LOGIN (string)
The name of a script that is executed each time a player logs into the central server.
LOGOUT (string)

The name of a script that is executed each time a player logs out of (or leaves via portal) the
central server.

Satellite Configuration
The satellite server configuration is set in a 2DA file named "cs_clst_satelite". It is a simple file
containing key-value pairs.
The columns within the central configuration file are:
KEY
The name of the configuration property.
TYPE
The data type of the property. This column may contain one of the values "string" or "int" at
present. Any other value will result in the property being ignored.
VARIABLE
The name of the local variable in which the property is to be stored. This column actually exists
for convenience and its value should never be changed from the default otherwise the
configuration subsystem may become rather confused.
VALUE
The value of the configuration property. This string is coerced into the native data type identified
by the value of the TYPE column.
The configuration properties that are recognised by satellite servers are:
POLL (int)
The frequency in seconds with which the satellite servers should poll for instructions from the
central server.

Hosts File
The list of servers available within the cluster is defined in a 2DA file named "cs_clst_hosts", hereafter
referred to as the hosts file. The first entry i.e. row 0, in the hosts file is always the central server itself, a
convention that allows the satellite servers to always be able to locate the central server. The hosts file
contains a number of columns that define the details of each host.
The columns within the hosts file are:
NAME
A unique handle for the host.
HOST
The domain name or IP address of the server. Currently, the hostnames of all servers should be
the same due to limitations in the database state subsystem.
PORT
The port number on which the server is listening. Each server must have a unique port number.
PASSWORD
The password needed to access the server, if any.
WAYPOINT

The waypoint at which players enter the server. If this is set to an empty string, players will enter
the module at the start location.
DATABASE
The name of the database file to which the server writes state information.

Modules File
The list of modules that are available to be loaded within the cluster is contained within a 2DA file
named "cs_clst_modules" and is known as the modules file. Information describing each module is
stored in the modules file and is used by the central server when presenting the module to players.
The columns within the modules file are:
NAME
A unique handle for the module.
TITLE
The title of the module.
MODULE
The name of the module file to be loaded.
DESCRIPTION
A short description of the module as a single-line string.
LOAD (string)
The name of a script that is executed each time a module is loaded by a satellite server. This
script is actually executed by the newly loaded module, not by the satellite dummy module.
UNLOAD (string)
The name of a script that is executed each time a module is unloaded by a satellite server. This
script is actually executed by the module being unloaded, immediately prior to the dummy
module being loaded, not by the satellite dummy module.
LOGIN (string)
The name of a script that is executed each time a player logs into a satellite server. This script is
actually executed by the module into which the player has entered, not by the satellite dummy
module.
LOGOUT (string)
The name of a script that is executed each time a player logs out of (or leaves via portal) a
satellite server. This script is actually executed by the module from which the player has exited,
not by the satellite dummy module.

Messages File
The messages displayed to players or DMs during the operation of the cluster are maintained in a 2DA
file named "cs_clst_messages". Although it would be possible to store the messages in a custom talk
table file, each module may only have one such custom talk table. Were this custom table to be used by
the cluster, it would not be possible for the quest module to have a custom table of its own. Such a
limitation would be to great a restriction on the flexibility of quest modules and so the cluster utilises a
2DA file instead. Messages are retrieved using a strref approach based on row number.
The columns within the messages file are:

MESSAGE
The text of the message.
SOUND
The name of a sound file that is to be played when the message is displayed to a player.

Dummy Module
The dummy module is loaded by satellite servers when they start up and provides the necessary linkages
allowing satellites to receive instructions from the central server. The dummy module is small and
lightweight, containing only a portal and some instructions explaining how to return to the central
server. Since no player is ever meant to actually enter the dummy module, these are provided as a
fallback only.

Server Communication
Communication between the central server and satellite servers is managed through one-way databases,
i.e. each server has a database to which it writes. All servers are only permitted to read from databases
other than their own. In this initial model, there is no communication between satellites so only the
central server ever reads from the satellite databases. This approach has been adopted due to limitations
with NWN's embedded database engine, which does not perform proper locking of data in order to
maintain data integrity during clashing writes.
For performance, the database files are maintained on a ram disk. Since no server database files will
ever grow very large, the ram disk need not consume more than a few megabytes of ram. As all data
within the database files is volatile, the potential for loss due to system failure is irrelevant.
Each satellite server continually polls the central server's database for a specific variable, derived from
the name of the satellite itself. The central server stores data in its database describing the module to be
loaded by a specific satellite and once the data is complete, sets the satellite's poll variable. The satellite
then reads the information from the central server's database, initialises itself for the new module, loads
the module, and once loaded writes a flag variable to its own database. The central server, meanwhile,
has begun polling the satellite's database for a specific variable--named the same across all satellites-and when this variable is set, indicating that the satellite is ready, the player or players are portalled.

Neverwinter News
CEP Update

On May 8th 2004, The CEP team released the CEP patch v1.01 download, to address bugs identified
and reported by the NWN community. This patch includes a CEP Substitute Crafting System.
The word from Bioware
There have been over 185,961 downloads of the CEP, and thanks to our great community, a number of
bugs have been identified and reported. The CEP Team has been listening and a new patch is out and
ready for everyone to download. Over 30 bugs have been stomped out, including crafting script issues,
misbehaving placeables, and non-gurgling slimes!
•

BioWare Wednesday

Patch Contents
.2da changes, Dialog.tlk, New Items, Other, Scripts, and Textures.
Download from Neverwinter Vault
CEP Patch Download

Spellman's Project
By Jasperre
Website (Maintained by sunrunner): Spellman's Project
The Spellman's Project started, well, I can't quite remember, but I am sure Soopaman (the head honcho)
had something to do with it. We got a Guild, set up an IRC channel and planned some evil things...or
spells...just spells really..
After Hordes of the Underdark, and the release of custom talk tables, New Spells are easy possibilities,
and the Spellman's Project is basically a group of scripters (or scripter) and modelers (doing visual
effects, pictured here, and new creature appearances) that hopefully will convert all that is good from the
Players Hand Book, 3.5E D&D rules, into the NwN game, overriding the default NwN spells - no more
Greater Missile Storm, I'm afraid. The general more fairness of the rules and new spells in it made it an
appropriate resource (especially with the Open Gaming Foundations website).

Disintegrate and Maze
Some of the spells and things that are really going to be fun to play with are things like Maze and
Imprisonment, Disintegrate, Fly (in a limited kind of sense, sorry!), and certainly changes to summoning
spells (experimenting with multiple summons - a mere army at your fingertips) and undead raising (have
that real necromantic power).

Protection from Arrows

Protection from Energy
For the less epic mage, I personally look forward to a changed Stoneskin spell, Protection From Energy,
Gaseous Form, Dimension Door, and Protection From Arrows, as I was never good at staying
alive...stupid forest imps...

Dimension Door
Lower spells might include Glibness and Glitterdust, which should help every starting mage or bard.

Glitterdust
Mages are not the only ones to get a little boost. Animal summons for Druids, a full compliment of Mass
Inflict, Mass Cure and Mass Ability spells for Clerics and Bards of course get a few Bard-only spells,
and many more sonic-damage-inducing ones.
Oh, if anyone was interested, Paladins and Rangers would get a few more useful things, hopefully some
compatibility with some rideable horses one day (not today mind you) will mean Heal Mount will
become useful. Of course, things like Dispel Evil will help the crusading Paladin.
Sadly, most of the more interesting ones will have to be changed (or even removed if totally impossible)
to even get into the hakpack - such as Wish (without a DM) and the set of Flying/Levitating spells.
They'll still be there in spirit, or, at least, for a DM to apply any effects. Certainly, some spells will
require a DM and cannot be done without one.
With the spells comes, of course, the Visual effects by Soopaman (quite a few new ones, especially for
new spells not in NwN) and new creature appearances (which are used, of course, for the spells). One of
the creature modelers is Paganini, who, among other things, is modeling a Night Hag.

Of course, after the players handbook, there will likely be additional spells from the (vast and many)
resource books around for D&D, if they are balanced (as they'd usually be for the older, 3rd edition
book, and so may be slightly more powerful then usual spells).
In addition to the spells and new models, likely additional content may be PHB familiars updated for
levels 1 to 40, and a pack for hiding the challenge ratings, and more importantly, effects on a creature
(which renders some spells useless!). Totally optional, of course.
Hopefully, the spells will soon be in a state ready to be tested. Of course, new modelers would be a joy,
because there is always something to model. I have the toolset side pretty much under control, however.
•

Jasperre
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Neverwinter News
Gen Con - Indy 2004

Billed as "The best 4 days in gaming", Gen Con has grown from its humble beginnings over 36 years
ago as an annual meeting of a small group of gamers in Lake Geneva, Wisconsin, to a world-wide
(Europe, Indianapolis, and Anaheim) gamers convention, drawing over 20,000 fans of card games,
board games, role-playing games, live action role-playing games, miniatures, computer games, and
more.
Game manufacturers come to Gen Con to showcase new games and run tournaments. Gen Con offers
seminars and workshops ranging in topics from how to develop games to how to paint miniatures, and
features such events as gaming tournaments, auctions, costume contests, fan film screenings, and
celebrity appearances.
BioWare Community Manager; Jay Watamaniuk was among the more than 25,000 attendees at this
year's Gen Con 2004 in Indianapolis, along with PR Lead Teresa Cotesta, and Lead Designer Kevin
Martins. There to introduce BioWare's console action-RPG; Jade Empire, and (Kevin Martins) to
participate in a panel discussion regarding the future of console, PC, and online rpgs hosted by
Microsoft.
For an up-close and personal look at Gen Con Indy - 2004, see Jay Watamaniuk's BioWare Wednesday
article: BioWare At Gen Con 2004

Sadly, TBP management lacked the foresight (i.e. cash) to send a field reporter to this year's Gen Con,
so I was forced to turn to a member of my husband's AD&D gaming group, who just so happened to be
in attendance. Trevor agreed to talk about his Gen Con 2004 experience in an interview, on the
condition that I would provide the Mountain Dew and Cheetos, and oh yeah, I couldn't use his real
name.
me: So, Trevor, what did you think of Gen Con Indy this year?
Trevor: (munching sounds)... Ah, yeah, it was way cool, you know. Like, I'm really into miniatures and
stuff, and so the miniatures workshop was great. Except for I kind of f*&@-ed mine up, you know?
me: No, I'm afraid I don't. So, other than the miniatures workshop, what was the most exciting part of
the convention for you?
Trevor: I dunno man. (more munching sounds) It was all good. Oh yeah, that chick from "Road
Warrior" was there. She's kinda hot. Except for she's like, kinda old. But still pretty hot, you know?

me: Um, no... Anything else?
Trevor: I met the Beastmaster dude, and I saw that Buck Rogers guy. There was a line though and I was
kinda hungry...
me: I see... Well...er, thanks for the interview...uh...um, Trevor.
Trevor: Hey, s'cool. (still more munching sounds...) Say, can ya order a pizza?
me: No.

NWN Roundtable Discussions
As part of its Two Million Member Celebrations, BioWare has been conducting The Future of NWN
Round Table Discussions with NWN community contributors; Maximus of Neverwinter Vault, Rizzen
of Neverwinter Connections, award winning roleplaying expert; LadyRolePlay, veteran DM; Poetic
Colossus, operator of Brynsaar PW; Lycius, CODI's Papermonk, and DragonLance Adventures'
Steelwind.
This group of respected contributors has been discussing such topics as; the future of multiplayer games
and persistent worlds, large-scale projects, and the NWN community in general. For the thoughts and
discussions of these respected community members, see the BioWare Wednesday feature: The Future of
NWN Round Table Discussions
Or participate in the BioWare News Forum discussions: Looking Into The Crystal Ball - The NWN
Roundtable

Guild News
A message from PT officer; Akkei
The Guide to Building is looking for help
The Guide to Building is a project that has been initiated by the guild many months ago. The goal of this
project was mainly to keep track of frequently asked questions and frequently given answers or tips in
our forum and to put all these questions, answers tips (and rant) together to form a guide.

It rapidly became obvious that this task was huge considering the multitude of topics that may be
covered in the module building environment. It has therefore been decided to break the guide in many
manuals, each covering only some specific aspects of module building.
The first manual that will be released will soon be completed. The Toolset Manual basically provides
detailed instructions on how to use the toolset and its integrated tools. The focus of this manual is not to
provide another building tutorial, but rather to be a reference book with notes on every little things about
the objects that form a module. We are however in great need of proof-readers to complete this first
manual.
If you:
1) own a copy of Microsoft Word (whether legit or not, mine is legit and duly registered of course);
2) are not afraid of reading a book that has over 200 pages (do not worry, there are many images);
3) have better than average skills in English;
4) wish to participate in this project by reading the Toolset Manual, correcting any typos or errors that
you can come across, improving the quality of the text and providing detailed comments on modification
that you may deem required to improve the finish product,
then we are looking for YOU!
Anyone who is interested in giving us a hand on this project may contact me at the following address:
dinobravo15@hotmail.com
•

Akkei

TBP Hall of famers
A little extra recognition goes out to three special members of TBP who made the NW Vault Hall of
Fame this year.
Jasperre for his AI package:
Jasperre's AI
Akkei for his module series:
Orcs 1 - The Awakening of Arak-Hur
Orcs 2 - Return to Al-Dha
Capn Gherkin for his Devotion to Darkness series:
A Devotion to Darkness Part 1: Portrait of a Lady
A Devotion to Darkness Part 2: The Ruined Watchtower
A Devotion to Darkness Part 3: Descent into Karak N'Ar
Congratulations to our Hall of Famers on their acheivements, and thanks for the contributions you have
made to our community.

Member Spotlight - Wet Fish Awards
Occasionally some of our members make such great contributions to our little guild, we feel compelled
to honor them in some small and insignificant way. We realize this rather dubious honor probably won't

get them dates, job offers, or a guest spot on Celebrity Poker, but it's about the best we can do. So,
without further adieu, this edition of Ye Builder's Journal's coveted (and yet so meaningless)
combination Wet Fish Award/Dashboard Ornament winners:
The patented TBP Wet Fish Award...

Not sold in stores!
And the "winners" are...
Akkei
TBP Playtesting Division officer, creator of those Hall of Fame "Orcs" mods, #1 new member recruiter,
and selfless contributor to TBP's Guide to Building, he is our newest officer, and a dandy little
contributor to the TBP community.
Akkei came to TBP less than a year ago, and in record time, became a guild officer and head of the PT
Division. His hard work and selfless dedication to make the PT Division and forum a success have been
a major contribution to TBP, and the NWN community.
Thanks Akkei. This splat's for you...
Skyrmir
•

Nominated by the TBP Admin Team, Skyrmir is one of our newer admins, and a valuable
contributor to the NWN community. TBP Playtesting admin; Dallo asked Skyrmir to tell us a bit
about himself and what he does...

"I am pretty much a prototypical programming nerd. I wrote my first computer program in 1957 at Navy
Electronics Lab in San Diego, CA in 1957 (a compiler), and never looked back.
After I got out of school (MIT) I joined IBM and worked for them 20 years, mostly in operating system
and data base/data management development, ending up a Senior Programmer. There were another 20
years after that as an independent consultant, followed by retirement.

Then the fun began - here at TBP! I happened upon Qworty's United Architects guild (the name
attracted me irresistably), joined it, and was referred by him to TBP. I hacked around, learning and
sometimes contributing to the forums, while I developed a hak called Nectar of the Gods, containing
some ideas I had been playing with including a player teleport system I called Yin and Yang, and a
special rod which absorbs spells from wands and spell scrolls, useable from the rod thereafter. (It's on
the Vault.)
Then came the fateful moment when I ran into the always prolific Dallo on one of the threads. He was
trying to solve a problem for the mod he was developing with Ryan Darth called "Caereena - Krakona
Rising", which is teetering on the edge of release now. I spent some time trying to help him solve it, and
we struck up a friendship.
It wasn't long before I was being allowed to contribute to their mod, starting with a "special weapon"
facility for destroying placeables immune to other damage. From there, I built them a hench system,
adapted Yin and Yang to Dallo's specs and called it Sun/Moon, and developed a few other trinkets
including a bitwise Journal Quest status facility allowing the evaluation of the status of non-linear
Quests. I am writing that up now to include in a Help Forum thread. Bitwise variables are a valuable
tool: Galap uses them in his new and very clever CS_MultiSet facility.
Several cutscenes later (I wrote an article about using delays in cutscenes too, which is going in the
Lexicon and the Guide right about now) Dallo and Ryan officially made me part of their team, now
called Pacific Productions, since as a Californian working with two Aussies, I communicate with them
over that particular pond. No, don't call it PP. We already thought of that.
While all this was happening, I wrote an article about understanding #include files as used in the toolset.
They are, in my opinion, an underutilized and somewhat misunderstood resource. Gestalt made
magnificent use of the #include facility with his Gestalt cutscene and camera facilities, which should be
used by anyone interested in creating cutscenes.
I have no talent whatever for anything useful to mod development but scripting. Dallo is taking that as a
challenge and trying to broaden my capabilities. I wish him luck!''
•

Best of luck to you as well Skyrmir, and congrats on your wet fish award.

Member Project Spotlight
Legacy; Dark Moon Rising By Matthew 'Doyleyboy' Doyle

A cinematic, console style module, which makes heavy use of the CEP, and the cream of the best haks,
along with original content.
The nightmares are getting more vivid now. They still don't seem to make much sense, but that does not
negate their effect. It's coming up to the 10th anniversary of your brother’s death, something you are not
particularly looking forward to.
In the meantime however there are chores to be done, something your parents seem to have you doing
constantly recently. Just another normal day appears to be lying ahead...
Legacy: Dark Moon Rising is the prelude to a series of modules in development.
It features highly detailed and realistic landscapes, over 30 minutes of new music, loads of cool scripts –
dynamic weather system, visual cloaks, elaborate cutscenes, and much much more!
Requirements: SoU & HotU
DM Requirements: No DM required
Language: English
Recommended Levels: 01 to 04
Number of Players: 01 to 01
File Size: 1.65 MB
NWVault Hak Paks: Legacy: Dark Moon Rising Hak (v1.0)
Tricks and Traps: Non-existent
Roleplaying: Light
Hack/Slash: Heavy
Gameplay Hours: 2-4
Setting of module: Custom World
Scope/Size: Part of Series
Content/Rating: Teen
NW Vault Download: Legacy: Dark Moon Rising (1.0)
•

Doyleyboy

Caereena - Krakona Rising by Pacific Productions

Pacific Productions is a co-operative consisting of Dallo, Ryan Darth and Skyrmir...
Millenia ago the Krakona detected a lingering melody in the multiverse, and with it the Shadows of the
Words of Creation as spake by the Overgod when He shaped the planes and the gods themselves.
Focusing these shadow-words, which they called Vertungi, the Krakona were able to gain access to
almost limitless power, though the doing cost them their ability to breed. Enmeshed in the Vertungi,
however, their lifespans were lengthened immeasurably. Slavers at heart, they created great Black
Portals with their arcane science and harvested the planes for their thralls. Eventually their society
became over-dependent on these slaves, which they had often mutated with the Vertungi to fit specific
vocational niches.
With the help of a splinter nation of elves, the slaves eventually rose in a great Revolt and threw down
their oppressors, destroying them and all their works in an orgy of destruction. They thought....It was
soon clear that at least one survived. It rises now upon Caereena, gathering power and allies as it does
so. The planet is enmeshed in a brutal civil war, and the Free Races are losing...
Enter a Hero who had been on the brink of fulfilling an ancient prophecy concerning the Wandering
Temple of the Overgod, brought to Caereena by the random firing of a partially destroyed Black Portal.
This hero is met with violence and suspicion, and must gather crystalline fragments for a portal
activation gem in order to return to her own world. She searches the length of a great forest, populated
by totemic elder gods and creatures mutated by the Vertungi which thirst for her blood. She is sent to
discover the fate of the Sholea, the elves whose presence from the dispersion of the Fractioning had
decided the outcome of the Revolt. Avatars of a demigod, also enmeshed in the prophecy have followed
her to Caereena and pursue her relentlessly. The Krakonan fears she will embrace the cause of the Free
Races and tip the balance of its Alliance away from seemingly inevitable victory....
And all the while this hero begins to suspect that perhaps this teleportation was not a random
event...What's really going on???
Caereena is a unique world with a totally custom cast. Although the links with Forgotten Realms are
obvious and numerous, there are also many divergences from that lore. These are well-documented ingame by various means. The module is of epic size (approx. 20 hours game time minimum) and will
take your character far into the epic levels of the game. The module is hack/slash but story-driven. It
features class-based sets of items which add bonuses according to how many are found (thanks to galap
for the scripting), hundreds of custom weapons and items, the Sun/Moon portal system by Skyrmir and a
rather unusual plant by Ryan Darth. Although a first module, the project has been a year in the making
and is generally of good quality.
Requires SoU and HotU 1.62, and 2 smallish haks (13 meg total).
P4 @ 1 GHz minimum with a reasonable vid card and plenty of RAM is recommended, though my old
PIII handles the product ok with just the occasional chop.

Roleplay is medium minus.. Hackslash heavy. Tricks/traps light plus/medium minus.
Death system is choice of return to point of death or to a bindstone. Small penalty for death. Respawning
rather than reloading is highly recommended for immersion reasons. The Death Temple offers services
not located elsewhere, including access to the efficacy of the Tomes of Power and to the best items in
the game. Magic forge available if you can find it.
There is no resting system since we feel that in a combat module this would be biased against spellcasters, though in some instances rest will be dangerous and some areas disallow it.
Caters for all races and all classes.
Henchman system by Skyrmir.
Your Hordes character is recommended.
Check it out. You won't be disappointed.
•

Dallo

The Kingdom of Paramon , by Vuldrick Garrison and MIAS

In a time long forgotten . . . In a past not remembered . . .
A Great Evil slumbered . . . Until Now . . .

Become who you were meant to be . . . Or Suffer your Fate Forever.
Welcome to the Kingdom of Paramon . . .

The Kingdom of Paramon located at the Northern most edge of one continent of the world of Irithia is
cupped by a vast mountain range reaching from the Western coastline . . . through the South and
wrapping entirely to the West of the kingdom. There are other kingdoms of Irithia, but none compare in
power to Paramon.
It is a relatively quiet and unassuming kingdom. The citizens are happy and no-one asks too many
questions about the strange peace over the land. It is the perfect place to settle down and lead a quiet life.
The fact is . . . things seem all to perfect . . . but looks are deceiving . . .
The Kingdom of Paramon is a PW module looking for players to join our land to explore, shape, and
perhaps even conquer the land. Players truly do shape this world and influence the direction, look, and
even fate of the world.
We are looking for players who are willing to RP, power gamers need not apply. Novices that are
wanting to RP but have little experience are welcomed to join, and we encourage their development as
players. We have 3 American DM’s and one European DM currently. We are in application phase of
“hiring” another European DM.
Some of our many features include:
•

Approximately 270 areas and growing quickly.

•

Custom designed deity/church/cleric system representing most of the Greyhawk (standard DnD)
pantheon. Scripting is detailed and comprehensive to make this system fully incorporated into
the player’s experience. Religion plays a very important role in the world of Irithia. (Deity
expansion of the elf/dwarf/gnome/halfling deities to come soon)

•

HCR 3.2 modified to a large degree. Many bugs that haunt the HCR modules have been fixed in
this module.

•

Working Lycanthropy system for PCs to become infected and spread the “disease”

Player Developed Guilds complete with claimable territories, ranks, interest making bank accounts, etc.
•

100s of custom items to encourage a unique PC and unique RP opportunity.

Customized spells: Mords sword functions like that in PhB. Gate spell is modified drastically to allow
planar travel or summoning as appropriate based on the clerics alignment. A working teleportation
system for mages that is currently being upgraded.
•

Working on completion of the entire Great Wheel. Many planes are made or in progress.

•

Tons of custom scripting for in game items, systems, etc that makes the game fit the 3rd edition
rules more closely and to enhance game environment. We really bring NWN as close to the PnP
feel as we can get.

•

Spawn in locations based on race and class. Starting areas are designed for racial homelands.
Further development will be rapid in these areas to make them balanced with other start areas.

•

The world itself is a fully custom design. The play setting is heavily based on planar activity and
religion is a key element in the world.

•

Environment is a very important part of the place, lighting, sound, and other elements are
currently being enhanced increase the RP experience.

•

We have about 16 static fetch runs/quests. We are working in one main “static” story line/quest
and have it partly implemented, but are finishing it as we go. Most events are DM ran. DM ran
events are frequent.

•

Paramon currently has 4 full time DM's. Three of the DM's are also builders, and we have two
other builders as well. Players are encouraged to help develop the world in many ways, be it in
designing their own home, to seeing their story ideas integrated into the world.

You are welcome to join our Guild . . . for more information use this link:
Kingdom of Paramon
Or download our hak (You also need the CEP hak) and start playing today at:
Paramon
The Guild Official Website (Currently being revised) is at:
Kingdom of Paramon
Our server is located under the Role-play tab as "Kingdom of Paramon" in the NWN browser or you can
connect via IP at: 24.159.127.137:5121
We hope to see you wandering our lands soon!
•

Vuldrick Garrison

THE LORD OF TERROR
The Diablo Campaign for Neverwinter Nights, by Tolitz

In the world of Sanctuary, Khanduras and Westmarch has just ended its one-sided war, where the
aggressors (Khanduras) lost, mainly due to its ruler, King Leoric, who has fallen into madness over the
disappearance of his son, Prince Albrecht, in the small town of Tristram. The king, in his insanity, has

lashed out against his followers, and at the people outside his kingdom, blaming them for his son's
disappearance. Thus he declared war on the northern kingdoms of Westmarch and sent an unprepared
battalion into a doomed battle. The losses were great and it led the king's followers to depose him in the
worst possible way. King Leoric was killed by his own subjects, without ever knowing where his
missing son was.
In Tristram, a strange darkness has fallen over the land. The town's holy man, the Archbishop Lazarus,
led a small assembly of men into the old cathedral north of town, where he suspected that Prince
Albrecht was taken. Very few of the men came back alive from that quest, and the Archbishop has
mysteriously vanished within the labyrinth under the church...
From that day, strange things have been seen lurking deep within the woods, and within the outskirts of
town, mysterious cloaked riders have began slaughtering any human being who made the mistake of
wandering outside the town of Tristram. The evil that has encroached upon Tristram took its toll on the
townspeople, and prompted a gradual mass exodus of people who wanted to leave town out of fear.
Those who stayed were left to cope with the darkening of Tristram.
This also prompted adventurers from different parts of Sanctuary to come to Tristram and investigate the
strange events unfolding within the town. One of these adventurers is you - a bittersweet reunion of sorts
as you come back to the town where you grew up, and where you will eventually come face to face with
the evil hiding in the darkness...
The Lord of Terror is a CEP module that is based on Blizzard Entertainment’s popular and awardwinning game, Diablo. This is more a re-imagining of the game rather than a remake, and it includes the
Sierra expansion to Diablo, Hellfire, as well as a number of quests that were reportedly removed by
Blizzard from the final version of Diablo due to time constraints.
This module features:
•

Four optional henchmen, each with their own quests to give you.

•

More than seventy (70) areas, and more than 30 possible quests for you to undertake

•

Contains a huge amount of custom creatures and custom items

•

An engaging atmosphere enhanced by the custom music and dialogues, most of which were
taken from the original Diablo game.

•

Unique bosses in each level under the church

•

Multiplayer compatible for up to 4 players

•

The certainty of reaching level 20 and beyond as you play through 15-20+ hours of heavy hackand-slash combat goodness with a fair amount of roleplaying.

This module has entered its final beta stages and is due to be released at the Vault in early September,
2004. You can check it out at:
The Lord of Terror 0.9.7 Module - Public Beta
Or view the playtesting topic for it in the TBP forum:
The Lord of Terror - The Diablo Campaign
This module has been playtested extensively by the folks at the Builder’s Project Playtesting Division.
Many thanks to Akkei, Roybos, Capulcu, and Larielar!

•

Tolitz

Interview - The CEP Team

As a special feature in this edition of Ye Builder's Journal, we are happy to bring you this exclusive
interview with Eligio Sacateca, leader of the Community Expansion Pack Team. Special thanks to
Eligio, our favorite PR guy; Kephisto, and all of the members of the CEP team for granting us this
unique opportunity, and for their continued support of TBP.
Ducky: First of all Eligio, thanks so much for granting us the interview. Could you give our readers a
brief history of the CEP project, and tell us how it came about?
Eligio: The idea for the CEP originated about 6 months after the NWN game first came out when
custom content was starting to make its mark on the NWN community. CODI, DLA and several
modelers in the community first announced the idea, looking for feedback – and it generated a lot, both
positive and negative (I’ve never quite understood why the CEP inspired such heartfelt responses but it
is obviously something people feel very strongly about and that is always a good thing). At some point a
few months later those teams decided they did not have the resources to go ahead with the CEP and the
idea died on the vine. Later that year, sometime around the 1-year anniversary of NWN, the current CEP
team came together to resurrect the vision of a single, easy-to-use, integrated source for NWN’s custom
content. About 9 months of reviewing, filtering, consolidating, and cleanup followed before the CEP
was ready for its first release. That first release went out at the end of March 2004 and contained all of
the reviewed custom content available until about the beginning of December 2003.

Ducky: What were some of the most significant challenges your team faced when working on the
project?
Eligio: The sheer volume of content. It was a tremendous amount of work to just understand, collate,
and screen the material that was on NWVault. And once it was done, there was a huge volume of work
creating blueprints for the unique models (over 2,000 of them).
The diverse quality of material. We fixed a huge number of technical problems with otherwise good
models (ranging from duplicate animations to badly named walkmeshes and nodes), with textures saved
in the wrong format, and with other problems. In retrospect, this is the biggest change I would have
made if we could have done it all over – simply rejecting the content with technical issues instead of
spending all of those zots fixing it. We could have released the CEP much sooner with much less labor
on our part - we never went into the CEP with the intention of fixing that many things and it just sort of
creeped up on us.
Finally, Bioware’s release of HotU in the middle of the project didn’t help – we had to go back and
revise quite a few things to make the CEP compatible with the latest version of the game.
Ducky: In addition to the modelers who created the content that we find in the CEP, what were some of
the biggest contributions to the project?
Eligio: Did I mention HotU as a challenge? It was a boon, too. The ability to use our own custom talk
table. Wings. There were lots of technical innovations that came with HotU that made our lives easier.
Bioware’s support advertising us as a community project was also a great boon. While they had
absolutely nothing to do with the actual creation of the CEP, I believe Bioware’s willingness to spotlight
it on several successive Bioware Wednesday’s was instrumental in generating the amount of excitement
and demand that we experienced in the first few months. It would have been a much slower march up
the hill without their support. The same goes with Maximus and NWVault.
Ducky: How did the project evolve from the original concept to the finished product, and what role did
opinions from the NWN community play in that evolution?
Eligio: Let me start by saying that we were not actually part of the original idea-generating process, so I
can’t speak directly to that team’s intent. I can say - based on comments that I’ve seen - that the final
product was a lot more inclusive than originally conceived. That inclusiveness was a direct result of the
feedback from the NWN community to the original and ‘CEP reborn’ announcements. Many people
made it clear that they were very concerned that the Community Expansion Pack would be too
elitist/exclusive to really represent the community’s work and the community’s best interests – we tried
hard to address this concern as we went through the selection process. Opinions vary as to our success.
It is a fine line to walk – exclude too much content and everybody will continue to build haks that lay on
top of the CEP to get that content that they want: negating one of the main reasons to use the CEP.
Include too much content and the CEP becomes another ‘all-in-one’ hak: bulky, unwieldy and fraught
with bugs. We tried to balance these two perspectives in selecting our content. The fact that we have
over 400,000 downloads suggests we were not too far off the mark for most (albeit not all) people.
Ducky: Was community support for the project strong throughout the process, and did your team feel
any pressure to produce something spectacular, to meet the expectations of the NWN community?
Eligio: The level of support for the project seemed to vary throughout the community but there was
always a strong contingent that really felt the biggest barrier to more takeup of community content was
the difficulty of using it scattered across NWVault as it was. That was the part of the community that
inspired us and kept us going through the creation process.
With respect to that community, I think something ‘spectacular’ already existed: the material that the
custom modelers had already created. I think what is amazing about the CEP is the great work that the
community has put into expanding on NWN. Our goals were very different from CODI or DLA. They

are projects to design and build entire new worlds with custom models and features. The CEP’s goals
are to allow you to design and build your own worlds, taking advantage of the great content that has lain
unused except by a small portion of the NWN community. Until now.
Ducky: How does the product you eventually released compare with the initial vision your team had for
it?
Eligio: Pretty closely, actually. The initial vision our team came up with did not anticipate we would go
as far as we did with custom blueprints and scripts but as it grew it became clear to us that these would
be necessary for the ease-of-use we were so concerned about. One of the big targets for the CEP was the
player and module builder who had never bothered with hak paks before and we wanted to make their
experience as painless as possible. We also went that little bit further introducing custom palettes and
finding ways to mark CEP content so that it was easily identifiable by module builders but still blended
well with Bioware content. As additional features and capabilities became available, we took advantage
of them where we could to do even more. The CEP is in use on a lot of modules and PWs - which is the
ultimate test of whether or not we met our vision.
Ducky: Are you proposing to continue to update with each patch and each change to 2da files? Or will it
be discontinued at some stage?
Eligio: Absolutely we will continue to update the CEP. We are working on a major patch that will be
released on, or shortly after, the release of NWN v1.64. At a minimum, we plan to address critical bug
fixes and stay abreast with Bioware’s patching process. With the 2da padding we have done, this should
be relatively simple (based on the beta of patch v1.64, for example, where it was simple to incorporate
Bioware’s changes).
Ducky: What sort of user support does the CEP team try to offer the community?
Eligio: The CEP team directly offers email support (support@nwncep.com) which we try to respond to
on a timely basis and we monitor the CEP Forum:The Community Expansion Pack Forums. The forum
tends to be more of a community-help option as we have several strong and knowledgeable community
members who provide frequent advice and support on that channel and we chime in when we can help
out.
Ducky: Has the CEP team explored the option of making any major additions to the CEP, to keep up to
date with the constant influx of new custom content?
Eligio: Explored? We’re working on it right now! The next patch will include a slew (hmmm… just
how many is a slew, anyway?) of bug fixes plus most of the new content released since the CEP was
first frozen (roughly since December of 2003) – pretty much bringing us up to date with the community.
More monsters, more weapons, more placeable trees and columns, you name it.
Ducky: Sounds great! Recognizing that you just can’t please everyone, do you feel that the community
as a whole has had reasonable expectations of your team?
Eligio: That’s a hard question. For the most part in terms of what the CEP was, and around the level of
support they would get, the community had reasonable expectations. They expected easy integration,
solid blueprints for all of the new models, etc. I like to think that we were able to meet most of those
expectations.
In other areas, though, that would be easier to answer if the community just had consistent expectations.
:-) For example, we still get just as many requests to add specific items we excluded as we do
complaints that we were too loose with our standards. I think the problem is more that the community
doesn’t agree on what it wants rather than the community having expectations that are not reasonable.
We could have raised the bar on content or lowered it but not both at the same time. The same
observation applies to patch frequency (“fix everything and fix it now” versus “don’t keep throwing
patches at me, I can’t keep up”) and other controversial CEP topics (should wands or shouldn’t they be
equippable?)

Ducky: What are your team’s plans for the future? Can we expect anything new on the horizon from the
CEP team?
Eligio: You can definitely expect new things. We are already looking at new content and new content
areas – more on that at a future time though as we solidify our release plans.
•

Thanks again Eligio and all of our friends on the CEP team, for the interview and your
outstanding contributions to the NWN community!

Interview - Maximus
What can we say about Maximus of Neverwinter Vault? Clearly not enough good things. This bright,
talented individual has dedicated 110% of his time and effort to making Neverwinter Vault the top
NWN resource it is today, and to enriching the NWN community.
It is worthy of note that when I approached Maximus and asked him to do an interview for this edition
of Ye Builder's Journal, he was somewhat reticent to accept any credit for his own hard work and
dedication. He agreed to do this interview as a favor, but in true Maximus fashion, wanted the emphasis
of the interview to be placed on the Vault, rather than on himself. I believe I'm only cheating a little bit
on our agreement, and I hope Maximus will forgive me for saying a few kind words about him
personally.
Words alone can do little to express our profound appreciation for Maximus and NW Vault, but we here
at TBP would like to do what little we can to pay tribute to the man behind "the Vault". Kudos to you,
Maximus on a job most excellently done.
Ducky: Thank you, Maximus for granting us the interview. To start, could you give us a brief history of
the vault? How it got started, and how it has evolved over time?
Maximus: The site started in April of 1999 by Valen, who was also involved in the creation of the Vault
Network. Neverwinter Vault was one of the original sites and he did an amazing job of keeping up with
NWN news. At some point IGN bought out the network and we've been a part of them ever since.
As for my involvement, the idea of D&D on a computer totally captured me and I was glued to my
screen for any bit of news I could find which I would pass on to all the NW sites at that time.
Besides keeping up to date on the news, Valen did one thing that impressed me very much. He gave me
credit for the news leads without fail while most of the time I never got credit with other sites. After a
few weeks of that I decided to supply my news leads solely to Valen since I was under the impression
the other sites didn't need my help or didn't care. Then after about 6 months in April 2001, Valen
decided to get a real job and asked if I wanted to take over. I would have paid to have the job and was all
over it looking for ways to build the site to serve the community.
Almost all the ideas for site have come from readers and I've tried to implement as many of those as I
can. The way Valen maintained NWV and his policies helped shape the site as it is today, and I owe him
a huge debt of gratitude for giving me a chance to be a part of it.
Ducky: What do you consider the most significant milestones in the history of NW Vault?
Maximus: Probably the creation of the file system when BioWare was holding their beta contest to try
out NWN. The system is the heart of the site and has taught me me so much in terms of managing data
and coding.
Ducky: Has working for the community, and obviously, such a huge responsibility been worthwhile,
and are you going to continue it for the next generations of these RPGs?
Maximus: Worthwhile would be an understatement. :) I love being a part of this community. There
have been a few trouble makers but overall being able to participate in what everybody does is just way

too much fun. Only financial problems and death would keep me from it and hopefully I don't come
across either of those problems anytime soon. ;)
Ducky: Do you expect to add more of your Toolset and Scripting tutorials you did visually onto the
vault, especially new ones for NWN2 (when it comes out)?
Maximus: The tutorials are on my list of things to do but right now I have so much on my plate that
they are low in priority unfortunately.
Ducky: What is your favorite thing about NWN, and why has it kept your interest for so long?
Maximus: I could say the toolset, the DM client and multiplayer but I'd honestly have to say it's the
community's enthusiasm that drives me. Seeing all the cool things people come up with and the
dedication they give to their work really makes me want to be a part of that. Overall the community is an
incredibly intelligent and mature group of people. When you sit in front of a computer all day, it's nice
to be able to socialize with those kinds of people.
Ducky: Are you able to make time to play NWN, and do you have any favorite modules?
Maximus: Unfortunately the site takes almost all my time and while I've played some of the Hall of
Fame modules I don't get near enough play time. I'm hoping to add another computer to my desk solely
to squeeze some play time without having to disrupt my whole work setup.
Ducky: How did you start Generika Adventures,
and have you ever thought of helping Chris Irby (who does wonderful work) do a storyline in it?
Maximus: I am a huge fan of Chris' series of stories; Verbal Renyard and also a huge fan of webcomics.
I wanted to create a community around a webcomic and hopefully encourage IGN to create a network
around the concept, so I decided to create a comic for the site. I needed someone for the words and Chris
was the perfect choice. He loved the idea and the rest is history. :)
I'm a total 100% hack. Chris on the other hand is a genius and it would be like a little child asking Matt
Groening if he could help do an episode of the Simpson's. Matt might smile and accommodate the child
but the results wouldn't be that good.
Ducky: And what do you think will happen with NWN2? Will they reach such a stage they'll be able to
convert into the dreaded change of 3.5E?
Maximus: That'll definitely be an interesting time and I'll leave that decision up to Chris. :)
Ducky: Do you have any plans for the future of NW Vault that you could tell us about?
Maximus: The biggest change that is on the horizon is moving the whole site into the new PHP
template that can be seen at our Final Fantasy Vault moving all the content into the next generation file
system which will offer a ton of new features. It's a monster, major transition and it's scares the pants off
me. :)
Well there you have it folks. Pantsless, slightly scared, and yet undaunted, Maximus forges ahead
(possibly a little chilly?) Clearly looking forward to a long and glorious future with Neverwinter Vault.
Thanks Maximus...

Include files - The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly
by Skyrmir
Introduction (for those who are unfamiliar with what include files are)
If you have thumbed around any in the NWN distributed scripts, or have picked up some of the great
script packages built by other builders (John Bye's Gestalt Cutscene system is a good example) you have

been exposed to include files. You can tell one is being used by the line of red code (in the Toolset)
which says something like:
#include "my_include"
This is a special pre-processor (interpreted before the compiling process) command which says, in
essence, "go find the file called my_include and insert it here, as if I had typed all the script statements
you find in it". This is a very useful tool, since it allows you to take someone else's carefully written
functions and use them directly in your own scripts. If you look at a file designed to be inserted via a
#include statement in some regular script, you notice one unusual characteristic right away: There is no
void main()
line in it. This is because any one file can have only one such line, and include files expect that to be
provided by the files that include them. There is an exception to this rule: the StartingConditional()
scripts found in conversations. They have no void main() statements either, but that is because they are
handled specially by the conversation processing facility. That is the last you will hear about them here.
Getting back to include files ...
The GOOD:
There are several categories of include files, each with their own
characteristics and uses:
1) shared definitions and constants. This is the traditional role of the include - to make available system
wide values to any files comprising the system that need them. Things like:
const int MAX_ALLOWABLE_PLAYERS = 5;
would be a good example of what you'd find in such an include file. Code it once, use it everywhere is
the motto of include files.
2) "library" functions. Someone has to write the code to print out error messages in a particular format,
for example, but each script that issues such a message should not have to rewrite that code. Instead, it is
written once, in a general way that everyone can use, and saved in an include file. Then anyone who
needs it simply includes that file, and the function is available. Instead of several lines of formatting
code, a function call such as:
ErrorMsg(oArea, "You blew it!", "script_name", nErrorNumber);
or whatever parameters the included function requires, is all that is needed.
3) Systems. The above-mentioned Gestalt system is an example. These are similar to library functions,
but are typically larger collections of inter-related functions comprising a total facility. They all work
together to provide a special service. In the example used, the service provided is cutscene management.
Including one or more of these systems can make the job of building a lot quicker, easier, and more
pleasant since all the stuff you were dreading to write is already done and checked out for you, and you
can get on with the important stuff like
setting up the confrontation with the Lord of all Evil.
4) Private. As you are building your mod, you may find you are coding the same sequence of lines over
and over again in several different files. At first, you probably simply cut and paste them from one file
to another. Later, you may make them into a function, and cut and paste THAT. At that point, you might
as well make them into an include file, and use the #include facility to get them inserted in whichever
files need them automaticzally. Why bother, since cut and paste works fine?
One reason is that if you ever need to change any part of it, it can be made in one place instead of
several. Another is that, well, its just neater. Your scripts are less cluttered without all that familiar

support code showing in the script and distracting the reader from what the script is really trying to
accomplish.
The BAD:
Include files can be misused, and when they are, it can result in some serious problems trying to
straighten out the mess. The basic problem is this: #include statements can be inserted in any file, and as
many as desired can be inserted in any one file. If you think about that a second, you realize you can
have long strings of include files including other include files, branching to groups of others, and
sometimes coming back in a circle and ultimately re-including themselves indirectly!
This is not as far-fetched as it sounds - check out
"nw_i0_generic"
some time. I personally believe such deep include structures cause more problems than they solve. They
can become finely-balanced structures that can collapse with a single small push - adding or subtracting
that one more #include somewhere in the chain, adding or subtracting a definition in one of the includes,
etc. Some such structures even include special warnings NOT to also include some other include file, or
you will get errors.
Errors are a particularly difficult subject in include files, especially in the complex structures mentioned
above. Sure, the compiler will tell you that you have an error, such as a multiple definition of some
variable or constant, but WHERE? Tracing down the cause can be difficult, involving laboriously
chasing down the include tree, since unfortunately the "Find in files" function in the toolset does not
search "permanent" files such as those supplied by nwn. There may be tools to help with this - many
systems have them. I don't know of one for the toolset, but with all the stuff that is out there I am sure
someone has made one.
The UGLY:
Include files aren't made the same way as normal scripts. You don't
compile them normally, since they have no void main and are not in the
unmentionable StartingConditional() set of scripts. You can use the simple save function, which actually
does compile as it saves if you have chosen the right option, or you can temporarily insert a
void main(){}
line at the beginning of the file to "fool" the compiler (not recommended, but done a lot). or you can
open a new file and put a #include of your include filename in it and compile that way. All of these
approaches are workarounds, and mildly annoying, but the result is worth it.
SUMMARY:
Include files are a very useful tool, saving space and work. A good include library is invaluable, making
mod building quicker, more fun, and less work. Well-written include-based systems can help you do
what you may not be able to do on your own. But be careful with them. Misused, they can cause
nightmares of debugging problems. Don't let the downside stop you though - the reqards are worth the
risk, and in most situations you will have no problems.
•

Skyrmir

Domain Spells....or How To Cheat The System

by Khalek D'Ariana
It's not easy to begin making custom content for NWN. You have to get to grips with a lot of stuff
before you can get any tangible returns...or so it seems at times!
As a preview of my soon-to-be-released (heard that one before!) guide to editing spells in NWN, the
'Tome of Arcane Creation', I've prepared a little guide to editing Clerical Domains. This tutorial is
designed for absolute beginners (though there are a couple of tricks that could help even established CC
creators in this area...), and I hope that it gives an easy-in to the world of Kustom Kontent!
But be warned...once you've become a 'modder', you'll never look at Neverwinter Nights the same way
again...
Spell Making Preview
•

Khalek

Humor

NewsletterDecember2004

Since its humble beginnings as a 25 member newb builder's guild in December of 2001, The Builders
Project has grown substantially to over 1000 members, and is currently one of the top 5 guilds for
activity in the BioWare guilds & registry system. We have passed several significant milestones this past
year, with the official release of the TBP Guide to Building on NW Vault, and the launch of our
Festhall Mod, in the form of our guild's TBP 2yr Anniversary Open House Event. Below are a few
screenshots from the event for your enjoyment. To all of our 1000+ members from the TBP management

team, Happy New Year, and thanks for your help and support in making The Builders Project the best it
can be.
Happy 2nd Anniversary TBP!

Neverwinter News
Live Team Interview; Rob Bartel

•

To help make our 2nd Anniversary Edition of Ye Builders Journal a little more special, we are
happy to present this exclusive interview with BioWare Live Team Designer; Rob Bartel. Hope
you enjoy it.

Ducky: First of all, Rob, thanks so much for taking the time to answer a few questions about the Live
Team. Can you tell us when the live team was 'officially' formed, who were the original team members,
and what was the reasoning behind the decision to form the live team?
Rob: About midway through the game's development, Trent Oster (NWN's Producer) and I (NWN's
Lead Designer at the time) realized that the toolset-focused nature of NWN demanded a very different
approach to post-release support than our past titles like Baldur's Gate. It needed something akin to the
ongoing teams that managed the new-fangled MMORPGs that were starting to come out at the time (this
was still the age of Ultima Online, remember). I received permission to pull together an informal group
of industry colleagues and ping their collective wisdom. There were some great contributions from
Maxis (TheSims.com was and remains a pioneer in game-related community development), Simutronics
(Elonka Dunin is the reigning queen of text-based MUDs), and Amy-Jo Kim (author of "Community
Building on the Web" which became one of our primary bibles). I don't remember any official dates but
the Live Team was conceived, founded, and staffed well prior to the original game's release. Derek
French was transfered in as our Producer and Jay Watamaniak was hired as our Community Manager. In
an effort to ensure that the Live Team would be able to maintain a focus on content, I transfered over
from Lead Designer on the game to Lead Designer on the Live Team about 6-8 months prior to release,
though I continued to contribute occasional content to the official campaign (such as the Charwood plot
in Chapter 2). That was the core skeleton around which our current Live Team eventually grew.
Ducky: Who are the current Live Team members, and what are your respective responsibilites with
regard to developing BioWare products, and supporting the BioWare/NWN community?
Rob: Oh gosh, the Live Team is quite substantial now and overlaps in various ways with the Web,
Marketing, and Administration teams. If you want the full list of names and titles, check out the credits
to any of our premium modules.
Ducky: How does the Live Team feel about the 3rd party tools, custom content, and other nifty
inventions the NWN community has developed and contributed since the initial release of NWN, and
more specifically the toolset? Did you anticipate such a large and diversified community of contributors,
who were not involved in the initial design & release process, to spring up around NWN?
Rob: We're always very excited by what the community has managed to create both within and
alongside the NWN platform. It was always our goal for this sort of community to emerge and I
consider it to be one of the key successes both of the game itself and of the Live Team. Despite all of
hopes and planning, of course, the largest portion of any congratulations belongs to the countless
contributing members of the community itself. We're very proud of what you've accomplished and
continue to do everything in our power to support your ongoing creativity.
Ducky: Being a guild, we're clearly interested in the formation of the Guilds & Registry system. What
was the thinking behind the formation of that system? Was it primarily intended for use by the Mod/PW
players community?
Rob: Credit for the Guilds & Registry system belongs first and foremost with the Web Team, especially
their resident tech-head, visionary, and whipping boy, Duleepa "Dups" Wijayawardhana (he's since
moved into our SysAdmin department where he's been vital in setting up the back end to our online
store). We had two main goals with the system and I think we've succeeded more with one than with the
other. The first goal was to bring players together and help them find people to play with. In the end, I
think Neverwinter Connections has done a much better job of providing such a service and we're
grateful for all they've been able to contribute to the multiplayer aspect of NWN. Our second goal was to
create a more intimate, definable communication space for our community. The official forums are a
great place but they're not ideal for one-on-one communication or for communication between teams of

people (whether it's participants in a particular persistent world, a team of builders or testers
collaborating on a specific module, or a DM and his/her group of regular players). I think the Guilds &
Registry system has done an excellent job of providing that kind of space for the community and
providing everyone with a little piece of real estate on the official site to call their own. I think our
community would be a lot weaker and less cohesive if that system had never been created so "Yay,
Dups!" and kudos to the Web Team on a job well done.
Ducky: How does the Live Team feel overall regarding the NWN community reception of the new
BioWare store, and the Premium Modules? Is the new program doing well so far?
Rob: I've always aimed for the moon and, while we've fallen short of that particular goal, I think we still
managed to earn the envy of the Wright brothers. We released content for a game that's two-and-a-half
years old, in the middle of the November rush, in the same week as Half-Life 2, to a limited online
audience, with limited payment methods, and with a restrictive authentification scheme. We did all of
that and we did it well, we did it smoothly, and we did it successfully. We've demonstrated the ability to
create a small but stable revenue stream. In doing so, we have justified both the ongoing involvement of
the Live Team and the development of better, cooler, and more robust content in the future. We've
successfully developed the core infrastructure that we expect will become a growing part of what
BioWare is and does over the coming years and we've built a solid foundation on which all manner of
new initiatives can be built. Did we get the 1 million downloads that the original "Witch's Wake"
module received over the course of its long life? Not this time... But it sure is a pretty moon to aim for,
don't you think? ;o)
•

Thanks again for the interview, Rob, and for all the Live Team continues to do for the NWN
Community.

Guild News
TBP; A recipe for insanity
•

by rubberducky

•

Toss assorted wackos into medium saucepan over high heat, add a gallon of water and stir until
mixture comes to a boil. Remove from heat, pour into ridiculously large casserole dish, cover
and refrigerate for a really long time. Serve only when desperate (with some fava beans and a
nice chianti...)

The initial plan for the 2yr anniversary edition newsletter, was for one of the management members to
do a 'member spotlight' feature on me personally. As flattering a prospect as that is, Jay Watamaniuk
recently did a 'Wednesday feature' on me and TBP, and I think I've had about all of the ego fanning I
need or deserve for one year. Hopefully, what I've come up with is something that covers the highlights
of TBP history, and what role I've had to play in all that. Enjoy it or skip it. It's just about as well as I

can do at organizing my often scattered thoughts regarding the guild, and make a boring story, at least a
slightly interesting read.
Another year has come and gone, and it's time once again to celebrate the founding of this little
fruitcake factory we like to call a guild. I could jabber on for days about all of the hard work and
dedication that goes into making such an enterprise the enormous success it apparently is, but why bore
everyone? They'd know it was a load of BS anyway.
The fact of the matter is, we're a lazy lot at the helm of this 1000+ member monster, that for some
mysterious reason, seems to be one of the more active guilds in the BioWare guilds registry system. Do
we know why? Not likely. We have come to think however, that there's something about TBP that
people like.
Whether we're kidding ourselves there or not, as I'm writing this article, The Builders Project guild is
sitting at number 3 on the BioWare guilds and registry's most active guilds list. We have just over 1000
members, and we've somehow managed to enjoy some moderate successes that have given us something
tangible to point at, and remark upon as accomplishments.
Those of us who have been around the guild since its formation on December 31st, 2001 (and plenty of
others who came along later), know that any accomplishment with the TBP label on it was not easy to
come by.
If this were a bad documentary (instead of the disjointed ramblings of an only marginally talented
writer), the screen would blur, and we'd be cinematically transported to the last week of December,
2001. Likewise, if I were a big time, fancy-shmancy Hollywood director, I'd throw in a little warm and
fuzzy photo montage of guild highlights from the past two years. Unfortunately, this ain't film, I'm no
Kubrick, and damned if I don't always seem to have forgotten my camera when I could really get some
great blackmail shots. Instead, how about about a slice of my favorite cartoon, time-travel symbolism
instead? You guessed it, Peabody and Sherman...

As galap isn't allowed anywhere near the controls of the Wayback Machine, we can safely assume we
have arrived at that fortuitous spot in 2001 (rather than in the clutches of some nasty, meat-eating
dinosaur from the late Cretaceous period). It was Christmas week, and I was enjoying one of my favorite
passtimes of that year; noodling with the NWN toolset, and peering confusedly at the indecipherable
ancient Chinese scribblings of a few 'experts' on the scripting forum, who were trying (mostly in vain) to
teach me how to noodle successfully.
The unfortunate senility that accompanies old age has dulled my memory along with my wits, but I seem
to remember noticing at the time that most of the questions I was asking were 'repeat questions', i.e.
they'd been asked numerous times by people who were apparently as clueless and confused as I was
myself. I've always been more of a doer than a thinker, so I raised the question of whether or not

anybody had thought to form a co-op of new builders, or 'newbs' like myself, for the purpose of a little
information sharing. Two heads are better than one (especially if you're bored with just the one), I
thought, and if you have a lot of heads, at least you won't get bored looking in the mirror...
Anyway, to make long story (at least a little) shorter, nobody apparently had set up such a co-op
(something which I automatically thought would be best served in the form of a guild), so I suggested
we (the 'newbs') make one. The NWN forums already had this nifty little system in place for such
special interest groups, complete with forums and other little perks, and apparently they didn't much care
what sort of group you were, as long as you played nice in the space allotted to your group and abided
by a few simple rules. I checked out this guilds and registry system, and figured 'How hard can it be?'.
Clearly that's a question one should never seriously ask.
I somehow ended up being the person of choice, out of a group of about 25 or so initial posters on the
topic, to be the owner of the proposed guild. I think it had something to do with my gift for making long,
blathery posts about not much of anything, but that's a whole other article... Guild management was
something I'd never done before (I'd never even been in a guild), so I was somewhat intimidated by the
prospect at first. However, I received some very helpful and sage advice from a hall of fame builder (by
the name of Aulslime) on successful project management, and I spent a day or two drafting a few
straightforward rules and objectives. Our little guild of 25 initial members on day one, grew to over 100
members within the first month.
That wasn't all newbs either. A lot of expert builders and scripters decided to come along for this wild
little ride since the formation of TBP, which is certainly something I personally never expected. This in
itself has always been one of our greatest strengths as a support guild. We have always had the ability to
offer the support our members need 'in house', rather than having to go outside the guild for help and
answers to our technical questions. This is a very important principle that we have carried over into
every area of support we offer in the guild, with our Help Desk and Playtesting Division forums. These
are self-supporting resources given by our members, to our members, and it's one of the basic formulas
that makes The Builders Project work.
I had thought initially that I would pass off the leadership thing to another guild management member at
some point, and concentrate on attempting to finish my own mod. My primary interest with NWN,
beyond playing whenever there's something new I'm dying to try out (and I have the spare time) has
always been with building, more so than anything else, and it's difficult to really concentrate on building
your own quality mod when you have a large, active guild to manage.
Somewhere along the line, I gave up on that notion altogether though. A few of the other management
team members were able to convince me that whatever it is about TBP that makes it unique, had more
than a little to do with my style of leadership. I personally think that 'style' is more about me being just
as lazy, and just as big a procrastinator as the rest of them. It's hard to pressure people for having
difficulty with deadlines and getting things done, when you don't exactly excel at such trivial things
yourself.
I think one of the things that keeps us (the TBP management team) motivated, is that we have always
recognized that the guild itself is the real project. Making it work and succeed at being a useful part of
the NWN community, has always been where we have put in the most effort, rather than into any
'official guild projects' we've attempted over the years. Recognizing that more so than producing some
PW project, or fabulous new community resource we can sit back and gloat over, the most valuable
resource we have to offer the NWN community is the guild itself, and we can best serve that community
by concentrating on making the guild the best it can be. And while we go about the business of being
human, getting too tied up in real life commitments to build, and making our inevitable mistakes, the
guild continues to thrive.
That isn't to say we haven't managed to complete a couple of projects along the way, however. Thanks
to the efforts of guild officers Akkei and qworty, the TBP Guide to Building-Toolset Manual was
officially uploaded to NW Vault this past October. It will hopefully be a long term, ongoing project for

other interested, contributing members to add to over time. Our recent guild 2yr anniversary event
marked the unveiling of our long overdue Festhall Project. The Festhall project will likely be in
permanent beta, as the project will grow and be further enhanced on a continual basis.
So, *cough*, in conclusion (and mostly because I have to end this rambling somewhere), if there's
anything that I most want people to know about TBP, and me too I guess, it's that you don't have to be
an expert scripter, builder, or even excel at managing projects to run a successful guild, and make it
something that people want to be a part of.
What you need most is the ability to let go of the reigns a bit, and allow the people around you to decide
together what the guild should be, and to help steer your little project in the right direction. In fact, even
the wrong direction is okay every once in a while too. The most important thing, being the ability to
trust the insights and ideas of others just as much as you would your own. It's just a guild after all, and
they won't break it. And if they do, you can always kill them and start again.
In a nutshell, I think as long as we're still here when so many others aren't anymore, that in itself is our
success story.
Happy Anniversary TBP!
•

-ducky

TBP Hall of famers
Some extra recognition goes out this month to Firestarter as his Return to Ravenloft module makes the
NW Vault Hall of Fame.

Description:

This module is intended to introduce players to Ravenloft as laid out in the TSR boxed set, Realm of
Terror published 1990. Note: This module item strips and sets exp' to 100 on player entry. It uses a
powerful Stone of Recall type device called the Returnal Mirror. Multiplayers must aquire this item
before they exit the game or they will be item striped again when they re enter. Features: No hak used.
Multiple henchmen (by 69MEH69 modified). Bashable Doors (by Lilac Soul). Illusions (by David
Etheredge & Firestarter modified). DMFI wandpack. Introduction: I have travelled to an outpost of
civilisation called Stone Leigh. The town was built to support a garrison which protects the land from a
Ravenloft portal. Without the guards many monsters would creep out of the Gate to infest the area with
evil. A terrible storm overtook me just as I was hiking the last few miles. I made it through; soaked and
tired, and have found the Temple of Stone Leigh.
There are lots of options for role playing but this isn't forced on you. Many of the quests have alternate
resolutions. It was built to have replay ability and will sit happily on a server with minimal intervention.
v1.30 fixes a couple of rare game stoppers reported by gamers. v1.31 fixes several faults found by
gamers including a broken dialogue and henchmen not disabling traps. v1.32 makes some cosmetic
visual and audio changes, fixes a few bugs that affected multiplay where one player could be rewarded
for items he did not have.
Module Category:
City Adventure, Dungeon Adventure, Temple-Crypt Adventure, Twisted-Dark, Classic PnP Conversion,
Final Version, Uses Stone of Recall/Town Portal.
•

Congrats to Firestarter for making the NW Vault Hall of Fame

Download - Return to Ravenloft

Member Project Spotlight
Wardstones of Cormyr, by Ronin2500

Without giving to much of the future plot away I will say this.
This takes place in the Forgotten Realms setting in the region of Cormyr. The first chapter takes place in
the city of Marsmember. Adventurers have been summoned by the local lord, Lord Ildoon, to discover
what is causing the problems within his city that neither the Purple Dragon nor the Warwizards ( which
have mysteryiously left )can defeat. Undead roam the streets and darkness envelopes the eastern half
city. You must enter the city, obtain your adventurers permit ( a neccessity for those adventuring within
Cormyrs borders ) and set about the task of discovering the cause of the trouble and eliminating it.
Chapter 2 continues sending you to the city of Suzail, the capital of Cormyr, and the surrounding lands.
These include The Kings Forrest, Waymoot, Arabel, Dhedluck, Eveningstar, The Haunted Halls, and
even a short trip into the Underdark through a little known access point in the Kings Forrest.
Also for those of you that have always wondered what happened to Tilverton well you will find out in
this module what caused the shadowy concave space that now occupies the are where the town used to
be and why whoever goes in dissapears and why their is a permanent Purple Dragon garrisson based
there.
The module is filled with custom content including several hak's and a custom rest and death/recall
system.
•

Ronin2500

Wardstones of Cormyr Playtesters guild
NW Vault Download
Screenshots

Random NPC actions scripts, by ffbj

Many times when playing in a persistent world or even a module you sometimes notice various attempts
the author has made to make npc's act more believably. Usually this entails having the npc's do
scheduled actions, which usually involves a hb script.
The problem is they always do the same thing. Gardener's garden, guards guard, fishmermen fish. You
can get some variablity with the recent activities and waypoints Bioware has brought out, but still there
is something lacking. Truely random variable behavior that seems natural.
This demo gives you a method to get more realistic, yet unpredictable, npc behaviors. The two
examples: A town during a riot, and the barbarian camp, are just a small sample of what you can do with
this approach. The scripts are on perception, because perception fires all the time anyway. No hb scripts,
and you can set the perception to fire only part of the time or only for the pc.
•

ffbj

NW Vault Download
Script Category: Scripting routines
Script Type: Other
Script Format: Module and Code
Includes Required: BioWare Standard
Description:
It's Festival time in A City once again, and don't forget to visit the bucolic Barbarian Camp.

Temple of Elemental Evil, by qworty
From the original introduction:
"Welcome to the exciting WORLD OF GREYHAWK fantasy setting. It is a world rich in history,
intrigue, and magic... a place of opportunity, and of danger as well.
This story unfolds in a small part of that world, a very small part indeed. But this place, at the foot of the
Kron Hills not far north of the great Azure Sea, could breed dangers to threaten the nearby greater
realms with the fine-sounding names of the Archclericy of Veluna, and the kingdoms of Celene and
Furyondy. Hommlet and Nulb are two small villages, which squat in the vales between these great
powers like two dark and tiny eyes, surrounded by the ancient wrinkled hills on the face of some evil
demiurge."

A scrub of thorns, thistles, weeds, and shrubs grows thickly along the edge of the track which leads to
the ruins. Even the track is mostly overgrown and cluttered with fallen branches and trees. Here and
there it is washed out, in other places a mire.
Some game evidently still follows the pathway, however, for after a mile or so faint traces can be seen.
But even considering this, going is slow, and it takes over an hour to reach the place on horseback, or
two to trudge along on foot. Considerable hacking and clearing is necessary to make the way passable,
so double the time required for the first trip. After two miles, as the track turns more northerly, the land
begins to sink and become boggy. Tall marsh plants grow thickly where cattails and tamaracks do not.
Off to the left can be seen the jagged silhouette of the moathouse.
A side path, banked high to cross over the wetland to either side, just north to the entrance of the ruin.
The track here is only about 15 feet wide or so, with crumbling embankments making travel near the
edge dangerous. The bogs stink. The vegetation appears dense and prolific, but somehow sickly and
unhealthy, creepers and vines throwing their strangling loops over the skeletons of dead saplings and
living bushes alike. The rushes and cattails rustle and bend even to a slight zephyr, and weird birdcalls,
croakings, and other unwholesome sounds come faintly across the fen.

In alpha as of November 2004, the goal of this project is to bring as much of the original look and feel of
the PnP module to NWN as the toolset will allow. Presently we are working on building NPC
populations for Hommlet and Nulb. With full day night functionality based on Dom's cc_schedule
package these should create a very dynamic and interesting setting for these two key locations.
If you are interested in this or other Greyhawk related projects come and visit the Greyhawk Builders
Guild

•

qworty

Articles
TBP Guide to Building Update - by qworty
In a continuation of the series of manuals started with:
The Guide to Building – The Toolset Manual
The Builders Project brings you:
THE BUILDERS PROJECT’S GUIDE TO BUILDING - THE DESIGN MANUAL
(Due to be released in 2005)
Here is an excerpt from the introduction - by Akkei
"The Guide to Building will be released in many installments, each covering an important aspect of
module building. This second installment, titled "The Design Manual", provides the builder with food
for thought to make the creative process of building easier and reduce the amount of "re-inventing the
wheel" that is involved. The purpose of this Manual is to provide the builder with a set of suggestions
and guidelines to help build better, more complete and enjoyable modules. This Manual should however
not be viewed as an attempt to establish an authority over methods for designing and building NWN
modules. The suggestions contained herein are just that suggestions.
Not every topic has been thoroughly explored here so there will be issues not fully addressed, or not
addressed at all, due in large part to this being a huge, complex, subject.
Designing and building NWN modules can be a difficult proposition for any builder; even a veteran
builder. Difficulties can develop for anyone ranging from writer’s block to apathy when building a
module. No one system of NWN module creation is superior to another. Each builder is a different
person and their individual strengths and weaknesses will be different therefore each and every idea
presented here in this guide should be seen as a tool to use to make the module what you want of it – not
a gospel claiming to be “The right or even best way” to make a NWN module."
CHAPTER 1 BUILDING A MODULE 6
1.1 THE BUILDING ESSENTIALS 6
1.2 GETTING TO KNOW YOU, THE MODULE BUILDER 6
1.3 MODULE CATEGORIES 8
1.3.1 Story Oriented Module 8
1.3.2 Role-playing Oriented Module 8
1.3.3 Combat Oriented Module 8
1.3.4 Solo Player Module 8
1.3.5 Multi-Player Module 8
1.3.6 Permanent World Module 8
CHAPTER 2 WRITING A STORY 9
2.1 WRITING A SYNOPSIS 9
2.1.1 Scope of the Story 12
2.2 SETTING OF YOUR MODULE 12
2.2.1 Using an Existing Setting 12

2.2.2 Creating a Unique Setting 12
2.2.3 Target Audience 13
2.2.4 Restriction on Player Characters 15
2.3 WRITING PLOT AND QUESTS 15
2.3.1 Writing the Plot 15
2.3.2 Good and Evil Plot 17
2.3.3 Main/Sub Quests Methodology 20
2.3.4 Side Quests 21
2.3.5 Over-used quests 23
2.3.6 Romance 23
2.4 NON PLAYER CHARACTERS IN YOUR MODULE 26
2.4.1 NPC personality 26
2.4.2 Designing NPC’s 26
2.4.3 Henchmen 29
2.4.4 The Villain 29
2.4.5 Dialogues 32
2.5 TIPS ON WRITING THE STORY 34
2.5.1 Retaining logic in the writing process 34
2.5.2 Give a tone to your story 34
2.5.3 Establish the content rating and respect it 35
2.5.4 Avoid repetition 35
2.5.5 Stay consistent with the choices you have made 36
2.5.6 Use of realism 36
2.5.7 Linear / Non-Linear 36
CHAPTER 3 DESIGNING YOUR MODULE 38
3.1 GETTING ORGANIZED 38
3.1.1 How to keep track of variables 38
3.1.2 Naming conventions 38
3.1.3 Team of builders 38
3.2 CHARACTER PROGRESSION 38
3.2.1 Giving XP points 39
3.2.2 Fixing the Amount of Loot 40
3.3 ESTABLISHING THE RULES 40
3.3.1 Resting Systems 40
3.3.2 Death Systems 40
3.4 USING CUSTOM CONTENT 42

3.5 DESIGNING AREAS 43
3.5.1 Travel 44
3.6 USING THE JOURNAL 44
CHAPTER 4 ADDING LIFE TO YOUR MODULE 46
4.1 ADDING COLOR / FLAVOUR 46
4.2 FREQUENT NPC BEHAVIOUR (PICKPOCKET, GUARDS,
COMPLEX ANIMATION) 46
4.3 CREATING ORIGINAL TRAPS 46
4.4 VISUAL EFFECTS 46
CHAPTER 5 ADDING COMBAT ELEMENTS TO YOUR MODULE 47
5.1 ENCOUNTERS 47
5.2 ENEMY SPAWNING 47
5.3 BALANCING COMBAT 48
5.4 DESIGNING LARGE BATTLES 49
CHAPTER 6 ADDING ROLE-PLAYING ELEMENTS TO YOUR MODULE 50
6.1 CONSEQUENCES OF PC ACTIONS 50
6.2 SKILL CHECKS 51
CHAPTER 7 DESIGNING A PUZZLE 53
CHAPTER 8 MODULE CATEGORY PARTICULARS 54
8.1 BUILDING A HIGH-LEVEL MODULE 54
8.2 BUILDING A PW 55
8.3 BUILDING A MULTIPLAYER MODULE 61
8.3.1 How to make a module DM friendly and DM documentation 61
8.4 BUILDING A HACK’N SLASH MODULE 63
8.5 BUILDING A ROLEPLAYING MODULE 63
CHAPTER 9 USING SCRIPTS TO DESIGN EFFICIENTLY 64
9.1 USER DEFINED EVENTS 64
9.2 HOW TO USE THE JOURNAL VARIABLES 64
CHAPTER 10 GOING PUBLIC WITH THE MODULE 65
10.1 TESTING THE MODULE 65
10.1.1 Balancing Items and Effects 65
10.1.2 When the plot gets broken 65
10.2 README FILE 65
10.3 ADVERTIZING THE MODULE 65
Contributors include:
Akkei

qworty
Ghostdreamer
Aristan
bluekey88
Adaram
Brennan068
Wite_Rabbit
nereng
and others
If you have any questions or comments about this or any TBP or Builders Guide related subject visit our
forums at The Builder's Project
Those interested in contributing to the guide can also apply at the United Architects guild.
•

qworty

Tools and Inventions:
Your one-stop shop for NWN in-game goodies!
•

by Kosmous

Since the main function of the TBP is to build a community which could gather aspiring builders,
scripters, artists, writers, and programmers under one roof and cultivate their talents with the guidance
and tutelage of veterans of each field, the forums as well as the TBP website were centered around this
particular purpose. With the introduction of the Playtesting Division as a system and as a forum, module
authors of small and massive projects assisted each other in the final stages of module development by
helping in the refinement and debugging of such works. TBP also launched a ambitious initiative to
create interactive, online classes through its sister guild, United Architects, by channeling the knowledge
of expert scripters and builders. Even a help desk forum was created so that specific questions can be
asked and answered within the confines of the guild without being washed away by the great tide of
posts made on Bioware’s public forums.
It was only a matter of time before TBP once again took another step forward in enhancing its services
to its members by opening the “Tools and Inventions” forum. T&I was originally meant to
accommodate all tools, whether created solely on NWScript or utilizing third-party applications, which
would help in all aspects of playing, building, or DMing within the context of NWN. We have expanded
this scope, however, to include the topic of custom content in all its forms.
For all those who wish to promote, seek help, garner feedback, or simply looking for new gadgets and
goodies to add to their own work, the T&I is the ideal forum to visit and frequent.
Why not just go to NW Vault?
Although the Vault, in all its immensity, serves most of the community well, TBP has realized that a
more intimate and less critical environment to nurture the development of tools and custom content
would help those who prefer to share their work with a smaller and more familiar circle before they feel
more comfortable to release their finished products to the entire NWN fan base.
TBP also intends to organize projects so that visitors can browse the T&I contributions according to
type, requirements, level of completion, and target purpose. In the near future, we hope to raise this

forum into an integral part of TBP as it will not only help members with their projects but also showcase
the great work that its members are creating through their talents and efforts.
At this time, the T&I is still a fledging project of TBP and only holds a few, but interesting, topics to
read:
Animations Lab
“I've occassionally seen builders ask how they can find out which animations creatures are capable of. I
have a setup with a listener, where I ‘speak’ the resref of the creature I want to check, and then again
‘speak’ the animation constant I want to check. Finding out what animations a creature can do, and how
it looks is extremely quick.
•

Nereng, TBP member

Personal Reputation and Reactions System
“Builders who are looking to add more role playing elements to their modules might want to check out
my PRR system version 2.2. It includes reaction adjustments based on conversations and quests,
wrapper functions for faction adjustments that allow more options, container ownership and security
functions, rumors, charm spells that affect dialogue, and a host of other options.”
•

Vendalus, TBP member

Persistent Lycanthropy System
“I have just last night re-created an old PC werewolf lycanthropy system by nodata…
I have re-created it changing things to current standards. It is also now persistent using bioware DBs…
The system includes modified use of beledonna, heal, cure disease, and remove curse to get rid of the
condition assuming the PC makes appropriate saves etc… You can also learn to control your shape
changing with proper will saves…”
•

Vuldrick Garrison, TBP admin

Creating Conversations in a simple Quest, using local
ints; by Dallo
One of the most difficult things for a new builder seems to be structuring NPC conversations, especially
when a quest requires multiple interactions between the player and one or more NPCs. It took me
literally months to "get it", and in retrospect I'm not sure why because the logic involved is actually very
simple. I had a look at a few of the tutorials on offer, and in general found them unhelpful and/or
confusing. Hopefully this one will be understandable and useful...
Firstly, it is important to understand that conversations are written upside-down to what normal logic
would dictate. The last thing you want an NPC to say, therefore, will usually be located at the top of the
convo tree, and conversely, the first will be at the bottom. If you wanted an NPC to have 4 different
responses, for example,
depending on the state of the quest, then the convo would be structured thus:
4th time talked
3rd time talked
2nd time talked

Initial conversation.
(The top 3 lines (4th, 3rd and 2nd time talked) will need to have "starting conditions" on them for the
convo to work, but more on this below).
The conversation needs to be structured like this because the engine checks each line looking for a
reason to make that line fire. If the conditions haven't yet been met for the top line then it looks at the
next line (3rd time talked), and so on, until it finds the appropriate "starting condition". In most convos
the bottom line, the initial conversation node, will have no starting conditions at all and will be
chosen by default the first time the player interacts with the NPC
(after the engine has checked all the preceding lines for conditions which have not yet been met).
So what about the other lines? How do we make the "2nd time talked" node fire if the player returns to
the NPC? How do we make sure that the right lines fire at the right times so that our quest will make
sense when speaking to the NPC(s)? The answer is, of course, that we have to assign an appropriate
"starting condition" for each line. To do this you will need to make simple scripts, which can be done
very
easily with the available wizard.
A starting conditional script can be based on any of a large number of things: something in the player's
inventory, the most recent journal entry, race, class etc etc, even alignment. In the example presented
here, however, we will set local ints on the player by means of other small "action" scripts (see below)
that can also be created easily with the wizard, and then have our "starting conditional" scripts check for
them. Simply put, a local int is simply a variable put on the player character, and is usually the best way
for a new builder to get conversations right. Items can be dropped or sold, or taken by an NPC,
alignment can change, journal entries are changed etc etc, but a local int, unless purposely removed, will
persist and can be checked for later by NPC conversations, even one or more not at all related to the
quest where it was set. This can be very useful.
It's time now to create a basic quest scenario:
SCENARIO:
Bob and Karen are young lovers. Karen's parents don't approve of Bob for some reason, however, and
have forbidden Karen from having anything to do with him, swearing that they will set their family
guards on the boy if she talks to him or if Bob comes anywhere near their estate. You fill in the details :D
For some reason, the PC has access to the estate and can speak with Karen, a very willful young lady
who adores Bob and will disobey her parents if she can, and
if Bob's safety isn't jeopardised. Bob is the quest-giver. If the PC talks to Karen first she will simply be
polite, but once the PC has spoken to Bob then she will
react in an appropriate way related to the quest.
QUEST:
Bob asks the PC to take a message to Karen, asking her to meet him by the church at midnight. He
would like the PC to return with Karen's answer. The PC agrees, and does so. In the meantime, Bob has
learnt that one of Karen's family will be attending the church for worship at that time and he wants to
change the rendezvous details. He asks the PC to return to Karen and ask her to meet him at the orchard
instead. Again he wants the PC to come back with Karen's reply.

Bob's convo might be called "bob", Karen's called "karen", and the local int we will set will be called
"Bob and Karen". The value of the local int will simply need for its numerical variable to be changed to
fit the occasion - for the appropriate lines of convo - by appropriate action scripts. Remember, all scripts
can be made easily by the wizard. We will cover this below.
TIP: When making convos I find it convenient to make a dummy convo
where I can write the convo tree according to my *own* logic. With Bob's convo I would call it
"makebob". Once I've completed the convo tree and attached all necessary scripts, I then create the real
convo, called "bob", and simply copy/paste the various nodes into their correct places. Once done it's a
simple matter to delete "makebob". This saves a lot of messing about and possible confusion, and allows
room for you to change your mind. Also, rearranging a convo by sending nodes to scrap and performing
copy/paste from there breaks any
paste-as-link structures within the convo whereas copying directly from another convo does not.
The nodes of Bob's convo will be structured something like this:
•

1) Thanks again for helping us.

(Checks for local int "Bob and Karen" , 5).
•

2) Thanks for helping us. You are a good person. Farewell.

(Starting conditional script checks for local int "Bob and Karen, 4". This will be set by Karen. Sets local
int "Bob and Karen" , 5).
•

3) Please tell Karen about our meeting at the orchard.

(Starting conditional script checks for local int "Bob and Karen" , 3).
•

4) Thanks for returning with Karen's answer. However, there's a problem and instead we
need to meet at the orchard. Please return with her reply.

(Starting conditional script checks for local int "Bob and Karen" , 2. This will be set by Karen. Sets
local int "Bob and Karen" , 3).
•

5) Please tell Karen about our meeting at the church.

(Starting conditional script checks for local int "Bob and Karen" , 1).
•

6) Hello. I need you to tell Karen to meet me near the church at midnight. Please return
with her answer.

(No starting conditional script. Sets local int "Bob and Karen" , 1).
•

''red:Note that the logic is upside down, and that both Bob and Karen can

set the appropriate local ints.''~~
Now, Karen's convo would look something like this:
•

1) Thank you for helping Bob and me. Farewell.

(Starting conditional script checks for "Bob and Karen" , 5). This is for if the PC for some reason
returns to Karen after the quest is complete).
•

2) Don't forget to tell Bob that I'll be in the orchard.

(Checks for "Bob and Karen" , 4).
•

3) You return with a change of plans. Please tell Bob that I'll meet him in the orchard.

(Checks for "Bob and Karen" , 3. Sets "Bob and Karen" , 4).
•

4) Don't forget to tell Bob I'll meet him at the church.

(Checks for "Bob and Karen" , 2).
•

5) You bring a message from Bob. Thank you. Please tell him I'll meet him near the
church.

(Checks for "Bob and Karen" , 1. Sets "Bob and Karen" , 2).
•

6) Hello, I'm Karen. Welcome to my family's house.

(PC hasn't spoken to Bob yet. No checks for this quest. Nothing set, unless you wanted to have another
line just above this one but below Karen's first quest line. In this case you would need to set a different
int).
•

Again, this structure is upside-down. Analysis/comparison of the 2convos should make it
obvious how they fit together. Notice how the same starting conditional scripts will be used in
both conversations. I have represented convo branches with a single line. Of course, your
conversations will be more complex than that :-D.

It's time now to make the scripts: Open the toolset and create a basic, single area mod. Remember,
anything you make in this small mod can be exported as an erf and later imported into your actual
module. Now, select Tools > Conversation Editor. Save the file as "scriptmaker". Highlight Root, and
then select the "Add" button (topleft). Type in "hello". With this basic line in this simple, discardable
convo we can make all the scripts we will need for our real, quest conversations.
Firstly highlight the "hello" line by selecting it. In the bottom right quadrant of the editor, make sure the
"Text Appears When" tab is also selected. It usually is by default. Now hit the wizard button (red hat).
Check Local Variable and hit Next. In the top, right field (next to "int" field) type "Bob and Karen",
without the "". In
the next right side field down (next to "constant int" field) type "1", again without the "". Select "Add"
and code will appear in the large "Local Expressions" box. Hit Next. Save the script as sc_bobkaren1.
Exit from the "scriptmaker" convo without saving.
You have made your first starting conditional script that will test for the local int "Bob and Karen",
variable 1. :-D. Go to the script list on the left side of the toolset and right-click on the script
sc_bobkaren1. Hit "Edit". Save the file as
sc_bobkaren2. It will automatically compile. Now change the variable from a "1" to a "2" and hit F7 to
compile.
You have now made your second starting conditional script that will test for the local int "Bob and
Karen", variable2. Repeat this process until all 5 necessary sc_ scripts are made.
We now have our 5 scripts that will check for our local ints but we need to create the "action" scripts
that will actually set them on the PC.
Go to the conversation list on the left of the toolset. Right-click on "scriptmaker" and hit Edit. Select our
"hello" line and this time make sure that the "Actions Taken" tab is selected in the bottom right quadrant
of the editor. Hit the wizard button (red hat). Check "Set local variable" box and hit Next. In the right
"int" field type Bob and Karen. In the right "constant int" field type the number 1. Hit
"Add" and code will appear. Hit Next. Save script as at_bobkaren1.
Exit from the "scriptmaker" convo without saving. Select at_bobkaren1 from the script list, right-click
and repeat the steps you did for the sc_ scripts. Save as at_bobkaren2 and change the variable value to 2,
and so on, until you have created the 5 necessary scripts. The "scriptmaker" convo has served its purpose
and can now be deleted.
Write your conversations and put the appropriate sc_ scripts on the correct nodes by selecting each node
and, with Text Appears When checked, scroll down until you find the right script for it. Somewhere,

preferably near the end, select a branch of the node and, with the Actions Taken tab selected, add the
appropriate at_ script to set the appropriate int.
In Karen's convo, for example, consider the node "You return with a change of plans.....". This node
should have sc_bobkaren3 as a starting conditional script. Somewhere in every branch of this node, near
the end preferably, you should put at_bobkaren4 to set the int for her final line, and for Bob's 2nd last
line
An Easier Way to do it:
int StartingConditional()
{
object oPC=GetPCSpeaker();
string sTag=GetTag(OBJECT_SELF);
return (GetLocalInt(oPC, sTag)==1);''
Copy/paste this script and save as sc_npc_talk_1. Then create another 4 scripts (sc_npc_talk_2, variable
2 etc etc) as we have above.
Then...
void main()
{
object oPC=GetPCSpeaker();
string sTag=GetTag(OBJECT_SELF);
SetLocalInt(oPC, sTag, 1);
}
Copy/paste this script and save as at_npc_talk_1, and then create the other 4 necessary scripts as above.
It is important to note that these generic scripts can be used in almost every convo in your module as
long as the "owner" of each convo has a unique tag, since they will check for and set ints on the PC
corresponding to the NPC's tag. In our case above, these scripts could be used instead of our "Bob and
Karen" scripts, but only if both Bob and Karen had the same unique tag.
This tutorial has focused on the use of local ints, but remember also that a starting conditional script can
check for many other conditions, as noted above. Conversation nodes, for example, might check for
alignment and add specific responses according to its check. Things in the PC's inventory can be used
etc etc. NPC conversations in complex quests might use any number of these conditions. It is advised
that you explore these possibilities. Making sc_ and at_ scripts with the wizard for most other conditions
is similar to what we did elsewhere in this document for local ints."
Happy conversation writing!

Help Desk Tip of the Month
•

In what will hopefully become a permanent feature in the guild newsletter, we will be taking one
Q&A thread per issue from our Help Desk forum, and publishing it here in the newsletter, as the
"Tip of the Month". This month's tip is taken from a question on spell hook limitations by TBP
member; Cylvia...

Q: -Cylvia - I've been trying to use spellhooking for some custom polymorphs. I'm using a serverside
polymorph.2da and I have a few creatures that use spells and special abilities. It seems that some if not
all special abilities are missing the spellhook in the script, and the shifter class also uses spells without
the spellhook in it. Was this intentional by bioware, and does the script make a check to see if a spell or
special ability was used?
A1: -Dyrcona - I've recently been doing some spell hooking in my modules, and it is my understanding
that spell hooking only works with spells (whether cast from an item or by a spellcaster) and that it only
works for PCs.
It does not work with special abilities, though I guess it could if you went and changed every script for
every special ability.
A2: -Mermut - I works for NPCs if you set the wild magic variable to true for each area you want it to
affect NPCs. Alas there is no way to set a global variable to turn it on for all NPCs by default.
I use the OnEnter script for my areas so I don't have to set the var on every single variable
The var X2_L_WILD_MAGIC is an interger that should be set to 1.
I've successfully used spell hooks to 'change' spells for certain monsters/NPCs by checking resrefs. I
have skunks that 'skunk' instead of casting stinking cloud and treants that 'animate trees' rather then
summoning a dire bear.
•

We hope you find this tip useful.

Community Features
Community Spotlight: Epic Character Builders

As a special feature in this edition of the guild newsletter, we are happy to feature another BioWare
guild, Epic Character Builders. The official guild description:

A place for all whom want to have their own thread for their own builds, which would be indexed in a
sense. This makes it easier for those who want to make a build based on someone else's build, to find
a particular one. All are welcome to this guild.
Ducky: Thanks, Anuis, for granting us the interview. Could you tell our readers a bit about the Epic
Character Builders Guild (when you were founded, etc)?
Anuis: The Epic Character Builders Guild was founded on 23 March 2004.
Anyway... it's basically a place for all people who want to make their characters stronger without having
to rely on any enchanted items, and be able to stand up on its own if it came to that. It is also a place for
those who have made a build and wanted to have some feedback on it, without having to go through
every post to find anything that is relevant to their build. A classic example of this would be the epic
character thread in the main forum (not guild forum).
Ducky: What made you decide to form a guild for epic character builders?
Anuis: Many reasons. The main one is that there was no organized way of finding specific builds, and
there were too many posts that refer to one build, and other thread to another build, and so on... I made
the guild so it would be possible to find the particular build that you want to look at and post any
comment, or any critique about that specific build.
Ducky: What sort of activities is your guild involved in?
Anuis: Mainly in building the characters to be as good as possible without relying on any items that are
enchanted, ie Greataxe +1, +2, etc. We help other builders to make their builds better than the original
version, if that is possible. Basically, the rule of the build is that you must not rely on any enchanted
items or anything like that, and only rely on their own abilities and/or rely on spell-like ablities (wizardrelated or class-related), along with standard weapons and armor (must be plain).
Ducky: Do you provide any sort of help related services for your members?
Anuis: If you mean if they are asking for help with their builds... The answer would be yes. If they ask
us to find a build that meets their requirements, we would tell them. Or if they need some help with their
builds, we would improve on what they have built and more.
Ducky: Do your members play NWN or any specific PWs/Modules together?
Anuis: Not really. They play in many various PWs/Modules. But there is one specific module that we
would play in if we want to test our character to see how good it is, or for any reason, we would go to
the Epic Character Builders server found in the server section of the guild.
Ducky: What are the long term goals for your guild?
Anuis: At the moment, I don't think there are any. The goal is simply to be there so the builds can be
easily accessed via the index.
Ducky: Any projects you're working on as a group?
Anuis: None at the moment. There was point where we tried to, but unfortunately it was dropped.
Ducky: What are your plans for the future?
Anuis: For the moment, just to be there and allow everyone to be able to access the builds easily and
post their opinions on them, without having to sift through various posts regarding one build.
•

Thanks again, Anuis for telling us about your guild. Those of you who are interested in Epic
Character Builders, can check them out in the BioWare guilds and registry here: Epic Character
Builders.
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